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Abstract 

Analysis of the literature indicated that radon transport models 
significantly and consistently underpredict the advective entry into houses of 
soil-gas borne radon. Advective entry is the dominant mechanism resulting in 
high concentrations of radon indoors. My dissertation research investigated the 
source of the model-measurement discrepancy via carefully controlled field 
experiments conducted at an experimental basement located in natural soil in 
Ben Lomond, California. 

Early experiments at the structure (Chapter II) confirmed the existence 
and magnitude of the model-measurement discrepancy, ensuring that it was not 
merely an artifact of inherently complex and poorly understood field sites. The 
measured soil-gas entry rate during structure depressurization was found to be 
an order of magnitude larger than predicted by a current three-dimensional 
numerical model of radon transport. The exact magnitude of the discrepancy 
depends on whether the arithmetic or geometric mean of the small-scale 
measurements of permeability is used to estimate the effective permeability of 
the soil. This factor is a critical empirical input to the model and was 
determined for the Ben Lomond site in the typical fashion using single-probe 
static depressurization measurements at multiple locations. 

The remainder of the dissertation research tests a hypothesis to explain 
the observed discrepancy: that soil permeability assessed using relatively small-
scale probe measurements (0.1 - 0.5 m) does not reflect bulk soil permeability for 
flows that is likely to occur at larger scales of several meters or more in real 
houses and in the test structure. The idea is that soil heterogeneity is of a nature 
that, as flows occur over larger scales, larger scales of heterogeneity are 
encountered that facilitate larger flux rates, resulting in a scale dependence of 
effective soil permeability. 

In Chapter III I describe the development of a dual-probe dynamic 
pressure technique to measure soil permeability to air (and anisotropy of 
permeability) at various length scales. Preliminary field tests of the apparatus 
indicated that soil permeability was indeed scale dependent. In addition, the 
tests indicated that soil permeability was anisotropic, with horizontal 
permeability exceeding vertical by about a factor of 2. Laboratory soil column 
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experiments (Chapter IV) provided a partial test of the theory of dynamic-
pressure signal propagation and of the interpretation of the field tests. 

Chapter V describes a complete set of permeability measurements made 
over different length scales and spatial orientations at the Ben Lomond site. Over 
the range of scales investigated (0.1 - 3.5 m), effective permeability was found to 
increase by more than a factor of 40. The smaller-scale static permeability 
measurements were consistent with the dynamic measurements given the 
observed trend in permeability with scale. Given the new estimates of soil 
permeability for the ~3 m scale, the model over-estimation of the radon entry rate 
was reduced from a factor of -9 to less than a factor of 2.5 (Chapter VI). 
Measurements of soil radon depletion with increasing structure depressurization 
provide an independent check of the larger-scale soil permeability, and 
corroborate the dynamic pressure measurements on that scale. 

The finding of scale-dependent soil permeability to air has important 
implications for both modeling and field assessment of gas-phase transport of 
radon and other soil contaminants. With respect to modeling radon transport 
through soil, the implication is that scale dependence of permeability must be 
explicitly incorporated into the models unless it is known that the system 
operates only over a very narrow range of scales. The results also indicate that, 
in order for models to produce reasonably accurate results, considerably more 
information about the soil permeability field is required than was previously 
believed. A complete set of measurements covering the possible range of scales 
over which the system might operate is necessary. The technique developed in 
Chapter II is suitable for such a puipose. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

OVERVIEW 

This research began with my observation that models of radon entry 
into houses appeared to consistently and significantly underestimate entry 
rates measured at real houses. These models simulate the dominant 
mechanism responsible for high concentrations of radon indoors, pressure 
driven entry of radon-bearing soil gas caused by depressurization of the 
building substructure relative to the surrounding soil. This is the case, for 
example, when heated indoor air rises causing air from the surrounding soil 
to be drawn in through penetrations in the substructure. A critical input to 
these models is an empirical assessment of soil permeability — the factor that 
typically controls the entry rate of soil gas into houses. 

In the past, the model-measurement discrepancies had been attributed 
to poor understanding of inherently complex field sites. Neither oui 
measurement techniques for assessing transport nor our conceptual models 
of radon transport through soil were in question. Yet, with each new 
measurement consistently revealing higher entry rates than predicted by our 
models, my confidence in the foundations of our understanding of radon 
entry was eroded. 

The first step was to ensure that the model-measurement discrepancy 
was in fact real and not merely an artifact of poorly understood field sites. 
This required careful and complete controlled experiments at a well-
characterized basement-like structure, to reduce uncertainty as much as 
possible in our knowledge of the structure and the surrounding soil. The 
structure was designed to have simple geometry to facilitate comparisons 
between measurements and model predictions. 

Confirmation of the discrepancy at the experimental structure 
indicated that there had to be something wrong, either with our empirical 
techniques for assessing transport, with our conceptual model of transport, or 
both. The most interesting and promising hypothesis was that both our 
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conceptual model of the soil and our technique for assessing regional soil 
permeabilities was in error. In particular, typical assessments of regional soil 
permeability, from multiple small-scale measurements, systematically 
underestimate effective soil permeability at the larger scale of several m at 
which flows are expected to occur in real houses (or the experimental 
structure). 

To test this hypothesis, I designed a technique to measure soil 
permeability to air in situ over different length scales and spatial orientations. 
(The latter was necessary to test a secondary hypothesis that anisotropy of 
permeability explained observed anomalies in the soil pressure field.) The 
bulk of this dissertation (Chapter III - VI) describes the development and 
testing of the new dual-probe dynamic pressure technique for measuring soil 
permeabilities and the use of the technique in the field to investigate the scale 
dependence of soil permeability to air. The field tests confirm the hypothesis 
that soil permeability at the site of the experimental basement is indeed 
strongly scale dependent over a range of scales between 0.1 and 3.5 m (Chapter 
V). In addition, measurements of soil radon depletion with structure 
depressurization are used as an independent confirmation of soil 
permeability at the several m scale (Chapter VI). When the new assessments 
of soil permeability at the 'structure scale' where used as input to the 
numerical model, the model overestimation of the radon entry rate was 
reduced from a factor of ~7 to less than a factor of 2. 

BACKGROUND 

"Bergkrankheit" (or mountain sickness), among sixteenth century 
pitchblende (radium) miners in the Erz Mountains of Germany, was the 
earliest evidence of the health hazard of inhaled radon and its progeny. 
Apparently labor rights were not strong in Germany at the time, since studies 
of miners in these same mines three hundred years later revealed that life 
expectancy after beginning work in the mines was only 20 years, with lung 
diseases accounting for 75% of all deaths. It was not until the 1920's that the 
lung disease was attributed to radiation, as opposed to inhaled arsenic [1]. 
And it was not until the 1970's that residential exposure to indoor radon 
began to be considered as a potential public health risk [2]. 
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Currently, the majority of scientific opinion considers indoor radon 
exposure a significant public health risk [3-8]. Based on epidemiological 
studies of miners, and correcting for differences in the environmental 
conditions, occupancy levels, and activity levels of the mining vs. the 
residential populations, the excess lung cancer risk associated with the 
average radon concentration found in US homes (52 Bq/m 3) is estimated to 
be 0.7% [7, 8], yielding about 15,000 radon-induced lung cancer deaths per year 
[8-10].' Because of the lognormal distribution of indoor radon concentrations, 
large numbers of people experience radon concentrations — and therefore 
radon-induced lung cancer risks — far above the average level [11,12] 

The isotope primarily responsible for the radon-associated lung cancer 
risk is believed to be 2 2 2 Rn — a decay product of 238TJ, which is ubiquitous in 
the earth's crust. (See Figure 1 for the 2 3 8 U decay series.) 2 2 0 R n was not 
considered. Because of its relatively short half life, the time for transport of 
that isotope from its source is limited, effectively limiting the source region 
from which 2 2 0 R n can be drawn into the indoor environment [2]. In 
addition, details of the 2 2 0 Rn decay series appear to limit the concentrations 
present in air and the dose delivered to the lungs [2]. For these reasons, my 
research focuses exclusively on the 2 2 2 Rn isotope. Therefore, when I refer to 
'radon' in this dissertation, I am referring to that isotope. 

The majority of the radiation dose comes from the ot-decay of two 
progeny of 2 2 2 Rn, 2i8p 0 and 2 1 4 P o . Both of these species are chemically 

1 This is the average risk for the general population including smokers and non-smokers. Note, 
however, that this average health risk might be a somewhat misleading indicator. A number 
of studies indicate that a majority of the risk is incurred among smokers because of an apparent 
synergism between smoking and radon exposure. The study of the National Research Council [7] 
finds the strongest synergism, reporting a barely sub-multiplicative effect of smoking on the 
baseline radon risk. According to that report, non-smokers exposed to t l . j same radon 
concentrations as smokers have about a factor of ten lower radon-induced lung-cancer risk. 
Given that the total population risk (R) = fraction of population who are smokers (f5) x the 
risk to smokers (r s) + fraction of population who are non-smokers (l-f s) x risk to non-smokers 
(0.1 r s ) , that is 

R = f s r s + ( l - f s ) (0 .1r s >, 
and taking fs -0.3, we find that the radon induced risk to smokers is - 2% and the risk to non-
smokers is about 0.2%. This agrees with the most recent estimates of the US EPA ([11], pg. 8) 
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active, tending to adhere to particles in the air and to lung tissue. Because of 
their relatively short half lives (~30 minutes or less), inhaled 2 1 8 p 0 a n c i 2l4p 0 

tend to ot-decay before they can be cleared from the lungs. Because 2 2 2 Rn is 
itself an inert gas with a relatively long half life of 3.82 days, if inhaled it is 
less to be retained by the lung or to decay while in close proximity to lung 
tissue. 

Early studies on the source of indoor radon focused on uranium-mill 
tailings used as landfill at building sites and on building materials with high 
radium content [13-15]. Soon, however, it was discovered that these sources 
could not explain the high levels found in many homes. Attention turned to 
naturally occurring radon in soil gas. A series of tests carried out by DSMA 
ATCON Ltd. [16-18] on high radon houses in Elliot Lake, Ontario, in Canada, 
indicated that, in order to explain the high concentrations found indoors, 
radon must have been entering by advection of soil gas rather than by 
diffusion from the soil. The history and conclusions drawn from those 
studies is reported by Scott [19]. 

Since that time a number of studies have confirmed that pressure-
driven (advective) flow is the dominant source of radon in houses with 
elevated concentrations [15, 20-28]. Advective flow of radon-bearing soil gas 
into a house results from a pressure deficit at the base of the house relative to 
the surrounding soil. Causal mechanisms include: temperature differences 
between indoors and out, wind on the house superstructure, unbalanced 
building ventilation [29], and temporal variations in barometric pressure [30-
33]. 

The dominant conceptual model for assessing advective entry has been 
a house sitting in relatively permeable, homogeneous soil that draws soil-gas 
inside via penetrations in an otherwise impermeable building substructure. 
Entry via permeable below-grade walls also has been considered and might be 
important in houses with substructures constructed of hollow or back-filled 
cement-block walls [34]. Much research has focused on houses with 
basements, because of the large interfacial area between the substructure and 
the soil and because the radon concentration at the assumed entry location 
(the floor) is higher because of the deeper soil location.2 Penetrations that 

2Crawl-space and slab-on-grade houses have also been studied. Many of the results of studies 
in one type of structure apply to other types [15, 35]. 
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allow soil-gas entry include a shrinkage gap around a poured-concrete slab 
floor, gaps left around service entrances such as sewer pipes, or cracks from 
soil-movement [19, 29, 36, 37]. 

Penetrations in the building substructure are typically large enough 
that the soil, not the building shell, provides the major resistance to soil gas 
flow 129]. The permeability of soil to air is therefore a critical parameter in 
predicting radon transport and entry rates. Soil permeability can vary over 
eight orders of magnitude (10 - 1 6 - 10 - 8 m 2) from clay to gravel. Given the 
homogeneous soil assumption, theoretical calculation suggests that advective 
entry is important for soil permeabilities greater than about 10"12 m 2 [29]. 

Several steady-state models have been developed to study radon and 
soil gas entry, most in accordance with the conceptual model outlined above. 
These include analytical (closed form) models that assume idealized leakage 
geometries [20, 38, 39] and more flexible numerical models. The earliest 
numerical model was used to study advective entry into houses with 
basements under the assumption of uniform, isotropic soil [15, 40-42]. A 2-
dimensional finite-difference model was developed to study the effects of 
exhaust ventilation on radon entry into houses with crawl spaces or 
basements [37, 39, 43]. Loureiro et ah [36, 44] developed a 3-dimensional code 
that simulates entry by advection and diffusion and allows for two soil types. 
This model was later modified to include thermal effects and a different 
structure and grid geometry [45, 46]. A similar model has been recently made 
available through Rogers and Associates Engineering Corporation [47, 48]. An 
addition, a 3-dimensional, dynamic model of multi-phase fluid flow has been 
used to effects of barometric pressure fluctuations on soil-gas and radon entry 
into a basement [32,33]. 

While the environmental and structural complexity of the radon entry 
problem necessitates the use of numerical models, this very complexity has 
made it impossible to validate them rigorously with the relatively simple 
field-monitoring studies conducted to date. Comparisons that have been 
made between measured and modeled radon entry rates have, however, 
indicated a persistent, large discrepancy. Significant model->neasurement 
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discrepancies have also been observed in the pressure coupling between the 
house and the soil.3 

These findings suggest an error in our conceptual model of radon 
entry, an error in the empirical inputs to the radon transport models 
(particularly in site assessments of soil permeability to air), or both. In any 
case, the discrepancies undermine confidence in our ability to assess 
accurately radon entry potential, to use the models as tools to design radon 
mitigation systems, or to develop building-construction guidelines to ensure 
low indoor radon concentrations. 

A number of examples indicate the magnitude and scope of the model-
measurement discrepancies. The electrical analog model of Nazaroff et al. [20] 
underpredicted pressure coupling measured between the soil and basement of 
a study house by more than a factor of 10. The modeling of Revzan et al. [45] 
underpredicted soil gas entry by a factor of 4, when compared to the mean 
entry rate measured in seven homes in the Spokane River Valley by Turk et 
al. [28, 49]. Garbesi and Sextro [34] found a similar discrepancy when 
comparing measurements made at a single-story house with a basement to 
predictions of a simple analytical model of soil-gas entry and with numerical 
models of the pressure field. Soil-gas entry was underpredicted by an order of 
magnitude, and pressure coupling was underpredicted by a factor of ~3. In 
that case the discrepancy might have been explained in part by permeable 
basement walls and layered soil. 

Unfortunately, the large uncertainties inherent in these field studies 
prevent their use in determining the source of the model-measurements 
discrepancies. This fact led to arguments that it was a lack of understanding 
of the exact nature of the field sites, rather than inaccurate models or 
measurements, that created the discrepancies. One large source of uncertainty 
in measurements made at houses is inadequate knowledge of the location(s) 
at which soil enters the structure. This leads to uncertainty in the radon 
concentration of soil-gas entering the house, and therefore to uncertainty in 
the radon-based-mass-balance estimate of the soil-gas entry rate. Limitations 
in the ability to probe the soil sufficiently to determine its macrostructure 

'Pressure coupling is the fraction of the total depressurization of the structure that is seen at a 
given point in the soil, and is an indication of the field of influence of the structure (i.e., from 
how far it can draw radon-laden soil gas). 
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(and therefore the nature of air flow through the soil) also leads to 
uncertainties about the appropriate empirical inputs to the models. In a 
couple of studies, soil-layering was suggested as a possible source of the 
observed model-measurement discrepancy [20,34], but the hypothesis was not 
substantiated. 

OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH 

The research described here is part of a larger effort, known as the 
Small Structures Project, being conducted in the Indoor Environment 
Program of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and described by Fisk el ttl. [43, 
50]. The broad aims of this research are to improve our understanding oi 
radon entry into houses under different environmental conditions and for 
different types of structures, and to validate existing mathematical models of 
advective transport of radon into house. The numerical models are critical 
tools to aid in the design of radon-mitigation systems and building-
construction guidelines that minimize indoor radon concentrations. The 
flexibility and low operating cost of these models make them indispensable 
tools for simulating the many possible environmental conditions and 
housing designs that can effect radon entry. 

Within the broader framework of this project, my research has two 
main objectives: (1) to establish, using controlled experiments, whether the 
model-measurement discrepancies observed in field studies of houses are real 
or simply an artifact of incomplete understanding of complex field sites; and 
(2) if they are real, to determine the source(s) of the discrepancies. Technical 
objectives include developing a technique for making accurate site 
assessments of radon entry potential and validating a numerical model used 
to study radon transport and entry into houses. 

OUTLINE OF DISSERTATION 

In Chapter II, the model-measurement discrepancies observed at real 
houses are validated by controlled measurements made over a two-year 
period in a thoroughly instrumented experimental basement located in the 
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Santa Cruz Mountains, in Ben Lomond, California. The experimental 
basement, one of two at that site, is situated in natural granitic soil on a plot 
surrounded by mature Coast Live Oaks (Quercus agrifolia, also known as 
California Live Oak). The structure is geometrically simple, to facilitate 
simulation of the experiments with a numerical model, but designed to 
capture salient features of standard building practices. Advective entry of soil 
gas is restricted to occur through precisely machined slots in the concrete slab 
floor, simulating the shrinkage gap that can form around a poured concrete 
floor. The slab floor in the structure under consideration is underlain by a 
layer of gravel. (This is a common building practice to facilitate drainage.) 

The results of the experiments described in Chapter II show a large 
discrepancy between the measured and model-predicted rate of soil-gas entry 
into the structure at fixed structure depressurization—the measured entry 
rate being an order of magnitude larger than the predicted rate. In addition, 
the pressure field in the soil surrounding the structure is observed to extend 
farther from the structure, with larger magnitude, than predicted by the 
model. A number of hypotheses -'e raised to explain these discrepancies. 
Regarding the soil-gas entry discrepancy, the most promising among them is 
the possibility that assessments of soil permeability, obtained by averaging 
standard static depressurization measurements that integrate over a length 
scale of -0.5 m or less, do not reflect effective permeabilities for flows that are 
expected to occur on a scale of several meters (or more) at real houses and at 
the experimental structure. 

Chapter III describes a dual-probe dynamic pressure technique that was 
developed to test the hypothesis described above. The technique measures 
soil permeabilities at different length scales, spanning the range from which 
static probes measure permeability up to the scales at which houses tend to 
interact with the soil. The technique imposes a sinusoidally oscillating 
pressure signal at a source probe. This signal is detected at a second probe. 
The signal propagation time is used as a measure of the effective permeability 
of the path between the probes. Because the detector probe can be located at 
any position relative to the source probe, the technique also can be used 
unambiguously to detect anisotropy (which is impossible with a single probe). 

A mathematical model is developed to interpret the experimental 
results of the dual-probe dynamic pressure measurements and preliminary 
field tests are conducted. A comparison of the small-scale static 
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measurements with the longer-scale dynamic measurements appears to 
indicate that soil permeability is scale dependent. The potentially 
controversial finding of scale-dependent permeability motivated the work in 
the next two chapters. 

Chapter IV describes laboratory experiments used to validate the dual-
probe dynamic pressure technique. A 2.5-m long soil-column is developed in 
which both static and one-dimensional dynamic measurements of 
permeability are made at different length scales. In addition, dynamic 
measurements are run at different source-signal frequencies. The techniques 
agree to within 20% in their predictions of permeability, which is adequate for 
use in the field studies. More important, in the homogeneous sand used as 
the porous medium in the column, no scale-dependence was observed with 
either technique over a range of lengths over which strong scale dependence 
was apparent in the field. This assures us that the scale dependence observed 
in the field is unlikely to be an artifact of the dynamic measurement 
technique. Furthermore, these tests give us confidence in the assumptions 
of the mathematical model that is used to interpret the dynamic 
measurements. 

Chapter V describes a thorough investigation of the scale dependence 
of soil permeability at the Ben Lomond site, in the soil adjacent to the 
experimental basement. Single-probe static measurements are made using 
two probe designs that integrate over different length scales (0.1 and 0.5 m). 
Dual-probe dynamic measurements are nade over a range of scales between 
0.5 and 3.5 m. Soil air-permeability at this site is found to depend strongly on 
length scale with permeability increasing by more than a factor of 40 when 
length scale is increased by a factor of .55. 

Chapter VI evaluates the extent to which scale-dependent permeability 
resolves the model-measurement discrepancy observed at t-he Ben Lomond 
site. The 3-dimensional numerical model is revised to incorporate the 
anisotropy observed at the site and the soil is assigned a permeability for scale 
of -3 m. Strictly speaking, the finding of scale-dependent permeability 
indicates that a homogeneous model of soil is not appropriate, because a 
homogeneous medium will not reproduce scale dependence. Nevertheless, 
it is possible in this case to use the homogeneous model to estimate the 
contribution of scale-dependent permeability to the model-measurement 
discrepancy, because the scale dependence of permeability appears to approach 
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asymptotically a constant value at about the scale at which the structure 
interacts with the soil. The modeling results indicate that scale-dependent 
permeability reduces the observed discrepancy in soil-gas entry from a factor 
of ~9 to a factor of 2.5. The remaining discrepancy may be due to an 
imperfect interface at the soil-wall boundary of the structure, which would 
enhance flow relative to the model description of the interface. 

Chapter VII summarizes the findings and discusses the implications of 
the results for assessment and modeling of radon entry. It is pointed out that 
many of the results are directly applicable to understanding the transport of 
other gas-phase contaminants in soils. For example, the off-site migration 
and subsequent entry into houses of contaminated landfill gas is almost a 
direct analog of the radon transport problem, and is currently the focus of 
considerable study and litigation. The finding of scale-dependent 
permeability of soil to air also appears to support current hydrogeological 
research on flow through heterogeneous porous media, and extends the 
relevance of that work to gas-phase flow through near-surface soil. 
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CHAPTER II 

Soil-Gas Entry into an Experimental Basement: Model 
Measurement Comparisons and Seasonal Effects' 

SYNOPSIS 

Previous studies have reported a large and persistent discrepancy 
between field measurements and model predictions of pressure-driven entry 
of soil-gas into houses—the phenomenon that causes high concentrations of 
radon indoors. The discrepancy is often attributed to poor understanding of 
inherently complex field sites. This chapter compares measurements of soil-
gas entry made at a full-scale test basement, located in natural soil, with 
predictions of a three-dimensional finite-difference model. The results 
corroborate the earlier findings. The model underpredicts the soil-gas entry 
rate by a factor of 7, given an empirical estimate of the effective soil 
permeability to air based on an arithmetic mean of multiple measurements 
made at different locations in the soil surrounding the basement.1 The effect 
of seasonal changes in soil conditions on soil-gas entry is also examined. 
Despite large seasonal changes in near-surface soil moisture content and air 
permeability, there is no observable effect on soil-gas entry, apparently 
because critical soil conditions near the soil-gas entry location in the structure 
floor remain relatively constant. 

* This Chapter was taken from the published paper: Garbesi, K., Sextro, R.G., Hsk, W.J., 
Modera, M.P., and K.L. Revzan, Soil-gas entry into an experimental basement: Model-
measurement comparisons and seasonal effects, Environmental Science and Technology, 1993, 
27:466 - 473. Minor revisions have been made in the chapter for clarity. The modeling of soil-
gas entry into the structure has been slightly revised in Chapter VI, based on data that became 
available subsequent to publication of the paper. Those changes were not incorporated into 
this chapter in order to keep it as closed to the published form as possible. 
1 In Chapter VI, the modeling of the bulk soil was revised based on data that became available 
after the publication of this Chapter as a paper. Based on that analysis, the model estimate of 
soil-gas entry rate exceeds the measured value by a factor of ~9 (rather than 7). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Soil-gas entry into houses has been studied in relation to indoor 
exposures of humans to radon progeny and volatile organic chemicals (VOC). 
Advective entry of soil gas is believed to be the dominant source of excessive 
indoor radon concentrations [1-6], and may be a significant source of indoor 
exposure to toxic VOC in houses near landfills [7], near leaky gasoline storage 
tanks, or near other chemical storage or disposal sites. A number of 
mechanisms can cause the indoor-outdoor pressure difference that drives 
advective entry: thermal differences between indoors and out, wind loading 
on the building superstructure, imbalanced building ventilation systems, and 
barometric pressure fluctuations [8-11]. 

Numerical modeling and field studies at existing houses have been the 
main methods for investigating soil-gas entry. Although a great deal has 
been learned from these studies, large uncertainties remain. In field studies 
at real houses, the large size and complex geometries lead to significant 
uncertainties regarding the transport pathways through the soil and into the 
structure; significant entry points may even be concealed from view. The 
pressure differences that drive soil-gas entry are uncontrolled and temporally 
variable. In addition, at occupied sites, detailed studies are generally 
impossible because of the invasive nature of the instrumentation required to 
fully probe the site for necessary information on soil, structure, and 
atmospheric and meteorological conditions. 

This paucity of data from thoroughly characterized sites has made it 
impossible to test rigorously the conceptual model of contaminant entry from 
soil or to validate rigorously the numerical models. Yet, without the 
understanding that could be gained therefrom, the ability to achieve a 
number of public-health-related policy goals is impaired. Regarding the 
indoor radon problem in particular, improved understanding would help us 
to locate houses with the potential for high radon concentrations (obviating 
the need for costly testing in all homes), to design effective radon mitigation 
systems for different environments and structures, and to develop rational 
and cost-effective building regulations for new structures that minimize 
indoor exposures. 

Yet, there is evidence from a number of studies that our understanding 
ol coil-gas entry into houses might have serious flaws. Comparisons between 
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measurements and the results of numerical and analytical models have 
indicated significant discrepancies. Nazaroff et al. [5] found disturbance 
pressures in the soil due to house depressurization 10 times greater than 
predicted with their analytical model. The numerical modeling of Revzan et 
al. [12] found that average soil-gas entry measured by Turk et al. [6] exceeded 
their modeled values by a factor of 4. Similarly, Garbesi and Sextro [13] found 
measured soil-gas entry rates to be high by a factor of 10 and far-field pressure 
coupling to be high by a factor of 3, when compared to the modej predictions, 
when the model employed the standard assumptions that walls and floor are 
impermeable to gas flow, the soil is homogeneous, and soil-gas is restricted to 
a gap in the wall-floor interface. That work indicated that the assumed soil-
gas entry pathway and the macroscopic structure of the soil permeability field 
can have a large effect on the predicted entry rate and pressure field. 

To overcome the large uncertainties inherent in field studies, we 
designed and built room-sized experimental structures for the detailed study 
of radon and soil-gas entry into basements [14, 15]. These primarily below-
grade structures are thoroughly instrumented and controlled aiui have a 
simple geometry suitable for testing existing numerical models employing 
the standard assumptions about soil-gas entry. In particular, the structures 
have impermeable walls and floors, with pressure-driven entry of soil gas 
restricted to precisely engineered slots in the floors. 

This chapter discusses research on soil-gas entry carried out at the 
westernmost of two basement structures located in the Santa Cruz 
Mountains, near Ben Lomond, California. There were two goals: to compare 
detailed measurements of soil-gas entry determined from radon mass-balance 
calculations with predictions of a three-dimensional fimte-difference model 
and to investigate the effects of seasonal changes in soil conditions on soil-gas 
entry into the structure. The experiments use controlled artificial 
depressurizatjon of the structure in the range of -20 to -70 Pa beJow 
atmospheric pressure. Because transport of soil gas into the structure is 
governed by Darcy's law (i.e., is a linear function of pressure)2, the results of 

2Darcy actually studyied the flow of liquids in porous media. However, the driving equation 
for gas flow induced by small enough disturbance pressures has the mathematical formulation 
{[16], pg. 271). I therefore use Darcy's law to refer to low-Reynolds-number gas flow through 
soils throughout the dissertation. 
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these experiments can be extrapolated down to the few Pascal 
depressurization typical of real houses under ordinary operating conditions.3 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS 

t 
This section describes site characterization and depressurization 

experiments carried out at the basement structure to assess pressure coupling 
between the structure and the soil (an indicator of the field of influence of the 
structure) and to study pressure-driven entry of soil gas into the structure at 
different times of year. 

Site and Structure Characterization 
The experimental structures are located in natural soil, beneath a 

canopy of oak trees. The region experiences an average 1.5 m of rainfall 
annually. A groundwater monitoring weli at the site indicates typical 
groundwater levels of 15 m below the soil surface, although, in one 
measurement made in July 1991 the water level was only 10 m below the 
surface. Details on the structure design and instrumentation may be found 
in Fisk et al. [14]. Geological details of the site are described in Flexser et al. 
[17]. Important points are summarized below. 

The structure is a single chamber with width, depth, and height of 2.0, 
3.2, and 1.9 m, respectively (inner dimensions), -0.1 m of the walls lying 
above grade. It is built of poured concrete with 0.15-m-thick walls and floor. 
A 12-cm-thick gravel layer underlies the floor slab, Inclusion of a gravel 
layer is a customary construction practice in some areas to facilitate water 
drainage away from the substructure. After the structure was built, the 
excavated region outside the structure walls was refilled with the natural soil; 
this region is referred to as the backfill. Care was taken to repack the backfill 
soil evenly and similarly to the surrounding soil. 

The structure was designed to have minimum uncontrolled leakage 
from the surface and the soil, having an effective leakage area (ELA) of 0.12 
cm 2 as measured on September 29, 1990, with all intentional openings to the 

3 For porous media in which flow has a Reynolds number less than order 1, fluid flow is 
governed by Darcy's law [8], given by Eq. 3, Chapter 3, in Cartesian coordinates for a 3-
dimensional system. 
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soil sealed (see appendix to this chapter). ELA is a measure of the equivalent 
open area that would yield the observed leakage at 4-Pa depressurization [18]. 

The structure floor includes six slots that simulate the shrinkage gap 
that can develop in real houses at the periphery of poured concrete floors. 
The smooth-walled slots are 1 m long, 0.003 m wide, 0.15 m deep, and are 
inset 0.34 m from, and parallel to, the walls, inboard of the wall footer. There 
are two slots along the longer east and west walls and one each along the 
north and south walls. 

Soil probes, described in Fisk et al. [15], penetrate the structure at 32 
locations and are used for measuring pressure differences between the soil 
and the structure, for sampling 222jj n / a n c j for measuring the permeability of 
the soil to air. The probes are lengths of steel pipe with a cylindrical well 
screen of the same diameter welded near the solid, pointed end for soil-gas 
sampling and pressure measurements. Short, medium, and long probes, 
having lengths from the outside of the wall to the middle of the sampling 
screen of 0.50, 1.71, and 2.39 m, penetrate the walls horizontally at three 
depths below the soil surface: 0.18, 0.8, and 1.6 m, with eight probes of various 
lengths at each depth. These are referred to as high-wall, mid-xoall, and low-
wall probes, respectively. Eight probes of different lengths are installed 
vertically through the floor slab; their sampling screens are located 0.24, 0.50, 
1.71, and 2.39 m below the bottom of the slab. 

Data acquisition and control (DAC) of the structure were handled using 
commercially available software running on a personal computer (AST-286). 
DAC software was used to control the structure pressure and the multiplexed 
sanvling of soil radon concentrations and soil gas pressures measured at up 
to 32 probe locations. It was also used to monitor and log numerous 
measurements of environmental variables such as soil and air temperatures, 
wind speed and direction, barometric pressure, structure-to-outside pressure 
differences, and soil and structure radon concentrations. 

The structure pressure was controlled by adjusting exhaust air flow 
from the structure through 50 L/min mass flow controller using a 
proportional-integral-differential (PID) software control loop provided by the 
DAC system. Mass flow controllers were also used to control soil-gas 
sampling rates for radon measurements and for controlling the extraction of 
soil air during soil air-permeability measurements. The mass flow 
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controllers independently control and monitor the flow rate. The flow-rate 
monitoring signals were all logged by the DAC system. 

Naturally occurring 222R n m m e soil is used as a soil-gas tracer to 
determine the soil-gas entry rate. Three continuous radon monitors (CRMs) 
are used to sample 222]j n f r 0 m air in the structure, slots, and soil probes. 
Structure air is maintained well-mixed by the use of an oscillating fan. This 
allows sampling to occur at a single location. Slot air is drawn from all six 
slots simultaneously, delivering a single sample to the CRM. Soil air samples 
are multiplexed from the probes to one CRM. We use the method of Busigin 
ei al. [19] to interpret the CRM data. This is particularly important for the 
multiplexed probe samples in which large concentration changes are seen by 
the CRM, since the method corrects for a decays from radon daughters left in 
the scintillation cell from previous gas samples. 

There are eight thermocouples sensing soil temperatures, one at each 
of four depths (0.20, 1.04, 1.83, and 2.44 m below the surface) in the backfill 
region, and four similarly placed sensors located 5 m from the structure. 
Temperatures inside and outside of the structure are also recorded, along 
with wind speed, wind direction, and barometric pressure. 

Soil Moisture and Soil Air-Permeability 
Soil moisture measurements are made using a time domain 

reflectometer (TDR) (Trase System I, Soil Moisture Equipment Corp.) 
sampling in two different modes. Grab samples are made at different 
locations on the same date to determine spatial heterogeneity using both 30-
cm- and 15-cm-long probes. In other measurements, temporal changes are 
captured by leaving the 30-cm probe in place and recording soil moisture 
twice daily. Based on the manufacturer's specifications, the TDR averages 
soil moisture in a cylindrical volume (determined by the length of the probe 
and the distance between the two wave guides) to an accuracy of + 2%. 

Figure 1 shows soil-moisture data from measurements made between 
November 2,1990 and October 1,1991, at a location 6 m north of the structure. 
The vertical bars indicate the spatial variability in soil moisture, as 
determined by the sample standard deviation of the measurements m?de 
with the same length probe at different locations around the structure on a 
given date. The solid dots indicate continuous sampling with the 30-cm 
probe. There is considerable spatial variability in soil moisture content, 
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reflecting heterogeneous drainage characteristics of the soil and soil surface 
conditions. Greater spatial variability is observed during the drier time of 
year, probably reflecting heterogeneity in the soil's capacity to retain water, 
although this interpretation is somewhat uncertain due to the limited 
number of grab samples taken during the wetter periods. 

The continuous soil moisture data show a clear seasonal trend. The 
wet season, from about December to March, has elevated soil moisture at 
-35%. Soil moisture then almost monotonically decreases to a dry season low 
of -8%, except for the obvious rainfall event on June 26, 1991, during which 
1.7 cm of rain fell in 1 day. 

The permeability of the soil to air was measured at each of the soil-
probe locations on a number of occasions between October 13, 1989, and 
January 7, 1992. The technique involves drawing a steady flow of soil air 
from a probe while recording the induced disturbance-pressure difference 
between the probe and the soil surface. The disturbance pressure is the 
absolute pressure difference between a point and an undisturbed reference 
location minus the hydrostatic component of pressure. That is 

h 
(1) P d(h) =P(h)-P r e f (0) - [pgdz 

where the reference pressure, P r ef, is established at z = 0, at the soil 
surface; the disturbance pressure, Pd(h), is measured at some point in the soil 
at depth z = h, z being positive downward; P(h) is the absolute pressure at the 
same point; p(z) is the density of air at depth z, and g is the gravitational 
constant at the earth's surface. 

Assuming Darcy flow of soil gas, the soil permeability (k, in m^) is 
determined from the relationship 

where Q is the rate at which soil gas is drawn from the probe (in nvVs), 
H is the dynamic viscosity of air (1.75 x 10"5 Pa s at ambient conditions), AP is 
the disturbance pressure difference between the probe tip and the soil surface 
(in Pa), and S is the shape factor. The shape factor was determined by 
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numerical modeling to be independent of depth and proximity to the' 
structure to within 10% for the given locations of the probes [15] and has a 
value of 0.3 m. 

Table I indicates the spatial variability in soil permeability and the 
effect of seasonal changes in soil conditions. The table gives absolute 
magnitudes of soil permeabilities for two dates: October 1, 1991, for which we 
found the highest average permeabilities, and January 7, 1992, for which we 
found the lowest. The uncertainties in the permeabilities are dominated by 
environmental noise in the measured disturbance pressures. The data are 
sorted according to location in the soil, demonstrating that there is some 
structure in the permeability field. Soil in the backfill region has, on average, 
somewhat lower permeability than the natural soil, and the near-surface 
natural soil has somewhat lower permeability than the rest of the natural 
soil. The range in permeability due to spatial variation is considerably larger 
than that due to seasonal variation (a factor of -200 vs. a factor of -4). 

To capture how soil permeabilities change with time at different 
elevations in the soil, the permeabilities in each region (high-wall, mid-wall, 
low-wall, and subslab) are averaged for each date; the averages are then 
normalized with respect to their April 24, 1991, value. The seasonal trends 
are plotted in Figure 2. 

During the period of decreasing moisture content in the surface soil 
(April to October) average soil permeability in the high-wall and mid-wall 
increased. Due to evaporative losses from the surface, the effect is largest in 
the near-surface soil, where average permeability in October peaked at 1.5 
times its April value. In the final measurement made during the rainy 
season in January 1992, the near-surface soil permeability drops to 0.34 its 
initial value. The same effect, but of smaller magnitude, is seen in the mid-
wall soil. Little seasonality is seen in the low-wall or subslab regions. 

Pressure Field 
To better understand the soil-gas transport pathways, we measured the 

disturbance pressure between the structure and the soil at the probe locations 
during artificial depressurization of the structure. The reference 
depressurization (total structure depressurization relative to the undisturbed 
state) is determined at the slab level using a 5-m long horizontal probe 
measuring tht pressure difference between the soil and the structure. 
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We define pressure coupling as the percentage of the total structure 
depressurization that is seen at a given point in the soil (the disturbance 
pressure in the soil divided by the disturbance pressure at slab level in the 
structure). We report pressure coupling rather than disturbance pressures, 
since, given Darcy flow and negligible flow resistance through the slots 
relative to the soil, pressure coupling should be independent of the applied 
pressure in the structure. 

The percent pressure coupling (PC) for a probe at level j is calculated 
using 

m( AP^-APj -\p(T^)lir. -P(n , )U) 
(3) Pq= i L 1 i_Z . 

&« 
In this case the reference (z = 0) is taken at slab level with z positive 

upwards. The reference pressure-difference (APref), in Pascal, is measured at 
slab level between the structure and a point in the soil sufficiently far away 
not to be disturbed by the structure and is equal to P j n Z = Q - P^ Z=Q. The soil-
to-structure pressure difference (AP;) measured at a probe on level j is equal to 
Pin,z=j " Psoil,z=i- The elevation of the jth level above z = 0 is given by hj: 
p(Tail\,, is the density of air at the soil temperature at elevation hj/2 at the 
probe's distance from the structure (kg/m 3); p(T m ) is the density of air at the 
structure temperature (kg/m 3); and g is the gravitational acceleration at the 
earth's surface (9.8 m/s2). 

In practice, Pref of Eq. 3 is corrected for potential pressure coupling in 
the reference probe itself by comparison with a time-averaged signal of the 
structure-to-outdoor pressure difference at the soil surface. We do not simply 
use the surface pressure difference as a reference because the PID control is 
unstable if referenced to the surface signal, which has large variability due to 
barometric pressure fluctuations and wind. 

Figures 3 and 4 show north-south and east-west cross sections of the 
Ben Lomond site, indicating the pressure coupling measured on May 4, 1991, 
and on September 25, 1991. To reduce uncertainties due to the effect of wind 
on the near-surface pressure transducers, the data were taken from periods 
with the same low, average wind speeds (0.3 m/s). For these wind speeds the 
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accuracy of the measurement is limited by the instrumental uncertainty of 
the pressure transducers and is 4% or less for all measurements. 

Two features of the pressure fields stand out. First, the pressure 
coupling in the two experiments is remarkably similar. This implies that the 
pressure field is insensitive to significant seasonal changes, on the order of 
60%, in near-surface soil permeability. Second, overall, the pressure fielc' 
appears quite symmetric around the structure, indicating that the soil 
permeability field and the soil-gas flow field are also relatively symmetric on 
the large scale. A notable exception to the large-scale symmetry is observed 
in the medium length, low-wall probe on the west side of the structure, 
which showed significantly larger coupling (52%) than its neighbor nearer the 
structure wall (~28%). This result has appeared consistently in numerous 
pressure measurements made in the past 2 years. It suggests the existence of 
a preferred flow path running between or near the probe tip and the gravel. 

Soil-gas Entry 
A number of experiments were conducted to investigate advective 

entry of soil gas into the structure during constant structure depressurization. 
A steady-state mass balance of 222R R j n m e structure was used to calculate the 
soil-gas entry rate. Radon sources include advective entry through the slots, 
diffusive entry from and through the walls and through the slots, and 
unintentional, nonslot leakage below grade. The contribution of radon from 
outdoor air is negligible. Sinks include losses by ventilation and decay. 
With the sources and sinks given in the order mentioned, the mass-balance 
equation is 

(4) QslRsl + Sd + Qns^ns = &in Qex + Kin* V 

where Q s] and Q n s are the soil-gas flow rates through the slots and 
nonslot leaks (m 3 /s) , R si and R n s are the associated 2 2 2 R U concentrations 
(Bq/m 3); ^j is the radon entry by diffusive from the walls and through the 
slots (Bq/s1), Riii is the 222Rn concentration in the structure (Bq/m 3), Q e x is 
the exhaust flow from the structure (m 3/s); X is the decay constant of 222Rn 

(2.1 x 10 - 6 s"1), and V is the structure volume (13.4 m 3). 
Some of the parameters iu Eq. 4 (Rjn r R ^ Q ex) are measured during 

the advection experiments; others are determined from earlier 
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measurements. Rn entering by diffusion through or from the walls is 
estimated to be 300 Bq/hr from diffusion canister measurements made in the 
east structure at the Ben Lomond site. The contribution of diffusion through 
the slots is calculated using Fick's law and the measured concentration 
difference across the slots. In general, the total contribution from diffusion 
during an advective entry experiment is small relative to the advective 
component. For example, in an experiment discussed below in which the 
structure was held at -21 Pa, -20 Bq/s entered by advection of 2 2 2 R R / w hi le 
only about 0.09 and 0.001 Bq/s entered by diffusion of 222Rn through and 
from the walls and through slots, respectively. See Chapter VI Appendix for a 
complete discussion of radon diffusion from and through the walls. 

The soil-gas entry rate is given by the sum of Q si and Q n s . An upper 
bound was determined for Q n s by an experiment in which we depressurized 
the structure by 100 Pa with the slots sealed. In that case, Q s] in Eq. 4 is zero, 
and we can solve for Q n s given R n s . Since we have no way of knowing the 
spatial distribution of possible nonslot leaks we make two assumptions. Our 
best estimate assumes that nonslot leakage is distributed uniformly over the 
walls and floors, so that R n s is given by the area-weighted average of 222Rn 

concentrations measured in the high-wall, mid-wall, low-wall, and subslab 
probes nearest the structure. A highest estimate of the nonslot entry is 
obtained by assuming that all leakage occurs in the high-wall region where 
the 222Rn concentrations are lowest. The best and maximum estimates of 
nonslot leakage with the slots sealed are 0.13 and 0.40 L min"1 Pa - 1 (2.2 x 10 - 6 

and 6.7 x 10"6 m^ s _ 1 Pa - 1), respectively. 
The values of Q n s and R n s for the advection experiments with the 

slots open are modified to account for the change in the across-shell driving 
pressures relative to when the slots are sealed. Because of the mitigating 
effect of flow through the slots, given the same structure depressurization, 
points closer to the slots have considerably reduced driving pressures with 
the slots open. Therefore, the best estimates of Q n s and R n s dur ing 
depressurization with slots open are obtained by weighting the relative 
driving pressures and concentrations measured in each of the four regions 
(high-wall, mid-wall, low-wall, and subslab) assuming that the leakage area is 
uniformly distributed over the four regions. Given our best estimates of Q n s 

and Q s i , nonslot below-grade entry constitutes -8% of total soil-gas entry. 
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Figure 5 shows the maximum, minimum, and best estimates of soil-
gas entry rate vs. depressurization based on the radon balance given in Eq. 4. 
The maximum and minimum values of Q si incorporate both the maximum 
uncertainty in Q n s and the propagation of error from other measured 
parameters. As expected for Darcy flow through soil, the relationship is linear 
(r^ = 0.995 for the weighted fit shown in the figure). Notice that there is no 
significant difference between the entry measured in May and September, 
1991. We conclude, therefore, that at this site seasonal changes in soil 
characteristics do not result in significant changes in soil-gas entry that are 
sustained over time. However, at sites that receive sufficiently heavy and 
frequent rain, such that much of the soil horizon becomes saturated at once, 
significant suppression of soil-gas entry might occur. 

NUMERICAL MODELING AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS 

This section describes the use of a three-dimensional finite-difference 
model to simulate the conditions of the advective entry experiment of 
September 25, 1991, given the average regional soil permeabilities measured 
on October 1, 1991, as inputs. (The September 25 data were for a low-wind 
period during the experiment begun on September 19, 1991, as indicated on 
Figure 5.) The model predictions ol pressure coupJing and soil-gas entry are 
compared with the results of experiments described in the previous section. 

Based on a code written by Loureiro et ah [20], the model was designed 
to simulate soil-gas and radon transport under steady-state conditions, in 
three dimensions, providing predictions of the soil pressure field and soil-gas 
entry rate. The model assumes isothermal conditions and Darcy flow, and 
restricts soil-gas entry to occur via gaps in the structure floor (the walls and 
floors being otherwise impermeable). The gaps are assumed to provide no 
resistance to flow, a reasonable assumption given the slot width in the 
structure. The soil is assumed to be piecewise homogeneous and isotropic. 
The porosity, permeability, and soil density can vary among regions. 

To check the physics of the numerical model, we compared the soil-gas 
entry prediction of a simplified, cylindrical version of the three-dimensional 
Cartesian model used here with the analytical solution for flow into a 
horizontal buried cylinder. The cylindrical numerical-model is described in 
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Revzart et al. [12]. The analytical solution, using bipolar coordinates, is 
described in Morse and Feshbach ([21], pp. 1210-1211). First we compare the 
solutions of the two numerical models to establish the validity of using the 
cylindrical model as a substitute for the Cartesian model. Soil-gas entry 
predictions of the cylindrical numerical-model were consistently ~8% higher 
than predictions of the Cartesian model. This discrepancy is probably 
explained by the cylindrical idealization of the geometry of the Ben Lomond 
structure. 

The entry prediction of the bipolar analytical-model was modified to 
mimic the geometry of entry into a gap in a floor slab by ignoring entry from 
elevations above the cylindrical-gap level, i.e., the region blocked by the 
presence of the structure. The prediction of the bipolar model exceeds that of 
the cylindrical model by no more than 25%, and the discrepancy is 
considerably smaller if we acknowledge that flow coming from the quadrant 
in the direction of the center of the structure would be considerably 
diminished by horizontal expanse of impermeable slab. The soil-gas entry 
prediction of the bipolar model therefore exceeds that of the Cartesian model 
by no more than 33%—providing a crude validation of the numerical 
solutions. 

The model simulates flow in a quarter block of soil (for example, from 
the center of the structure to the north, and from the center of the structure to 
the east). Symmetry is assumed in opposing quadrants. For the purpose of 
the modeling, the soil at the Ben Lomond site was divided into the following 
regions: upper backfill, between the soil surface and 1.3-m depth; lower 
backfill, between 1.3 and 1.9 m; natural surface soil from the surface to 0.5 m 
depth; natural soil lying below 0.5 m depth; and subslab gravel extending 0.10 
m below the floor slab and lying within the wall footers. The arithmetic 
mean of the soil permeabilities were determined for each region using the 
data for October 1, 1991, in Table I.4 Gravel permeability was determined 

4 As indicated in Table I, notes a and b, the determination of the average permeability of the 
bulk soil excluded measurements, the values of which are marked as being below the detection 
limit. Subsequent analysis of the seasonal data for these probes showed that these were not 
measurement errors, but that the soil permeability was indeed lower than the detection limits 
listed in the table. The estimate of average permeability for the bulk soil that is quoted here 
is, therefore, somewhat high. In Chapter VI, the estimate of the average permeability of the 
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using laboratory soil-column measurements and was found to be 2.0 x 10*8 
m2 [15]. 

Figures 3 and 4 compare the measured and modeled pressure coupling. 
Predictions at subslab probes agree well with the measured values, especially 
near the gravel layer. At the low-wall level, however, there is a significant 
discrepancy between the modeled and measured values. Moreover, the 
relative magnitude of this discrepancy increases as we move toward the soil 
surface. Although this discrepancy is greatest in the near-surface soil, the 
experimental uncertainty is also larger there, so our confidence in the 
estimation of the magnitude of the discrepancy is lower than for the mid-wall 
and low-level levels. 

Particularly notable is the discrepancy between the measured and 
predicted pressure coupling in the far-field soil at the low-wall and mid-wall 
levels. There, observed coupling is 3 - 6 times larger than the model 
predicts, ignoring the anomalous low-wall, medium length probe on the west 
side of the structure which shows even larger disagreement between 
measured and modeled coupling. That probe violates the predicted trend of 
higher pressure coupling existing nearer the structure walls. This violation is 
also apparent in the measurements in the near-surface probes, but the 
relative uncertainties in the measured values are considerably larger there. 

The higher than expected pressure coupling observed in the far-field 
raised the possibility of the existence of a high permeability zone occurring in 
a sleeve around the probe due to disturbance during probe installation. Such 
a zone would make the pressure at the probe tip reflect the near-wall, highly 
coupled region. To test this possibility, thin open-end probes were installed 
vertically from the soil surface at horizontal distances corresponding to the 
existing medium and long probes. Pressure coupling measured with these 
probes agreed well with the results of measurements made with the 
permanently installed probes. 

Figure 5 indicates the soil-gas entry rate predicted by the model for the 
conditions of the September 25, 1991, advection experiment, based on the 
permeabilities measured at the soil probes and extrapolated to other driving 

bulk soil was revised to include those probes which were considered to be at the detection limit, 
thereby yielding ,\ new upper estimate of average soil permeability based on the available 
data. 
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pressures by assuming the same soil conditions. The model underpredicts 
the measured best estimate of soil-gas entry rate (from Eq. 4) by a factor of ~7.5 

The model predicts an entry rate of only 3.1 L/min (4.3 x 10"5 m^/s) relative to 
the radon-balance estimate of 21 L min"1 (3.5 x 10"4 m3/s) at an indoor-
outdoor pressure difference of 21 Pa.6 Even the minimum radon-based 
estimate of soil-gas entry of 18 L/min (2.5 x 1(H m^/s^ is a factor of 6 higher 
than predicted by the model. 

To further investigate the nature of this discrepancy, we ran the model 
again at the same structure pressure, but using the highest values of soil 
permeabilities measured in each soil region rather than the average. At 7 
L/min (1.2 x 1(H m 3 /s) , the model prediction is still a factor of 3 below the 
best radon-balance estimate of soil-gas entry, and a factor of 2.6 below the 
minimum estimate. The possible existence of non-Darcy flow near the soil-
gas entry locations was dismissed as a possible explanation, since the inertial 
effects of non-Darcy flow increase the effective soil resistance, thereby 
suppressing, not enhancing, the entry rate. 

As an additional check on the performance of our numerical model, 
we compared the predictions of soil-gas entry and pressure coupling of the 
simplified cylindrical model derived from it (discussed above) with results of 
an independently developed, two-dimensional finite-difference model and 
measurements reported by Andersen [22]. Again, regionally averaged 
measured permeabilities were used as inputs to the model. Andersen's 
measurements were made at a small test structure, 0.5-m deep, that, like our 
structure, is located in natural soil and underlain by gravel. Both Andersen's 
and our model agreed well with pressure coupling measured 1.2 m from the 
wall of the small test-structure and 0.26 m below the soil surface. Andersen's 
prediction, our prediction, and the measured value were: 0.6%, 0.7%, and 
0.5%, respectively. When scaled to the small test structure, this is the vicinity 
in which our model gave the worst agreement with measurements made at 
the Ben Lomond site. Both of the models, however, underpredict the 
measured soil-gas entry rate at -10 Pa depressurization by a factor of -20. As 

5 See footnote 1, this chapter. 
6 The modeling of the soil-gas entry rate was revised in Chapter VI based on data available 
subsequent to publication of this Chapter (see footnote 1, this chapter). The revised prediction 
of the soil-gas entry rate, based on that analysis is 2.4 L/min. 
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with our model, even when Andersen used the highest measured 
permeabilities for the soil, the model still underpredicted the measured entry-
rate. The fact that pressure measurements agree with the model whereas 
entry measurements do not is an indication that the sources of the two 
discrepancies found in the Ben Lomond measurements may not be the same. 
This is discussed in greater detail below. 

DISCUSSION 

There are three key findings of this chapter: 
(1) The observed soil-gas entry rate exceeds that predicted by the 

numerical model by a factor of - 7 / given the arithmetic mean of soil 
permeabilities measured in different regions of the soil as inputs to the 
model. 

(2) Similarly, the observed pressure coupling between the 
structure and the far-field soil exceeds the model predictions. This was 
most evident in the mid- and low-wall-level soil 2 m from the 
structure, where measured values exceeded predicted values by factors 
of approximately 6 and 3, respectively. 

(3) The soil-gas entry rate as a function of structure 
depressurization was insensitive to reasonably large seasonal changes 
in near-surface soil permeability. 
The source of the model-measurement discrepancies of soil-gas entry 

and pressure coupling may well not be the same, since these parameters can 
vary independently, as the following example illustrates: Given that the slots 
provide insignificant resistance to flow (a good assumption in the present 
case) if soil permeability in all regions is doubled, the predicted soil-gas entry 
rate will also double, but the pressure coupling will be unchanged. We offer 
a hypothesis to explain the model-measurement discrepancies in soil-gas 
entry and pressure coupling below. 

Underprediction of soil-gas entry could result from systematic bias in 
the soil permeability measurements or from the existence of high-
permeability flow paths not detected by our network of probes. Preferred flow 

7 See footnote 1, this chapter. 
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paths from different sources could produce different aspects of the observed 
discrepancies. The difference in the physical properties of the soil and 
structure walls and floor might result in a thin high-permeability sleeve 
around the structure, enhancing flow along that path. A network of paths 
might be present in the bulk soil as a result of burrowing by soil fauna or the 
growth of tree roots. Indeed, animal burrows were observed down to a depth 
of 3 m in a trench dug -20 m southeast of the structure, and 70 roots were 
observed in an area of -4 m^ [22]. Lastly, high-permeability flow path or 
channel between the gravel and the probe tip could explain the anomalously 
high pressure coupling observed in the medium-length probe on the west 
side of the structure. 

The remainder of this thesis describes intensive testing of the second 
hypothesis that a network of preferred flow paths through the soil results in 
underestimation of effective permeability of the soil at the structure scale 
when determined from multiple smaller-scale permeability measurements. 
If spatially infrequent, preferred flow paths are the explanation for the 
underprediction of soil-gas entry, then use of the type of soil-probe 
permeability measurements utilized here to assess the radon entry potential 
into homes, as previously suggested [23], could yield significantly misleading 
results since it is impractical to probe complex field sites even as thoroughly 
as this controlled site. If spatially infrequent flow paths in the bulk soil cause 
the observed discrepancy in soil-gas flow rate, then the effect should be largest 
in houses with below-slab gravel since the gravel acts as a plenum 
communicating structure depressurization to a significantly larger region of 
soil than would cracks or gaps alone, increasing the probability of intercepting 
spatially infrequent, high-flow channels. Steady-state experiments planned at 
the second structure at the same site, which has no gravel under the slab, 
should help resolve this question. On the other hand, if hierarchically 
nested, or finely graded scales of increasing permeability are the cause, a 
plenum would not have as significant an effect. 

Two mechanisms that could explain the underprediction of the 
horizontal extension of the pressure field are anisotropy or heterogeneity of 
soil permeability. Anisotropy would require higher horizontal than vertical 
permeabilities. Heterogeneity could spread the pressure field by soil layering 
[13] or if soil permeability increased significantly with increasing distance 
from the structure. 
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Observable regional differences in soil permeability were included in 
the model but did not produce the observed pressure field. It is possible that 
our network of soil probes does not capture the existence of a thin but 
important layer with different soil permeability. This appears unlikely, 
however, because, although there was indication of physical and chemical 
changes in soil with depth during soil excavation [17], permeability 
measurements made on soil cores sampled from different horizons did not 
indicate the presence of such a layer [24]. Soil anisotropy is measured in 
Chapters III and VI, and its effect on the modeled pressure field is described in 
Chapter VI. 

The insensitivity of soil-gas entry to significant seasonal changes in 
near-surface soil permeability can be explained by the fact that the air 
permeability of much of the soil-gas transport path is unchanging during the 
year. Furthermore, because the soil-gas velocity field converges toward the 
gravel, the net permeability of the soil is most strongly influenced by 
conditions near the gravel, where average permeability remains relatively 
constant for several reasons. The region is somewhat protected by the 
structure; water leached to the deep soil is channeled and dispersed, 
increasing the spatial variability of permeability and reducing the average 
moisture content; in addition, loss of water to the surface from evaporation 
and transpiration reduces transport of water to the deep soil. The gravel 
itself plays an insignificant role in determining the net permeability of the 
soil pathway because its permeability is so much higher than that of the 
natural soil and should remain fairly constant since its water retention 
potential is minimal. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Experiments were conducted at an extensively instrumented basement 
structure located in natural soil and designed for the study of soil-gas and 
radon transport. These experiments were used to investigate the effect of 
seasonal changes in soil conditions on pressure-driven soil-gas entry rates 
and to test a persistent observation from field studies that models consistently 
underpredict the measured entry rate. 
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This study found no measurable seasonal change in pressure-driven 
soil-gas entry or in pressure coupling between the structure and the soil as a 
result of seasonal changes in soil moisture and soil permeability, despite 
large seasonal changes in near-surface soil conditions due to significant 
temporal variability in precipitation. This appears to be a result of the fact 
that soil conditions near the entry slots in the floor slab are ••datively 
constant. This suggests that, at least in climates lacking extreme and 
sustained seasonal changes in soil conditions, the major factor affecting 
advective entry of contaminants from the soil into basements should be 
changes in driving pressures due to variation in indoor-to-outdoor 
temperature differences, in operation of ventilation systems and wind speed, 
and possibly in patterns of barometric pressure fluctuation. Structures for 
which entry typically occurs close to the surface, such as slab-on-grade or 
crawl-space houses, have greater potential to be affected by seasonal changes 
in soil conditions. Houses in extreme climates, particularly those where the 
soil freezes seasonally, might see significant seasonal changes in soil-gas 
entry. 

Experiments on soil-gas entry as a function of structure 
depressurization and on pressure coupling between the structure and the soil 
were compared with the results of a three-dimensional model of soil-gas 
transport. Our results corroborate the findings of field studies conducted at 
existing houses in which significant model-measurement discrepancies werfc 
observed. These discrepancies had previously been attributed to poor 
understanding of inherently complex field sites. The models significantly 
underpredict soil-gas entry rate as a function of structure depressurization 
and, to a lesser extent, also underpredict pressure coupling. At the Ben 
Lomond test structure, the soil-gas entry rate was underpredicted by a factor of 
-7. 

The fact that this model underprediction persists despite significant 
reduction of the uncertainties to model inputs provided by the controlled and 
extensively monitored experimental structure suggests the possibility that 
conditions at this site, and possibly at real houses, are inconsistent with the 
model assumptions or that the typical method of assessing regional soil 
permeability (an input to the model) can be misleading. This work indicates 
possible sources of these discrepancies that will be tested at the site in the 
future. 
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Resolving these discrepancies at the Ben Lomond site will improve 
our understanding of the entry of contaminant-bearing soil gas into real 
houses. In particular, this understanding should assist us in achieving our 
policy goals for radon control in the following ways: 

(1) Use of geological studies is an often cited tactic for finding 
regions with large potential for high indoor radon concentrations. If it 
is determined that improper soil characterization is causing the model-
measurement discrepancy in soil-gas entry into houses, then different 
measurement techniques might be required for site assessment, or new 
studies might be required to correlate regions of high radon potential 
with existing geological information. 

(2) Models are currently being used as tools for assessing radon 
mitigation technologies for different environmental conditions and 
housing types. If these models can be properly validated, we can have 
greater confidence in the model predictions. If we find that some 
unforeseen structure of soil characteristic(s) is causing the large model-
measurement discrepancy, this (these) factor(s) should be incorporated 
in the models during theoretical testing of mitigation technologies. 

(3) Models and better conceptual understanding of the radon 
entry problem can also be used to develop rational and cost-effective 
building guidelines for new homes that would minimize indoor 
exposures to radon progeny and other contaminants. 
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Table I. A comparison of measurements of permeability of soil to air made at 
30 probes on the two dates with the highest and lowest average measured 
permeabilities. Multiply table values by lO"1^ to obtain permeabilities in m 2 . 
Uncertainties are dominated by environmental noise in the measured values 
of pressure and flow. 

Measurement Date-> October 1, 
1991 

January 7, 
1992 

Hieh-wall probes Backfill Region 
E 29 ± 2 .0 10. + 0.7 
W 30 + 2 .0 4.4± 1.4 
S 37 ± 2 .5 8.7+ 0.6 
N 26 ± 1.8 9.4± 0.7 

Ave. 31 8 .1 
Natural Soil 

E (medium) 22 ± 2 .0 2.2+ 0.5 
W (medium) 18 ± 1.2 1.5+ 0.2 
SOone) 240 ±23. 69. + 4 .9 
Nflone) 28 ± 1.9 1.7± 0.3 

Ave. 77 19 
Mid-wall probes Backfill Region 

E 20 ± 2 .3 2 1 . ± 2 .9 
W 17 ± 1.2 6.8+ 0.5 
S 30 ± 2 . 0 1 1 . ± 0.8 
N 20 ± 1.3 14. ± 1.0 

Ave. 22 13 
Natural Soil 

E (medium) 75 ± 5.4 41 . + 2.7 
W (medium) 91 ± 6 .2 48. ± 3 .8 
S(lons) 83 ± 5 . 7 40. ± 2.7 
Ndone) 100 ± 7 .2 61. ± 4 .5 

Avg. 87 45 
Low-will probes Backfill Reeion 

E 39 ± 5.4 42. ± 3 .9 
W 73 ±17. 89. ±12. 
S 52 ± 8 . 9 49. + 6 .5 
N 45 + 5 . 2 49. ± 6.1 

Ave. 52 57 
Natural Soil 

E (medium) 190. ±80. 160. +47. 
Wdnedium) 2.0± 0.3 5.9± 0.5 
Sfionw 35. ± 3 . 8 18. + 1.7 
NOone) < 1.8 < 1.6 

Ava.W 76 61 
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Table I. continued 

Sub-slab probes 
(short) 64. ± 4 . 6 7 3 . ± 5.0 
fshort) 4 4 . ± 3.0 4 3 . ± 3 .0 
(medium) < 1.8 < 1.6 
(medium) 170. ±12 170. ±13 . 
(medium) < 1.9 1.6± 0.2 
(long) 1 1 . ± 1.1 12 . ± 1.3 

Avg.*) 72 75 
(a) Only first three values included in average. 
(b) First, second, tbird, and fifth values included in average. 
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Figure 1. Grab samples and continuous measurements of soil moisture around the Ben Lomond structure. 
The vertical bars on the grab sample data show spatial variability as indicated by the sample standard 
deviation of measurements made on a single day at n different locations. 
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Figure 2. Seasonal trends in average air permeabilities of the soil in the 
high-wall, mid-wall, low-wall, and subslab regions. The averaged 
values are normalized with respect to their value on April 24, 1991. 
Only probes with complete data sets are included (seven, eight, five, 
and four probes in the high-, mid-, and low-wall, and subslab- levels, 
respectively). Vertical bars indicate the standard error in the mean 
values. 
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Figure 3. North/south aoss section of the Ben Lomond site showing measured and predicted pressure coupling at the probe 
locations. Measurements were made on May 4, 1991, and September 25, 1991, at 19- and 21-Pa structure depressurization, 
respectively, and have an uncertainty of ±4%. The numerical model was run given regional average permeabilities measured on 
October 1,1991, and assuming 21 Pa structure depressurization. 
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APPENDIX 

Effective Leakage Area of Structure 

A low total area of uncontrolled leakage into the structure is desired to 
minimize uncertainty in the magnitude and location of advective entry into the 
structure. To quantify leakage into the structure we use the concept of effective 
leakage area (ELA) described in Sherman [1]. 

First, the leakage equation is given by 

(1) Q=KAP" , 

where Q is the total exhaust flow from the structure used to induce a dynamic 
pressure difference between the structure and outdoors of AP. Measurements 
are made at many pressures, both positive and negative. K and n are then 
determined by regression analysis. 

The ELA is defined as 

(2) ELA= K A P ? 

where ELA is in units of m 2, APr is the reference dynamic pressure difference of 4 
Pa, p is the density of air (1.2 kg/m 3), and KAPn has units of m 3 / s . 

The ELA of the structure was measured first with the slots open, then 
sealed. The leakage equations and ELAs are shown in Table A-I for both 
experiments. The approximate slot ELA is estimated from the difference. Note 
that this is only approximate because the pressure field in the soil is modified by 
sealing the slots. That is, the pressure difference across the slab near the sealed 
slots is larger with the slots sealed than open. Therefore, when the slots are open, 
the non-slot leakage may well be less than what it is estimated to be by sealing 
the slots. The estimated uncontrolled leakage (slots sealed) of 0.12 cm2 is well 
within the design goal for the structure. 

F 
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Note that because of the relationship between the exponents in the leakage 
equations, as the indoor-outdoor pressure difference increases, the contribution 
to entry from the soil increases relative to the contribution from the atmosphere. 

Table A-l. Leakage equations and effective leakage area of the 
structure. 

Experiment 
configuration 

Leakage equation 
(Q in L/min 
AP in Pa) 

ELA 
(X10-4JJ|2) 

slots open Q o = 0.93APl-0 0.24 
slots closed Q c = 0.56APO-88 0.12 
slots only (not measured directly) 0.12= 

a Estimated using: ELAtslots open) - ELA(closed). 

REFERENCES 

1. Sherman, M. Air infiltration in buildings. American Institute of Physics: 
1985. 
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CHAPTER III 

A Dynamic Pressure Technique for Estimating Permeability and 
Anisotropy of Soil to Air Flow over Variable Length Scales' 

SYNOPSIS 

A technique was developed that measures the diffusivity of a dynamic 
pressure signal through soil over variable length scales. Given a known soil 
porosity, the technique can be used to deteimine the effective permeability of soil 
to air. A sinusoidally oscillating pressure signal, imposed at a source probe, is 
recorded at a detector probe. The time lag between the imposed and detected 
signals is used to determine the effective permeability along the path between the 
probes. The technique improves upon previous methods by offering relatively 
unweighted and longer integration paths. Arbitrary location of the detector 
probe also allows the detection of anisotropy in permeability. A field test of the 
technique was carried out at the site of the Small Structures Project radon 
transport experiment in Ben Lomond, California [1, 2]. Comparisons of the 
results of the dynamic permeability measurements made at the 2 - 3 m scale with 
static permeability measurements that integrate over 0.1 - 0.5 m indicate a length 
dependence of soil permeability at this site. The field experiment also indicated 
the presence of horizontal-vertical anisotropy, with horizontal permeability 
exceeding vertical by a factor ~2. The tentative finding of scale-dependpnt 
permeability is substantiated by the work in Chapters IV, V, and VI. 

* This chapter is a substantially revised version of a paper previously published as: Garbesi, K., 

Sextro, R.G and Nazaroff, WW. A dynamic pressure technique for estimating permeability and 
anisotropy of soil to air flow over a scale of several meters. LBL-32723; Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory: 

1992. 
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INTRODUCTION 

High indoor radon concentrations have been demonstrated to result 
primarily from advective entry of radon-bearing soil gas into houses through 
gaps in the substructures [3-12]. Because of their large size and geometries, 
houses are likely to interact with the soil at a scale of several meters or more, 
drawing in soil-gas-borne contaminants such as radon and volatile organic 
compounds. It is useful to characterize the permeability of soil to air over path 
lengths of several meters, since houses, The actual scale(s) at which a given 
house interacts with the soil will depend on many factors: the depth of the 
locations at which soil gas enters the house, the size and shape of the gaps, 
cracks, or holes in the substructure, the presence or absence of gravel layer, and 
the details of the structure of the soil. It is also useful to have larger-scale 
permeability assessment techniques than were available in the past to study 
contaminant transport in other applications such as above contaminated ground 
water or nonaqueous-phase liquid plumes. 

Field studies of the entry of radon and VOC into houses have 
characterized soil permeability using static techniques that impose a constant 
flow of air through a soil probe. Permeability is inferred from the known flow 
rate and from measurements of the pressure difference between the probe and 
the soil surface [12-15]. Because of practical constraints on probe size, 
integration of the information about soil permeability is limited to a relatively 
small distance from the source (-0.1-0.5 m radius) [2]. 

Typically, to determine regional soil permeabilities for use in soil-gas 
transport models, many of these small-scale measurements are averaged 
together. Persistent discrepancies between modeled and measured soil-gas and 
radon entry rates into houses suggest that small-scale measurements might not 
reflect soil characteristics at the larger scales at which houses typically interact 
with soils [15]. It is therefore desirable to have a measurement technique that 
integrates over appropriate length scales, and that can be used in situ with 
minimal disturbance to the soil. 

Anisotropy of the permeability oi soil to air due to small-scale structure— 
or effective anisotropy due to the presence of larger-scale, homogeneous 
isotropic layers with distinct permeabilities—is another possible confounding 
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factor in predicting gas-phase contaminant transport through soils. Nazaroff et 
al. [3] and Garbesi and Sextro [13] describe two sites in which there are large 
discrepancies between measured and modeled pressure coupling between a 
house and the surrounding soil. In those cases, soil layering or horizontal high-
permeability seams, were invoked as possible explanations for the observed 
discrepancy. Measurements of regional anisotropy of permeability could verify 
such hypotheses. 

Laboratory methods exist for determining anisotropy from field samples 
[16]. However, these methods have serious limitations in the applications 
mentioned because of the inherent problem of maintaining sample integrity 
during the sampling and measurement process, and the need for a large number 
of samples to determine soil characteristics over the desired scale. Tanner [17] 
developed a soil probe specifically for the measurement of soil anisotropy. As in 
the case of other static measurements described above, the probe imposes a 
localized steady pressure that intrinsically weights information about soil 
conditions to the near-probe soil. In addition, with a single probe it is not 
possible to determine the orientation of the anisotropy since information about 
soil gas motion is integrated at one location. 

To overcome these limitations, we have developed a dynamic technique 
for measuring soil permeabilities over variable length scales given known soil 
porosity. The technique imposes a sinusoidal pressure oscillation at a source 
probe that is detected at a second probe. The time lag between the source and 
detector signals is used to determine the effective permeability of the path 
between the probes. By varying the location of the detector probe, one can 
detect anisotropy in soil permeability, or effective anisotropy due to soil layering, 
along any arbitrary path. Anisotropy is, however, only approximately quantified 
since the reference theoretical system is isotropic. 

The goal of this chapter is to describe the development of a technique that 
can be used to predict Darcy flow through soils, for flows that might occur over 
various length scales. We want a single measure of soil air-permeability of a 
given flow path. Effective permeability is therefore defined as the equivalent 
permeability a homogeneous medium must have to allow the same flow as the 
inhomogeneous medium at the same driving pressure—where the effective 
permeability is defined for a given path or soil volume. 

This chapter describes the dual-probe dynamic pressure technique for 
making permeability measurements and develops a mathematical model for 
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analyzing field data. The technique is tested at the site of the Small Structures 
Project in Ben Lomond, California [1,2]. 

THEORY 

Model Development 
As with any technique for measuring permeability, we require a 

mathematical model to interpret the measurement data. For the reasons given 
in the last paragraph of the preceding section, we adopt the usual assumption of 
a homogeneous medium. In addition, since we have no advance knowledge of 
the soil when making a measurement, we assume an isotropic medium. Since 
these are the assumptions used to interpret essentially all field measurements of 
soil permeability to air, they facilitate comparison with measurements made 
using other techniques. 

The three-dimensional model developed here follows the approach of 
Fukuda [18] who solved the problem of the one-dimensional propagation of a 
dynamic pressure signal through soil. The governing equation is derived from 
the observation that a change of pressure in a volume element of soil is related to 
a change in the mass of air in that volume, as determined by the ideal gas law. 
For a representative volume element with dimensions AxAyAz and air-filled 
porosity e, the change in the mass of air in the volume that occurs over a time At 
must equal the mass entering the volume minus the mass leaving the volume in 
the same time increment. Given effective Darcy velocities of the soil gas in the x, 
y, and z directions,1 v x, v y , and v z, respectively, this relationship is describe d by 

AP'(x,y,z)[AxAyAz]—= 
(1) v„(x,y,z)[AyAzAt]p + vv(x,y,z)[AxAzAt]p + vz(x,y,z)[AxAyAt]p 

- v„(x + Ax, y, z)[ AyAzAtJp - vv(x,y + Ay,z)[AxAzAt]p- v2(x,y,z + Az)[AxAyAt]p , 

where AP* is the change in absolute pressure induced by the change in mass, M is 
the molar weight of air, R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature, and 

1 The Darcy velocity is defined as the volume of fluid per unit time that moves across an 
imaginary surface in the soil per total area (that is, including the area of the soil grains and the 
interstices) 
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p is the density of the air. The assumptions are made that changes in pressure 
are small enough that p can be considered approximately constant and that 
changes in temperature throughout the medium may be neglected. 

Dividing (1) by AxAyAzAt, and taking the limit as Ax, Ay, Az, and At 
approach zero, we get: 

, , , dP' RTfatpv,) d(pVy> 8(pvz) 
3t " iM{ dx + By + dz 

The soil-gas velocities under the experimental conditions will be low 
enough that Darcy's law can be used to describe the resulting flows. For a 
homogeneous and isotropic model, the x, y, and z components of velocity are 
then given by 

(3) v =-ii^£ v = _i iH v =--— 
* M dx' y M 3y ' z M 3z 

wii^re P is called the disturbance pressure (the absolute pressure minus the 
hydrostatic pressure) 2, k is the permeability of the soil to air, and u is the 
dynamic viscosity of soil-gas (taken as the dynamic viscosity of air). We assume 
isothermal conditions so that u is constant. 

We make the assumption that we can neglect changes in atmospheric 
pressure under the conditions of the experiment (a condition which is validated 
by the experimental results). Therefore, in Eq. 2, —— = —. Using this fact, 

substituting Eq. 3 into Eq. 2, expanding the derivatives, and collecting like terms, 
we get 

<?P k RT( „ , n dpd? dpdP dpdP 
(4) — = nV-p + - t - — + - £ - — + -* -— 

<?t en M{ d\ dx. dy dy dz dz 

Using the ideal gas law to substitute P for p, 

2 For the soil system under consideration, the hydrostatic pressure 
Ph = I V P g z 

where z the Cartesian coordinate taken as zero at the soil surface and is positive in the downward 
direction 
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(5) P = — P , RT 

and, inserting Eq. 5 into Eq. 4, we obtain the nonlinear partial differential 
equation: 

(6) £B±! £ & P + ( * Y + ( * Y + ( £ 
M [dx) \dy) \dz 

Since the amplitude of the driving signal in the dynamic pressure 
measurements is, at its largest, < 103 Pa, to within 1% accuracy we can make the 
approximation that 

M 
where P a is the mean atmospheric pressure. 

This same argument suggests that, if the disturbance pressures are 
maintained at less one percent oi atmospheric pressure, we can simplify Eq. 6 by 
neglecting the non-linear terms with an estimated error of ~1% or less. This is 
supported by the following scale analysis: 

» «»f((fHfHf 
the scale arguments indicate that 

(9) l»Ti3T>0.01 . 
|P.I 

Of course, f his is not a proof since the scale analysis ignores the specific nature of 
the first and second order derivatives, which we cannot know with certainty 
without solving the full non-linear equation. This exercise does, however, give 
us some confidence in the assumption. Final verification of the assumption will 
rely on laboratory and field tests of the experimental technique described 
Chapters IV, V, and VI. 
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We are therefore left with the task of finding a solution for the three 
dimensional diffusion equation: 

do) f r = D P v 2 p ' 

where the effective diffusion constant is 

VP 
(11) D p = ^ . 

In modeling the experimental system we consider a spherical pressure 
source with its center at the origin. The sinusoidal source signal is at radial 
distance r = b. This is the effective spherical radius of the probe 
(discussed in more detail below). 

We begin the analysis by considering the case of a source buried in an 
infinite homogeneous medium. Since the system under consideration is 
spherically symmetric, we can consider the disturbance pressure P to be a 
function of r and t alone. The initial and boundary conditions for Eq. 10 are: 

(12.a) P(r,0) = 0 for r > b 
(12.b) P(b,t) = P 0 sinfot) for t > 0 
(12.c) P(r->~,t) = 0 for t>0 . 

Because of the spherical symmetry of the problem we might be tempted to 
solve Eq. 10 using spherical coordinates: 

°» f-^m) • 
However, the transformation from ([19], Chapter 9) 

(14) W(r,t) = r P(r,t) 

yields a simpler one-dimensional partial differential equation: 
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(15) 3W=D ^ 
U W at p 3r 2 

that is solved readily analytically. The transformed initial and boundary 
conditions are 

(16.a) W(r,0) = 0 for r > b 
(16.b) W(b,t) = b P 0 sintot) for t > 0 
(16.c) W(°°,t) = 0 . for t>0 . 

Following the example of Fukudu [18], we assume a complex solution of the form 

(17) VV<r,t) = <|>(r)e'M , 

where the bar on W indicates that we are considering a complex function, the 
real part of which will be the solution to Eq. 15, having the real boundary 
conditions given in Eqs. 16.a and b. 

This approach will allow us to find the steady part of the solution (that is 
after the transient in-grow'.h from the initial condition of W(r,0) = 0). This 
solution will satisfy the boundary conditions (Eqs. 16.b and 16.c) but not the 
initial condition (Eq. 16.a). This is sufficient since we are interested in finding the 
steady phase shift between the source and detector signals. Indeed, the Fourier 
analysis of the data, discussed below, only identifies the steady phase shift. The 
full transient solution is discussed later. 

Substituting Eq. 17 into Eq. 15, we get an ordinary differential equation for 

as) rf-£*=° 

that has the general solution 

I Ml (19) *(r) = a,e ^ +a2e ^ 
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where X = I— and i = VTT. 

The general solution for W(r,t) is, therefore, 

(20) W(r,t) = a,e,Me ^ + a2e""e ^ ^ > * -asV. ) 

Since W is bounded at r -> ~, we know that aj = 0. Eq. 16.b tells us that az 
-bP0i.3 Our solution is the real part of W(r, t) 

X(r-b) (21) RetWCr.ONbPce" ^ sin L t - ^ 7 -

Since Eq. 21 satisfies the governing equation (Eq. 15) and the boundary 
conditions, we know that we have obtained the correct solution. 

Applying Eq. 14 to Eq. 21, we obtain the steady solution for 3-dimensional 
problem in the infinite medium (Eq. 10) 

Xlr-b) 
•12 (22) p ^ b P . ^ L s i n f c o t - H l ^ ] 

There is one remaining complication, we must still satisfy the boundary 
condition that P = 0 at the soil surface. This is achieved using the standard 
method of images often used to handle boundary conditions in electrostatics 
problems [20]. In brief, if the real source is buried at a depth L below the surface, 
an imaginary 'image' source is placed at a height L above the surface, opposite 
the real source. The image source has a signal of equal amplitude and opposite 
sign to the real source, thereby canceling the effect of the real source at every 
point on the surface and creating the zero pressure boundary condition. 

Figure 1 shows the geometry for the real and image sources and two 
possible probe locations. The distances between the real and image sources and 

3 What we are doing here is finding the complex form of W(b,t), designated W(b, t), such that its 
real part is equal to bPoe ,0)t, which is true if W(b, t) = -ibP0e"°'. This is then set equal to the right 
hand side of Eq. 20 with r = b and ai = 0. 
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the detector probe are r and r', respectively. The response at the detector 
location is given by the sum of the effects of the real and image sources (in 
equivalent infinite media). The effect of the image source at the detector location 
is: 

(23) p l ( r . , l ) . _ W o l _ ± . ^ B l . M ^ W ) 1 

The full solution at the detector location for a given value of D p and a is 
given by the sum of Eqs. 22 and 23: 

(24) P d e t(t)=P(r /t) + P,(r,,t) . 

For convenience in analyzing the measurement data we would like to obtain an 
expression for Eq. 20 of the form: 

(25) Pde,(t) = 7bP0sin(wt-p) . 

This objective can be achieved by making the following substitutions: 

Alr-b) 

e" ^ 
(26 .a ) A , •• 

(26.b) A, = 

r 
X(r'-b) 

e" ^ 

(26.C) 5 i = - v r -

{ 2 6 .d) S 2 = ^ ^ . 

Eq. 24 can then be written: 

(27) Pde,(l) = bP0{A,sin(cot-6|)-A2sin(cot-82)} , 

Using the trigonometric identity 
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(28) sin(x-y) = sin(x)cos(y)-cos(x)sin(y) 

Eq. 27 is rewritten 

(29) 
P d e t(t) = bPo{sin(0)t)[A, cos(Oi) - A2 cos(82)] - cos(cot)[A! sin^) - A2 sin(82)]}. 

We now define the variables a and y, such that they satisfy the following 
equations: 

(30.a) ycos(p) = [A, cos(8,) - A2 cos(82)] 
(30.b) ysin(p) = [A|Sin(81)-A2sin(82)] . 

Eq. 29 is then simplified to 

(31) P d e l(t) = YbP0sin(<ot-|J) 

as desired. 
The phase shift at the detector location, (3, is calculated usi „ Eqs. 30.a and 

30.b. 

(32) (J = tan if A lsin(81)-A2sin(52) 
A1cos(81)-A2cos(82) 

Given particular D p and Co, the time lag, T, for the signal to travel from the 

source to the detector location is simply —. or 
to 

(33) T = -5-tan-1 

,.(r-b) 

r s , n l n Y 
!.(t-b) 'I 

T = -5-tan-1 

Ut-b) 

{ r C°{ Vf J" 
Mr-b) 

e ^ (Mr'-b)) 

From Eq. 31, we also see that the signal amplitude at the detector location is 
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04) bP0r = b P 0

A l C O S ( 5 l ) - ^ c o s ( 8 2 ) . 
0 ° cos(p) 

Note that care must be exercised in interpreting the solution in this form 
since half cycles of phase lags are indicated by changing the sign of the 
amplitude term, and time lags separated by integer numbers of full cycles are 
indistinguishable. Therefore, in practice, we begin by computing T for very 
high permeabilities for which we know that the phase lags are less than one ycle 
and then decrease the permeability incrementally. Since we know that time lag 
must increase monotonically with decreasing permeability, the solutions can be 
correctly interpreted with little difficulty. 

An alternative approach for determining the correct integer (or half 
integer multiple) of the driving period is to generate the full solution of the 
dynamic pressure problem that includes the term for transient in-growth of the 
pressure signal. Comparing this with the source signal gives an unambiguous 
result, but the analysis is considerably more time consuming. 

The complete solution to Eq. 10, including the transient in-growth, is 
obtained using Green's functions to solve Eq. 15. The procedure is detailed in 
the appendix to this chapter. As before, the full solution is given by the sum of 
the contributions of the real and imaginary sources: 

(r-b)-

1' (r-b) e~*°'"~x> 

(35) P(r,t) = -jbPosin(03T)v ' , di. 
r i ° v ;(t-T)^/4>rDp(t-T) 

lr'-b) : 

1 ' (r'-b) e "V1"" 
(36) P|(r',t) = --fbP 0sin(o)T) u ; , .... di . 

1 r'o " ' ( t -T)^4nD p ( t-T) 
To check our model, the Green's function solution was compared to the 

analytical solution, and their steady parts were found to agree exactly. The 
Green's function solution was used to determine the time required to reach a 
steady signal, - ^/r2 / Dp (the time for the system to respond to a step function 
change in pressure at the source location). For our experimental system this is 
-10 s. This presents no problem for our measurements since we gather data over 
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many signal periods, -30 minutes, and the data analysis technique is insensitive 
to the transient part. 

The advantage of using the analytical solution over the Green's function 
approach is that a functional form can be obtained for the time lag. In the case of 
the Green's function solution, Eqs. 35 and 36 must first be solved numerically, the 
steady part of the solution must then be graphically fitted to a sinusoidal curve 
and compared with the source signal to find the phase lag. This procedure must 
be repeated point-wise to obtain a curve of permeability vs. time lag for each 
detector location under consideration—an extremely time intensive process. 

Model Application 
Figure 2 shows a sample set of theoretical curves of lag time vs. 

permeability for a source signal with a 60 s period imposed at 2-m depth. The 
figure shows traces for a number of possible detector locations, identified by 
their radial distance from the source (r) and angle (6), as in Figure 1. The 
following parameters are used in the calculations to correspond with conditions 
in the field test: 

(37.a) P a =900 Pa Amplitude of the driving signal. 
<37.b) 2TC/O) = 60S Period of the driving signal. 
(37.c) P 0 = 92,000 Pa Mean atmospheric pressure at experiment 

site. 
(37.d) n =1.8xlO"5Pas Dynamic viscosity of air. 
(37.e) b = 0.1 m Effective spherical radius of source. 
(37.f) e = 0.45+.02 Air-filled porosity of soil. 

The air-filled porosity is calculated from the absolute porosity reported in 
[21], and from soil moisture content measured using a time domain 
reflectometer device (Trase, System 1, Soilmoisture Equipment Corp., Santa 
Barbara, CA). The driving frequency can be optimized for specific soil 
conditions. Higher frequency driving signals allow measurements to be made in 
a shorter amount of time but produce lower amplitude signals at the detector 
location. 

Note that the observed time lag at the detector location will depend on the 
driving signal frequency, as indicated by Eqs. 33 and the fact that X(co). To check 
our experimental design and model, we ran several experiments at fixed detector 
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locations but different driving periods (30 s and 60 s). In each case the time lags 
changed as predicted by the theory, and, for each path, identical permeabilities 
were determined by the measurements made using the two different periods. 

FIELD TEST 

Experimental Design 
We carried out field tests of the dual-probe dynamic pressure technique in 

Ben Lomond, California, at the site of the soil-gas transport experiments 
discussed in Chapter 2. Spot measurements oi soil permeability were made at 
the site using both blunt-end soil probes (technique described in [22]) and probes 
through which sampling occurs near the end of a sealed steel pipe via a welded-
in cylindrical well screen technique described in [2] and results in Chapter 2. 

The source probe for this experiment was a previously installed well-
screen probe, horizontally oriented and positioned 2 m below the soil surface 
and 5 m south of the structure. This probe was used because the well screen 
provides a large enough area open to the soil to propagate the pressure signal 
through several meters of soil without excessive signal loss due to attenuation, 
while maintaining soil-gas velocity well within the Darcy imit at a distance 0.02 
m from the source. The effective spherical radius of the cylindrical source was 
determined by comparing a numerical simulation of a static pressure field 
around a cylindrical source with the analytical prediction of the field 
surrounding a spherical source. An effective spherical radius of 0.10 m was 
estimated for the 15-cm-long well screen. The maximum error associated with 
the spherical-source approximation can be determined from consideration of the 
real and approximated sources. The maximum distance between the surfaces of 
the real 0.01-m radius cylindrical source and the assumed 0.1-m spherical source 
is 0.04 m. For a pressure signal propagating at constant velocity along a 2-m 
path, this represents error in the lag time of 0.04/2, or 2%. From Figure 2, for a 
detector probe 2 m from the source, at an orientation of 0°, this would produce 
an uncertainty in permeability of only about 1%. 

Seven detector probes were installed vertically from the soil surface using 
a procedure described previously [12]. (These are identified by the labels NE-S, 
E-D, SE-S, S-D, SW-S, W-D, and NW-S, on Figure 3). Each probe consisted of an 
open-ended length of 10-mm ID galvanized steel pipe (nominally 1/8-inch) 
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threaded at the top for connection to 4-mm ID polyethylene tubing. The tubing 
carried the pressure signal to a low-range, variable reluctance pressure 
transducer (resolution - 0.2 Pa). To avoid undue disturbance of the pressure 
field at the probe tip due to compaction of soil during probe installation, the soil 
at the bottom of each blunt-end prore was loosened using a wood auger welded 
to the end of a long rod. 

Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of the source and detector probes. 
Each of the seven newly installed detector probes terminated at a radial distance 
of 2 m from the source. Three of the probes sampled from the same depth as the 
source probe (r = 2 m, 6 = 0°, Figure 1), the other three sampled the near-surface 
soil (r = 2 m, 6 = 45°, Figure 1). In addition, two previously installed and 
horizontally positioned well-screen-type probes (N-D and N-M, on Figure 3) 
were also used for signal detection, one with r=2.69 m and 6 = 0°, the other with r 
= 3.12 m and 6 = 30°.4 

The source signal was created using two mass flow controllers coupled as 
shown in Figure 4. To create a sinusoidally oscillating pressure signal centered 
about the mean atmospheric pressure, one mass flow controller was driven to 
produce a sinusoidal flow with a positive DC offset (Q = B + A sin(ci)t), B>A), 
while the other maintained a constant negative offset of the same amplitude (Q = 
-B). The flows were adjusted at the site to produce a source pressure amplitude, 
A, of about 900 Pa. 

Before the start of each experiment the sinusoidally oscillating source flow 
was vented to the atmosphere. The source probe was also open to the 
atmosphere to ensure neutral pressure. While recording the pressure signal at 
the source and detector probes, at t = 0, ihe source signal was switched to the 
source probe. Data were collected for about 20 minutes. We found that it was 
sufficient to gather about 20 driving-frequency cycles to get a good signal to 
noise ratio. For the soil we investigated, driving periods between 30 and 60 s 
were optimal. For low permeability soils, however, one might want to use a 
lower driving frequency to increase the amplitude of the detected signal, and to 
integrate longer to reduce the effect of noise. Laboratory tests ensured that 

4 These probes and the source probe were installed as part of the measurement system for 
determining radon and soil-gas tnnsporl into the Ben Lomond expeiimental basement (west 
structure). 
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phase shift and amplitude attenuation of the signal across the length of tubing 
and probe was negligible. These same tests demonstrated that there were no 
problems due to potentially different response times of the source and detector 
pressure transducers. 

Data Analysis 
The source and detector signals were decomposed into their frequency 

components by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) using commercially available 
software (MathCad, MathSoft Inc., Cambridge, MA) running on an IBM PC clone 
with 2 Mb RAM. A peak at the driving frequency was clearly visible in all of our 
detector signals. The phase information from the FFT was then used to 
determine the lag time between the source and detector signals. In our case, 
visual inspection of the raw data was sufficient to ascertain that the first peak 
arrived at the detector within the first source signal period rather than during 
some later period in which case tie actual lag time would be some integral 
multiple of the period plus the lag datermined by the transform. 

A combination of two factors, numerical dispersion and environmental 
noise, makes it advantageous to use lag time rather than amplitude attenuation 
of the source signal as the indicator of permeability. Numerical execution of the 
FFT on even a pure, single-frequency, sinusoidal data train of finite length shows 
that there can be considerable dispersion of the signal into adjacent frequency 
bands. When environmental noise is added to the detected signal, it becomes 
impossible to determine how much of the power in adjacent bands actually 
belongs to the driving signal and how much results from real noise. Therefore, 
the detected pressure amplitude at the driving frequency has larger uncertainty. 

The lag time, on the other hand, is determined by comparison of the 
source and detector signals at the driving frequency alone, and the resolution of 
the signal is determined only by the number of data points collected and the 
sampling frequency. Furthermore, lag times give better resolution at large 
distances from the source because the propagation velocity falls off less rapidly 
with distance from the source than does the signal amplitude. 

RESULTS 

The results of the probe-to-probe dynamic permeability measurements are 
displayed in square brackets in Figure 3 for each source-to-detector path. The 
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permeabilities measured at each of the probes using the static technique are 
shown in parentheses. Table I lists the permeabilities and indicates the ratio of 
the dynamic result for each path to the average of the static measurements at its 
end points. The uncertainty in the results of the dynamic pressure measurements 
are determined from the estimated uncertainty in the measurement of air-filled 
porosity and the uncertainty in the measured lag time. 

Two features stand out: (1) The dynamic measurements consistently give a 
higher estimate of permeability than the static measurements, by a factor of six, 
on average. This suggests that permeability is scale-dependent, with effective 
permeability increasing as the sampling scale increases. The results of the 
measurements on the N-D and N-M probes support this finding—these are the 
most distant probes and they have the highest observed permeabilities. (2) The 
dynamic measurements also yield consistently higher permeabilities for the 
horizontal direction than for the nonhorizontal directions indicating the presence 
of anisotropy. As expected, the dynamic results are considerably less variable 
than the static results because sampling occurs over a longer integration path, 
minimizing the detection of small-scale heterogeneity. 

A first order approximation of vertical-horizontal anisotropy can be made 
using the hydrogeological concept of a hydraulic-conductivity ellipse ([23], p. 
174) and given values for horizontal permeability measurements (kh) and those 
made at a 45° orientation (lots). The vertical permeability, k v , is then estimated 
from: 

x2 z2 

(38) 7 - + r - = 1 • k„ kv 

The measurement made at 6 = 45° gives us the location of a point on the ellipse 
at: 

(39) x = z = fi^ms(45°) . 

From the data in Table I (for r = 2.0 and 0 = 0), kh is 23 x 10"1-' m2. The average 
permeability along 8 = 45° (kjs) is 17 x 10 - 1 2 m2. Using these values, and 
substituting Eq. 39 into Eq. 38, k v is estimated to be 13.5 x 10-12 m2t _o.6 times the 
horizontal value. 
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DISCUSSION 

Dynamic measurements of soil permeability to air have been made 
previously [18, 24, 25]. These measurements used fluctuations in barometric 
pressure as the source signal and were confined to assessments of vertical 
permeabilities. Dependence upon the vicissitudes of the barometric pressure 
signal limits the range of soil conditions and physical scales over which 
measurements can be made using this one-dimensional technique, and 
complicates data analysis, creating large uncertainties in estimates of 
permeability [24]. 

In contrast, the use of a controlled sinusoidal source signal in the current 
technique enables precise, phase-sensitive detection with low uncertainty. 
Signal amplitude and period can be adjusted for detection over longer paths or in 
lower permeability soil. In cases of high environmental noise, signals can be 
integrated over arbitrarily long times, limited only by the size of RAM in the 
computer doing the FFT. This is not a serious limitation with the current 
availability of inexpensive computing power. 

A drawback of the dynamic pressure technique relative to the static 
techniques is that it requires knowledge of the effective flow porosity under the 
experimental conditions, since what is being measured directly is the pressure 
diffusivity, D p = kP a/e|i, rather than k. Effective flow porosity is the air-filled 
porosity through which flow actually occurs. In other words, if all flow is 
occurring through fast paths that occupy only 2% of the soil volume and have an 
intrinsic porosity of 50%, then the effective flow porosity would be only 1%, 
rather than the usual values of bulk porosity of -30 - 40%. (i.e., effective flow 
porosity = volume of pore space in fast paths / volume of soil.) 

The problem that arises is that effective flow porosity might itself depend 
upon both scale and source signal frequency. The extent to which porosity in the 
low permeability part of the soil is excluded from contributing to the effective 
porosity is determined approximately by the spacing between and 
interconnectedness of the fast paths dominating flow and by the frequency of the 
source signal. If the pressure signal has time to diffuse through the low-k part, 
then its porosity is included. That is, if the low permeability part has dimension 
< ~ ̂ DpAt (the diffusion length of the signal) then it is included. D p is taken here 
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as the pressure diffusivity of the low-k part of the soil given the porosity of that 
part of the soil and At is taken as the half-period of the source signal. 

Fortunately there are ways tt test if experiments are being carried out in a 
regime in which effective flow porosity is scale dependent. In addition, if that is 
found to be a problem, the source signal frequency can be reduced, increasing 
time for the dynamic signal to permeate the low permeability soil. The only 
negative impact of this is increasing the time over which experiments must be 
run. These issues are discussed further in Chapter V. 

One of the desirable features of this measurement technique is that the 
results do not contain the 1/r weighting factor inherent in small-source static 
techniques. The difference derives from our use of wave-front propagation time 
as the parameter to determine permeability. In an infinite homogeneous and 
isotropic medium, the propagation velocity is constant, independent of distance 
from the source. To the extent that this is true for our semi-infinite medium, we 
obtain unweighted results from our dual-probe technique, with each point along 
the path contributing equally to the characterization. 

To explore the effect of the semi-infinite medium on the weighting factor, 
we plot the time lag of the source-to-detector signal (Eq. 33) vs. radial distance 
from the source as the signal propagates in the vertical and horizontal directions. 
Figures 5<> and 5b show the results for two different soils with homogeneous 
permeabilities of 8.5xl0"13 m 2 and 8.5xl0"12 m 2, respectively. When the points 
on the graph lie along straight lines the propagation velocity of the pressure 
wave is constant along the path, an indication that each point along the soil path 
contributes equally to the total lag time (i.e., the weighting factor is constant 
along the path). For the vertical path or Figure 5b, the weighting factor 
decreases with proximity to the soil surface. This result occurs because the wave 
front velocity increases as it approaches the surface, decreasing the relative 
contribution of this part of the path to the total measured lag time. 

The ideal for determining effective permeabilities over long paths is to 
have the weighting factor remain constant. In order to compare the effective 
weighting /• nctions of the static measurement techniques with the vertical and 
horizontal measurements of the dynamic technique, we have plotted in Figure 6 
the normalized weighting factors for the three measurements for the 
configuration indicated in Figure 5 (bottom). The traces are normalized such that 
the weighting equals one at the surface of the pressure source (r=0.1 ~u. The 
weighting factors for the dynamic measurements are simply the slopes of the 
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traces in Figure 5 (bottom). The weighting factor for the static case is 
proportional to 1/r. Even for the vertical path, the weighting factor for the 
dynamic measurement does not fall off nearly as sharply moving away from the 
probe as it does for the static measurement. 

The apparent existence of scale dependence of soil permeability evident 
from the field tests of the dynamic technique is important. If this effect is verified 
by future tests in other soils, it means that the typical method of characterizing 
soil by multiple small-scale measurements can produce misleading results. A 
study by Schery and Siegel of natural soil in Socorro, New Mexico [24], supports 
our finding of increasing permeability with scale. In one-dimensional tests of 
vertical permeability they found a factor of 20 increase in permeability as the 
integration path increased from a few centimeters to about one meter. The 
authors showed evidence that increasing permeability with increasing scale 
resulted from the higher probability of intercepting spatially infrequent, high-
flow paths at larger scales. 

The ability to make not only larger scale measurements, but also 
measurements at different scales with one technique, is clearly an advantage of 
this new method in studying the transport characteristics of soils if scale 
dependence is typical—an issue that can be resolved by investigations in 
different soils using the dynamic technique. This feature, along with the ability 
to detect anisotropy, makes the technique attractive despite its drawback of being 
considerably more equipment intensive than the static methods. 

Examination of the theory for estimating permeabilities from the static 
method elucidates an additional advantage in the present technique. 
Permeability is estimated from static measurements using an equation of the 
form: 

where Q is the steady flow imposed into or out of the probe, dP is the 
disturbance pressure difference between the surface and the sampling region of 
the probe (i.e., the total pressure difference minus the hydrostatic component), 
and S is a 'shape factor' that depends on the geometry of the probe. In the case 
of a buried cylinder, there is more than a factor of two range in published 
estimates of the shape factor (compare [26] and [27]). In addition, one source 
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[27] shows a factor of 2 change in shape factor with probe depth, going from 0.15 
m to 1.81 m, while another is [26] is relatively insensitive to depth, giving only a 
10% change in shape factor over the same depths. Our numerical estimates of 
the shape factor, used for the analysis of the static measurements given here, give 
a midrange value that is relatively insensitive to depth [2] Data analysis for the 
probe-tc-probe dynamic pressure technique does not require the use of a shape 
factor and therefore reduces the associated uncertainty. 

An issue was raised in the theory section about the extent of the problem 
that is created by interpreting experimental data for heterogeneous or anisotropic 
soils using a homogeneous, isotropic model. All measurements of soil 
permeability rely on models for interpretation of experimental data. As with any 
other technique, the extent to which actual soils violate the model assumptions 
determines the accuracy of the technique. In this regard the current experimental 
technique does, however, improve on most previous techniques in two ways. 
First, the dynamic technique provides valuable information about relative 
permeabilities in specific directions since the end points of the path are well 
defined. This is not true of any single-probe technique in which the dominant 
information will come from the path of least resistance; but there is no way of 
determining where that path lies. Second, the existence of systematic 
heterogeneity or anisotropy is immediately evident from an array of 
measurements. If more detailed information on the soil is required, one can 
improve on the solution by iterating a numerical model incorporating the 
guessed anisotropy or heterogeneity against the experimental results. The 
iterative procedure is likely to be extremely time intensive, however, and 
requires the availability of a model that can simulate anisotropy and layering and 
the time dependent boundary conditions described in the theory section. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The dual-probe dynamic pressure technique has definite advantages over 
previous static techniques for measuring soil permeability to air. First, effective 
permeabilities can be measured over variable length scales up to and including 
that over which houses tend to interact with the soil. Second, the presence of 
anisotropy of permeability is easily detected, although an exact measure is not 
obtained without detailed analysis using a more sophisticated numerical model. 
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A drawback of the dynamic technique is that it is not a direct 
measurement of permeability, k, but of the pressure diffusivity, kPa/ejo.. 
Therefore, the effective porosity, e, must be known. In addition, the dynamic 
technique is more instrument intensive than the simpler static techniques. 

Field tests comparing the results of static and dynamic measurements 
appear to indicate scale-dependence of soil permeability to air. The dynamic 
results yield consistently higher permeabilities, with considerably less spatial 
heterogeneity, than the static measurements—on average by a factor of about six. 
The finding of scale-dependent permeability is further supported by the fact that 
the highest permeabilities of the dynamic measurements occurred in the two 
measurements with the longest paths. The finding of scale-dependent 
permeability, which is validated by further experiments in Chapters V and VI, 
has important implications for site assessment and modeling of the transport of 
radon and other gas-phase contaminants through soil. The most obvious 
implication is that the typical method of assessing the transport potential, based 
on multiple small scale measurements, can produce seriously misleading results 
in systems that operate naturally at larger scales. 

The probe-to-probe technique also offers several advantages over the 
previously used dynamic pressure technique that relies on barometric pressure 
fluctuations for the source signal [18,24]: Our measurement is not confined to the 
vertical direction, but can be made along any arbitrary path from the source, 
allowing the detection of anisotropy of soil permeability. The use of the 
controlled source signal enables integration of the detected signal over arbitrary 
long times greatly increasing the signal to noise ratio. The single-frequency 
source signal also allows frequency-sensitive detection, which limits the 
uncertainty in the propagation time (the indicator of permeability) to the 
frequency band width of the Fast Fourier Transform. The band width of the 
frequency channels are in rum determined by the data sampling frequency and 
experiment duration—both ^ jntroiiable parameters. In addition, manipulation 
of the source signal permits measurements over longer path lengths and under a 
wider range of soil conditions than the previous dynamic technique. 
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Table I. Permeabilities (k) determined at individual probes using static techniques and between the reference and 
detector probes using the dual-probe dynamic technique. 

Probe ID a rand 8 
as in Figure 1 

ill! Source Probe 

(10-12 m 2 ) 

Avg. of 
sialic k at 
end points0 

(10-'2m2) 

Dynamic k Ratio of 
dynamic to 

Dynamic Probe ID a rand 8 
as in Figure 1 

ill! Source Probe 

(10-12 m 2 ) 

Avg. of 
sialic k at 
end points0 

(10-'2m2) 

of pathd 

(10 1 2 m2) 

Ratio of 
dynamic to Regional 

Avg. k 
(10 1 2 m2) 

Probe ID a rand 8 
as in Figure 1 

ill! Source Probe 

(10-12 m 2 ) 

Avg. of 
sialic k at 
end points0 

(10-'2m2) 

of pathd 

(10 1 2 m2) avg. static 
Regional 
Avg. k 
(10 1 2 m2) 

SE-S 2.0 m, 45° 1.6 ±0.1 5.9 ±0.4 3.8 17±1.3 4.5 
SW-S 2.0 m, 45° 4.9 ±0.4 5.9 ±0.4 5.4 15±1.3 2.8 
NW-S 2.0 m, 45° 1.6 ±0.1 15 ±6.4 3.8 18+1.4 4.7 17 
N-M" 3.1m, 30° 9.ft ±6.7 5.9 ±0.4 7.9 35±2.0 4.4 35 
E-D 2.0m,0° 0.53 ±0.04 5.9 ±0.4 3.3 25±1.6 7.6 
S-D 2.0m,0° 0.29 ±0.02 5.9 ±0.4 l i 2S±1.5 7.4 
W-D 2.0m,0° 0.82 ±0.06 S.!>±6.4 3.4 22±1.5 6.5 23 
N-Dd 2.6 mOO 3.6 ±0.2 5.9 ±6.4 1 4.8 29±1.8 6.6 29 

aThe part of the probe ID coming before the dash is the compass direction from the source probe location, 
SE=southcast, etc., the part coming after the dash is the depth, S=shallow (0.6 m), M=mid-level (1 m), D=deep (2 
m). The source probe is at the D level. 
''Uncertainties, calculated assuming shape factor is certain, are based on environmental noise in measurements, 
which exceeds uncertainty due to propagation of instrumental errors. 
cAverage of the static measurements of permeabilities at the source and detector probes. 
dEstimated permeability of the path between the source and detector probes detennined from the dynamic pressure 
technique. Uncertainties derived from uncertainty in measurement of air-filled porosity of soil and uncertainty in 
time lag. 



Image Source 
P = -Asin(a>t) 

I 
1 \ 
1 V 

t x [ soil surface, P = 0 

1 V cp > shallow-soil 
detector 

; 0 
i ' 

fce'(D---«> deep-soil 
detector 

Real Source 
P=Asin((ot) 

Figure 1. Geometry for the real and image sources ior the model of the dual-
probe dynamic pressure measurements of soil permeability to air. The figure 
shows two possible detector probe locations. L is the depth to the real source 
probe, r is the distance from the real source to a given detector probe, and r' is 
the distance from the image source to a given detector probe. In this figure 
the two detector probes are the same distance from the real source probe. 
This configuration may be used to investigate the anisotropy of soil 
permeability to air. 
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100 
Permeability (10"12 m2) 

Figure 2. Sampit theoretical curves of time lag vs. permeability for a source 
at depth (L) = 2 m. All other settings as in Eqs. 37.a - 37.f. Traces are for 
different possible detector locations, given by radial distance (r) and angle (9), 
as in Figure 1. Curves are based on Eq. 33. 
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sw-s 
4.9) 

E-D® 
(0.53) 

-®W-D 
(0.82) 
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(1.6) 

2m 

N-M 
(9.8) 

# Source Detector depths 
depth - 2 m ® 2.0 m 

O i.o m 
© 0.6 m 

Figure 3. Locations and results of static and dynamic permeability 

measurements. Permeabilities (x 10"" m") were measured at each of the 

detector probe using the static technique (indicated in parentheses). 

Permeabilities measured by the dynamic technique for the source-to-

detector pathways are in square brackets. Probe IDs are as in Table I. 
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Supply Mass 
Flow Controller 
Q = B+Asin(<al) 
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UO 

| Supply Pump"! 
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vent probe 
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Exhaust Mass 
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Q = -B 

pressure 
transducers 
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c 

. .. soil surface 
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I T~I rt /, « I detector probe I 
I source probe | | A A A , • ' 

Figure 4. Schematic of apparatus for dual-probe dynamic pressure measurement of soil permeabilities. On the three-
way solenoid valves, the ports are marked 'c* for common and '" for the port that is opened at t = 0 for directing the 
signal to the source and detector probes. The venting solenoids are included to ensure that the source probe pressure is 
neutral prior to t = 0. The ports marked 'cal & zero' are for checking the calibration and zero settings on the pressure 
transducers. 
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k = 8 .5x l0" 1 2 m 2 
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Figure 5a. (Top plot) Predicted lag time of signal vs. distance from source signal 
along <j horizontal ray (6 = 0°, Figure 1) and a vertical ray (8 = 90°). The model 
was run given a soil permeability of 8.5xl0"13 m 2 and a source depth of L = 2 m. 
Other paramaters as given in Eqs 37 a - f. Curves are based on Ea ^3. 

Figure 5b. (Bottom plot) Same as Figure 5a, except for a soil with permeability 
8.5x10-12 m 2. 
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Figure 6. Weighting factors of soil permeability as a function of distance 
irom the source probe. Curves are for the horizontal and vertical path 
measurements indicated in Figure 5b and for static pressure 
measurements. The source probe is assumed to be at depth (L) = 2 m. 
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APPENDIX 

Derivation of the Green's Function Solution for the One-
Dimensional Diffusion Equation with a Time-Dependent 

Boundary Condition 

In this appendix a solution is derived for the one-dimensional diffusion 
equation with a time-o.ependent boundary condition by first considering the 
solution to the same problem with a step-function boundary condition at the 
origin. The problem is defined for an arbitrary function U(x,t), given that: 

( l . a ) i £ = D ^ x>0,t>0 

and having the initial and boundary conditions: 

(l.b) U(x,0) = 0 for all x 

(l.c) U(0,t) = 1 for t > 0 . 

Using Laplace transforms in the time domain, such that 

L[U(x,t)] = G(x,s) , 

we take the transform of both sides of Eq. l.a to obtain 

(2.a) sG = D ^ . 

This is an ordinary differential equation with the general solution: 

<2.b) G(x.s) = c ,^ D +c ;e > D 

Since U(x-»°°) -> 0, then G(x-»°°) must be finite, which implies that cj = 0. 
To evaluate C2, we apply the Laplace transform to the initial condition and 

boundary condition (Eqs. l.b and l.c), giving 
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(2.c) L[U(x,0)] = L[0] = 0 = G(x,0) 
(2.d) L[U(0,t)] = L[1] = - = G(0,s) . 

s 

Substituting Eq. 2.d into 2.b with ci = 0, yields Q = 1/s. Therefore, 

<2.e) G(x,s)=ie«°X 

s 

Taking the inverse transform yields 

(2.f) U(x,t) = L" 

= erf(oo) 

1 (/4Dt J W4Dt 

"^ Je- 2d| 
VJ5T 

For simplicity, we will rename the solution: 

(2.g) *(x,t) = 4 - je^dc, . 

Now we consider a step function boundary condition of arbitrary 
magnitude that is imposed at t = to- The full problem is now described by: 

di eh' 
x>0, t>0 

(3.b) U(x,0) = 0 
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fO for 0 < t < r„ 
(3.c) U(0,t) = <L 

}A(r„)fori>T„ 

where x 0 is a constant, and therefore A(x0) is also a constant. This boundary 
condition may be drawn as in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Step function boundary condition. 

This is identical to the problem just solved, except that the time of onset of 
the boundary condition has been translated by x 0, and the magnitude of the 
signal at the boundary is scaled from one to A(t 0). The solution therefore 
becomes: 

(3.d) U(x,t) = A(t c .)*(x,t-t 0). 

Now consider another boundary condition: 

JO for 0 < t < r„ 
A(r„)tor r„ <t<z-0+Ar0 

represented graphically as: 

U(0,t) , 
A(T 0) 

1 
n ' 

t 

° o ' •0 T 0 + A T 0 

Figure 2. Boundary conditions determined by sum 
of two step functions. 
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Using the principal of superposition, we know that the effect of the 
boundary condition of Figure 2 can be captured by summing the solution to two 
problems with the boundary conditions shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Boundary condition of Fig. 2 decomposed 
into two parts. 

Using Eq. 3.d, the solution is: 

(4.b) U(x,t)=A(t0)<I>(x/t-T0)-A(T0)a>(x,t-(To+Ai<))) for t>T0+ATo . 

Finally, we consider the superposition of many such signals to create an 
arbitrary functional form for the boundary condition. 
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U(O.t) j 
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1 , 

A(x 2) 
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*w 

A(x 2) 

Al2 AT, 

1 
1 
1 

A( t n ) 
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1 t 
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A(t , ) 

AT, 

A(x 2) 

Al2 AT, 

1 
1 
1 

ATn 

t 

0 X » * *: - T 3 T< 

1 
1 
1 

n * T+l 

t 

Figure 4. Creation of an arbitrary boundary condition by the superposition 
of many step functions. 

The solution is obtained by summing the contributions of each A(TJ) for j = 0,...n. 
From Eq. 4.b, it follows that the solution to this new problem is: 

U(x, i) = A( T„ ){<D(x, t - T„ ) - 4>(x, t - (r„ + Ar,)} + 
(5.a) A(r,){fl>(x,t-T1)-cI)(x,t-(Ti+Arl))}+... 

A( r„ ){0(x, i - r„) - 0(x, t - < r„ + Ar„))} 

A ( T | ) | » ( x . t - r , ) - ^ , t - ( r , + A r , ) ) [ A T | . 

Or, in other notation: 

(5.b) 
v . <U(x,t-Ti)-<t>(x,t-(rj + ATj)) U(x,t) = ^A(Tj)j '• '• MAr r 
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Using the fundamental theorem of calculus, in the limit that the time intervals At; 
approach zero, we obtain a continuous function: 

(5.c) U(x,t) = JA(r) ̂ <t>(x,t-r) 
dx 

dr 

The derivative can be calculated using Leibnitz' Rule: 

(5.d) » 2 3 
3t ~ -JK 3t 

je^di, 
X 

tViitDt 

Substituting Eq. 5.d into 5.c, the full solution is: 

(5.e) 

(5.f) 

U(x,l) 
i t - r J 4 7 i 

,4Du-n 

:V4wD(t-r) 

t 

U(x,t)= f A ( r ) - ^ - K ( x , t - r ) d r . 

dr 

Where K(x,t) is the solution to the one-dimensional diffusion equation given an 
step-function source of magnitude one. The product of the last two terms in the 
integrand can be thought of as a Green's function for the one-dimensional 
diffusion equation with a time dependent boundary condition 

The same procedure as outlined above may be used to determine the 
solution for a problem, the boundary condition of which is defined at x = a rather 
than at x = 0. In that case, the basic problem may be defined, analogous to Eqs. 
l . a - c , as: 

(6.a) — = D — -

(6.b) U(x,0) = 0 
(6.c) U(a,t) = l 

x>a, t>0 
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which has the solution: 

(6.d) U(x,t) = <D(x-a,t) , 

We proceed as outlined above with the solution for the step function boundary 
condition (Eq. 3.d) replaced by: 

(7) U(x/t) = A(T0)O(x-a,t-x0). 

And the final Green's function solution is simply translated by x = a, yielding: 

(8) U(x ,t) 
1 

= JA(r 
0 

(x--a) e 4 D , - r 

U(x ,t) 
1 

= JA(r 
0 ( i - z) V4ffD(t- z) 



CHAPTER IV 

Soil Column Verification of the Dual-Probe Dynamic Pressure 
Technique for Measuring Soil Permeability to Air 

SYNOPSIS 

This chapter describes laboratory verification of the dynamic pressure 
technique for measuring the permeability of soil to air. A 2.5-m long, 0.15-m ID, 
soil column is used to run one-dimensional tests of the dynamic technique. The 
results are compared to the traditional method of measuring permeability in a 
soil column, using a steady flow of air to produce a constant pressure difference 
across the soil. The experiments are used (1) to ensure that estimates of 
permeability obtained from static and dynamic measurements agree, (2) in 
particular, to test the validity of the mathematical model used to interpret the 
dynamic pressure measurements of permeability, (3) to test the response of the 
system and the model to changes in the source signal frequency, and (4) to 
ensure that scale-dependent permeability observed in the field is not an artifact 
ot the dynamic measurement technique. 

A moderate (20%) discrepancy was found between the steady and 
dynamic estimates of permeability, the source of which is not clear. This 
magnitude of disagreement does not pose problems for the proposed use of the 
technique to investigate potential scale dependence of soil permeability to air in 
the field for two reasons. First, the discrepancy we seek to resolve in the field is 
considerably larger (a factor of 7 or 8). Second, and more important, the 20% 
discrepancy observed in the column is independent of scale. 

The soil column experiments produced two important negative results. 
First, the dynamic pressure estimates of soil permeability were insensitive to a 
factor of 4 change in source signal driving frequency. Second, no significant 
scale dependence of soil permeability was observed in the column using either 
measurement technique—an expected result for a soil column packed with 
uniform dry sand. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Chapter III described the development of a technique for measuring soil 
permeability to air in situ and over a range of length scales between about 0.5 
and 5 m in near-surface soil. The dual-probe dynamic pressure (DPD) technique 
uses the lag time for a sinusoidally oscillating pressure signal to travel from a 
source probe to a detector probe as a basis for determining soil permeability to 
air along the path between the probes. In Chapter III, a comparison of DPD 
field data with single-probe steady-state permeability measurements suggested 
that soil permeability to air depended on measurement length scale. This chapter 
describes well-controlled laboratory experiments designed to validate the DPD 
technique. 

This work has a number of specific goals: (1) to test that the dynamic 
pressure measurements of permeability agree with standard Darcy 
measurements run at steady state, (2) to validate the mathematical model that is 
used to interpret the dynamic pressure measurements, in particular, the 
assumption of linearity of the governing equation, (3) to verify that the response 
of the system to changes in the dynamic-signal driving frequency is accurately 
predicted by the model, and (4) to verify that field observations of scale 
dependence of soil permeability are not merely an artifact of the dynamic 
measurement technique. 

This chapter describes soil column experiments used to investigate the 
issues outlined above. A mathematical model is first developed for the one-
dimensional geometry of the soil column. The apparatus allows a direct 
comparison between estimates of soil permeability based on measurements using 
the dynamic technique versus those based on the usual steady-flow technique. 
In addition, by measuring permeability across different portions of the 2.5-m-
long column, we can test for the existence of anomalous scale effects that might 
be created by the measurement technique itself. 

THEORY 

Model Development 
This section develops a theoretical model for interpretation of the dynamic 

pressure measurements of permeability in the soil column. In this case, flow is 
restricted to one dimension, the z-direction. Following the 3-dimensional 
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derivation in Chapter III, the governing equation for a pressure signal 
propagating through the soil column under conditions of Darcy flow is given by: 

a, <£=-!fp a f! + « 2 ] . 
dt e\iy dz* \dzj j 

As before, P is the disturbance pressure, k is the permeability of soil to air, e is the 
air-filled porosity of the soil, \i. is the dynamic viscosity of air at ambient 
conditions (1.81xl0"5 Pa s), and P a is the mean atmospheric pressure. 

Again, we make the assumption that the non-linear term is insignificant. 
That is, 

32p i rapf 

The validity of this assumption will be tested by the outcome of the experiments 
conducted using the soil column. 

We are left with the task of solving the diffusion equation 

( 3 ) 3 P , D * £ 
{ 3 ) at p a z 2 ' 

where the diffusion coefficient for propagation of the pressure signal, D p , is 
again given by kP a/e|i. The z axis is taken as positive upward. 

To properly simulate the soil column experiments, different boundary 
conditions must be imposed from those of the three-dimensional problem 
described in Chapter III. As indicated in the schematic diagram of Figure 1, the 
sinusoidally oscillating source signal is imposed at the soil's bottom surface (at 
the source port (PO) z = 0). The volume occupied by the soil has length L = 2.27 
m, and the detector signal is probed at various distances, z, from the origin at 
probes PI - P4. The top of the column is open to the atmosphere during these 
experiments. 

The boundary conditions for the pressure signal are therefore given by 

(4.a) P(z = 0,t) = P 0 cos((ot) for t>0 
(4.b) P(z = L,t) = 0 for t > 0 , 
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where P 0 is the constant amplitude of the source signal and w is the constant 
source signal frequency.1 

As in Chapter III, we will solve the problem for the non-transient part of 
the pressure signal, looking for a solution of the form 

(5) P(2,r) = (Kzjeto' . 

Substituting Eq. 5 into Eq. 3, we get a second order ordinary differential equation 
in (|> alone. The solution for <j> is as follows (cf. Chapter HI, Eq. 19): 

(6) <(>(z} = a 1 e V 2 + a 2 e V 2 

where 

m xit • 
The general solution for P(z,t) is, therefore, 

4^<l+i) ~ d + i ) 

(8) PU,t) = a i e ' M e ^ + a , e ' 0 1

e ^ 

We now need to apply the boundary conditions to evaluate of the complex 
coefficients o i and 012. Using the complex form of Eq. 4.a, P(0,t) = P 0 &*»*, yields 

(9) <X2 = Po-oci . 

Using the second boundary condition, Eq. 4.b, and the following substitutions, 

'The choice of the boundary condition as cos(cot) (rather than sin(cot), as used in Chapter III for 
the 3-dimensional system) is arbitrary. In Chapter III, sin(ot) was used for consistency with the 
solution of Fukuda [1]. In this case, I chouse costot) because it simplifies the solution to this 
problem. These choices have no effect on the ultimate solution, since we are seeking phase shifts 
between signals at two locations in space rather than the absolute form of the signal. 
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(10) L' = - ~ 
\ 2 

we get 

„L'(] + i) 
« 2 = - « l e _ L ' ( l + i) (11) 

Equating the right hand sides of Eqs. 9 and 11, we obtain 

(12) 

and 

*i e L'(i T i )_ e -L'( i+i) 

P e L ' ( l + i ) 

(13) <x2 = L

,(i+i)_e-L-(i+i) 

Substituting Eqs. 12 and 13 into Eq. 8, we find the complex form of the 
particular solution: 

(14) P(z.t)= ^ i L- l L . . , — + " ' i L- " _ L - _ I L . 
e L g l L _ e L £ IL gi-glL _ e L g IL 

where z' = (Xz/V2~). Multiplying through by the complex conjugate of the 

denominator, and taking the real part of the solution, we get 

(15) 
p 

P(z,t>- ~̂ 
e'" 2 L costot + z') - e z costot + z' -2L') 
+ii'''*2L costot-z')-<rz'cos(a>t-z'+2L')| 

To obtain a functional form for the time lag between the source and 
detector signals, we would like an expression for the pressure signal in the form 

(16) P(z,t) = yco.s(col + 5). 



We use the following substitutions: 

(17) A = - ,2L' 
e-"- + e - - -2cos(2L') 

and 

(18a - d) 
C = e* 
D = e- 2 ' t 2 L ' 
E = e~2' 

substituting into Eq. 15 yields 

(i9) ^.^4lcoTr'!:crT\*z'rnV}-
[Dcos(<at-z )-Ecos(cot-z+2L ) J 

We simplify the problem of reducing P(z,t) to the form of Eq. 16 by 
making it a two step process. First we reduce the first and second terms, and 
then the third and fourth terms, in the sum of Eq. 19, to the equivalent forms of 
Eq. 16, then we combine the results. That is, we make the following 
substitutions: 

(20) y, ces(wt - 8,) = Beo.s(ioi + z') - Ccos(GX + z' -2L') 

(21) y2 cos«Bt- S 2 > = Dcostox - z ' ) - Ecos(cot- z' +2L') . 

Therefore, Eq. 19 can be rewritten 

(22) P(z,t) = AY 3 COS(COI-8,) = A[Y|tos(wt-5|) + T2C 0s(tot-8 2)] . 

The procedure for solving for the y and 8 parameters is similar to that 
outlined in the Chapter III is shown only for Eq. 20. First the cosines of the sums 
are expanded using the trigonometric identity 

(23) cos(x + y) = cos(x) cos(y) - sin(x) sin(y) . 
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The right hand side of Eq. 20 becomes 

7! cos(cot - 8]) = Bcos((flt)cos(z') - Bsin(cot)sin(z') 
(24) - Ccos(cot)cos(2'-2L') + Csin(eot)sin(z'-2L') . 

Or, regrouping, 

. . 71 costot - 8, >=cos((0t)[Bcos(z') - Ccos(z' -2V)] 

+ sin(cot)[Csin(2' -2L') - Bsin(z')] . 

But, the left hand side of Eq. 26 also can be rewritten 

(26) Yi cos(coi - Sj) = cos(wt)Yi c o s ^ ) + sin(cot )Yi sin(6i) -

Therefore, comparing the right hand sides of Eqs. 25 and 26 
(27) "frcosfS,) = [Bcos(z') -Ccos(z' -2U)] 

(28) Yi sin(5,) = [Csin(z' -2L') - Bsin(z')] 

and solving for Yi and 8i we obtain 

<29.a> g - .r-Bsin(z ') + Csintf-2L-) 
z'-2L')A 
z'-2L')J 

(29.b) Yi=-

^+Bcos(z')-Ccos(z'-

-Bsin(z') + Csin(z'-2L') 
&in(5,) 

Following a similar procedure, Eqs. 21 and 22 are solved for Y2, fi, 02, and 63. 

(30.a) 8 2 = tan" 
-J Dsin(z')-Esin(z'-2L') 

( D C O S ( Z ' ) - E C O S ( Z ' - 2 L ' ) 

^•sin(z')-Esin(z'-2L') 
sin(S2) 

Y1sin(61) + Y 2sin(S 2) 

<30.b) 7 2 

(31.a) 8 3 = tan"1, 
' ^ c o s t o ^ + YaCosWj 
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(31.W y|Sin(S,) + 72sin(S2) 
sin(83) 

The new form of the solution, 

(32) P(z, t) = Ay3 cos(cot - 5 3 ) , 

tells us that the phase lag of the signal at the detector location is given by 83 and 
the amplitude by AY3. The time lag, T, between the source and detector signals 
is simply: 

(33) T = ^- . 
w 

As with the three-dimensional dynamic pressure experiments, the time 
lag, and not the amplitude is used as the indicator of permeability since the time 
lag can be acquired with greater precision from the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
of the data than can the amplitude. Even if a perfect sinusoidal signal of finite 
length is used as input to the FFT, the numerical solution will transfer some of 
the power from the driving frequency signal into adjacent bands, making it 
difficult to reconstruct the actual amplitude without having to obtain and 
analyze data for an excessive period of time. 

As noted for the solution to the three-dimensional problem described in 
Chapter III, care must be exercised in interpreting the solution in this form since 
half cycles of phase lags are indicated by changing the sign of the amplitude term 
rather than by adding an additional 71 radians to 83, and phase lags separated by 
integer numbers of full cycles are indistinguishable. To ensure correct 
interpretation of the data, we begin the analysis procedure by generating T for 
very high permeabilities for which we know that the phase lags are less than one 
half cycle and then decrease the permeability incrementally. Since we know that 
the time lag must increase monotonically with decreasing permeability, the 
correct solutions can be interpreted with little difficulty. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

This section describes the apparatus and experimental methods for the 
steady-state and dynamic measurements of permeability made using the soil 
column. 

Description of the Soil Column 
Figure 1 is a schematic of the soil column apparatus. The column is 2.5-m 

long, has an ID of 0.15 m, and is constructed of polyvinyl chloride pipe. At the 
bottom of the pipe, stainless steel mesh (100-mesh) is supported on a perforated 
stainless steel disk to contain the soil. These supports are sealed against the 
bottom of the pipe by means of a PVC cap. The air space inside the cap is used 
for the introduction of the dynamic and steady source signals. A lid containing a 
flow collector port is sealed to the top of the column to measure the flow rate of 
air leaving the column during the static experiments. During dynamic 
experiments the top of the column is left open. 

The soil column contains a number of ports for controlling and monitoring 
pressures. These ports are all constructed of pipe-to-tube fittings. The pipe end 
is inserted into previously tapped threads in the column, cap, and lid using 
Teflon® tape to create a good seal. The cap at the base of the column contains 
two ports, one for introducing the source signal, the other (P0) for monitoring 
pressure. Four additional pressure monitoring ports, PI - P4, are installed at 
distances of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 1.85 meters from the mesh, respectively. These 
fittings do not extend beyond the interior wall of the pipe. The inside of each of 
the four ports is bored to allow the introduction of 0.64 cm OD (1/4") stainless 
steel tubing installed so that pressure can be monitored along the center line of 
the column. To facilitate uniform packing, the tubes are only emplaced after the 
column is packed with soil. During the experiments, the soil column was filled 
to height of 2.27 m of dry 60-mesh sand (particle grain size < 0.25 mm). 

Data acquisition and control (DAC) were handled by commercially 
available software (Genesis, Iconics, Foxborough, Massachusetts) running on an 
AST-286 personal computer. Pressures were measured using two electronic 
digital micromanometers (EDM) (Neotronics, Gainesville, Georgia) with ~1 Pa 
resolution. The analog output signals were logged with the DAC system at 0.5 s 
intervals. The EDMs were calibrated prior to each set of experiments using a 
liquid micromanometer with a 0.25 Pa resolution (Dwyer Instruments, Inc., 
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Michigan City, Indiana). Air flow to the soil column was regulated by 
computer-controlled mass flow controllers (Sierra Instruments, Inc., Monterey, 
California). 

The air-filled porosity of the sand was determined by water displacement 
in two replicate measurements. Using the assumption that uniform dry sand 
packs similarly in a small volume or a large volume, porosity measurements 
were made on a small sample volume. A 15 ± 1 cm3 volume of dry sand, Vsand/ 
was measured using a graduated cylinder. Another 50-ml graduated cylinder 
was then filled with 25 ml of water and the inside walls of the cylinder, above the 
water, were dried using a heat gun to prevent sticking when the previously 
measured volume of sand was poured into the water of the cylinder. The sand 
was then stirred with a glass rod and acoustically vibrated to remove all air. 
The volume of the solid p ..on of the sand, V s oi, was then determined from the 
difference between the water only and the water plus sand. The air filled 
porosity, e, of the original volume of dry sand is determined from (Vsand -
VsolWsand, and found to be 0.43 ± 0.02. 

Steady-state permeability measurements 
In theory, it is straightforward to determine soil permeability from steady-

state measurements using a soil column since the experimental configuration 
represents a direct application of Darcy's law. A steady flow of air, Q, is 
directed into the bottom of the soil column. The resulting pressure difference, 
AP, between two locations in the column, gives the permeability between them 
using the simple relationship: 

The random measurement error is given by 

given that u and A are known precisely. 
The parameter A is the cross sectional area of the interior of the column 

and L is the distance between the two pressure sampling locations. During these 
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experiments, the lid was sealed to the top of the soil column and the flow was 
directed via port 5 to an electronic bubble-flow calibration device (Gilibrator, 
Gilian Instrument Corp., Caldwell, N.J.) to determine accurately the steady flow 
rates. 

Dynamic Pressure Measurements 
As with the dual-probe dynamic pressure measurements used in the field, 

a sinusoidally oscillating flow is used to generate the source signal. Again, this 
is achieved by combining the flows from two mass flow controllers. One directs 
a steady flow away from the column: Q = -B . The other directs an oscillating 
flow toward the column: Q = B + A cos(cot). 

In a given experiment the time lag is measured between the source 
location, PO, and one of the other detector ports, PI - P4. Experiments were 
conducted at several different driving frequencies. A test was run to determine 
whether different response times of the source and detector EDMs might 
introduce an offset in the observed response times during normal experiments. 
In that test, the two EDMs were connected together to the same sampling 
location and the time lag measured as in the other experiments. 

As with earlier experiments, the time lags are determined using Fast 
Fourier Transforms of the source and detector signals. The measured difference 
between the phases of the two signals at the source driving frequency, A5JJV is 
calculated. The measured lag time, T m , is then obtained from: 

Finally, the air permeability for the path under consideration is determined by 
comparing the measured time lag with theoretical curves of permeability vs. time 
lag generated from Eq. 33. 

RESULTS 

The results of all of the steady-state measurements of soil permeability are 
shown in Table I. Measurements were made at several flow rates for each probe 
location. The table shows the length of the soil column between the supply 
location (PO) and Uie location of the second EDM detector, the flow rate, and the 
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permeability calculated from each experiment. The last column gives the 
average permeability calculated for the path length. 

The results of the dynamic permeability measurements are given in Table 
II. Again the detector port location is indicated. At some ports the 
permeabilities were measured using two different driving frequencies 
(indicated). The measured time lags, T m , are shown for each of the experiments 
including the test for which both EDMs were recording the same signal. When 
calculating permeabilities, this lag, resulting from a small difference in the 
response time of the two detectois, is accounted for by subtracting that amount 
from the measured time lags across the soil pathway. The correction is relatively 
small, less than 10% at its largest. The uncertainty in the permeability, based on 
the uncertainty in the measured time lags, is estimated to be less than or equal to 
0.3 x 10"11 m 2 for all measurements. 

DISCUSSION 

As the results in Tables I and II indicate, there is a consistent discrepancy 
of -20% between the estimates of permeability based on the two techniques. 
The source of this discrepancy is not clear. It might result from an error arising 
from the assumption of linearity (Eq. 2), or it might reflect a systematic error of 
some other origin, or both. The possibility that neglecting the nonlinear term is 
the source of the discrepancy should in principle be testable by varying the 
amplitude of the source signal, since scale analysis of Eq. 2 indicates that the 
discrepancy should be smaller as P /P a decreases. We plan to conduct such 
experiments in the future. 

Another possible source of the 20% discrepancy might be deviation from 
ideal conditions due to preferred flow along the walls of the soil column. In 
that case, in steady-state experiments, during which flow is kept at some fixed 
value, slippage along the wall might result in higher flows than the soil itself 
would let pass, leading to an overestimate of the permeability of soil in the 
column. This effect should be larger in the steady-state measurements than the 
dynamic measurements, in which average flows are -zero and the maximum 
flow is about the same as the steady flow used in the steady-state experiments. 
This hypothesis could be tested by rerunning the experiments described here in a 
soil column of considerably larger cross-sectional area. Such a column is 
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currently being built by our group at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and could 
be used for this purpose. 

Two negative results from the soil column experiments are encouraging. 
First, no significant or systematic scale dependence is evident over the range of 
scales studied. (Note that although the dynamic measurement of permeability 
made at PI, over the shortest soil path (0.5 m), is somewhat smaller than the 
other measurements, this effect is not significant, given the uncertainties.) This 
is in agreement with steady-state measurements made at different length scales 
and is expected given the uniform dry sand with which the column is packed. 
Second, dynamic measurements conducted with a factor of 4 difference in 
driving frequencies produce consistent estimates of soil permeability. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A moderate (20%) discrepancy was observed between the steady-state and 
dynamic measurements of soil permeability in the laboratory soil column 
experiments. The magnitude of the discrepancy does not pose a significant 
problem for the proposed field experiments. In the field we are attempting to 
interpret a discrepancy of about a factor of 7, according to the results of 
experiments in Chapter III. More important, since the 20% discrepancy 
observed in the soil column experiments is independent of scale, this effect will not 
produce anomalies in studies of scale dependence of permeability in field soils. 
The discrepancy might be an indication of the effect of neglecting the non-linear 
terms in the governing equation for propagation of the disturbance pressure 
signal. We plan experiments to test this possibility in the future. 

The experiments were also used to check for anomalous results in the 
dynamic measurements when source signal frequencies are altered or when 
measurements are made over at different length scales. The dynamic estimates 
of permeability were insensitive to changes in sources signal frequency of a 
factor of 4. No scale dependence at permeability was observed in the soil 
column, as expected for a column packed with uniform sand. Given these 
results, we conclude that the dynamic measurement technique is suitable for 
investigating scale-dependent permeability in field soils. 
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Table I. Soil permeabilities measured across different lengths of soil in the soil column uaing 
steady-state measurements. 

Detector 
port 

Length of 
soil 

Q 
(Lmin 1 ) 

AP 
(Pa) 

k(m2) Ok (m*) ^average 
(m2) 

P4 
P4 
P4 

1.85 
1.85 
1.85 

2.64 
2.67 
3.39 

1Z52 
1258 
1601 

6.63 x 10-11 
6.67xl0-H 
6.65x10-11 

0.48 x 10-11 
0.48x10-11 
0.48x10-11 

6.7x10-" 

P3 
P3 
P3 

1.50 
1.50 
1.50 

3.50 
3.50 
2.17 

1253 
1263 
789 

7.11x10-11 
7.06x10-11 
7.01 x 10-11 

0.52x10-" 
0.52x10-11 
0.51x10-11 

7.1 x 10-11 

P2 
P2 
P2 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

3.69 
2.43 
3.14 

881 
586 
756 

7.11 x 10-11 
7.04x10-11 
7.05x10-11 

0.55x10-11 
0.54 x 10-11 
0.54x10-11 

7.1 x ID-" 

PI 
PI 
PI 

0.50 
0.50 
0.50 

3.27 
3.92 
2.67 

391 
483 
321 

7.10x10-11 
6.89x10-11 
7.07x10-11 

0.66x10-" 
0.64x10-11 
0.65 x 10-H 

7.0x10-11 

Average 7.0x10-11 



Table II. Soil permeabilities measured across different lengths of soil in the soil 
column using dynamic pressure measurements. 

Detector port Signal period (s) T m ( s ) k ( m 2 ) 

4 
4 

120 
30 

1.22 
1.21 

5.6 ±0.3x10"" 
5.6 ±0 .3x10-" 

3 30 1.05 6.0 ± 0.3 x 10-" 
2 
2 

60 
30 

0.85 
0.86 

5.8 ±0.3x10"" 
5.7 ±0.3x10"" 

1 30 0.53 5.3 ±0.3x10"" 
Oa 30 0.04 

Average 5.7 x 10"" 

aIn this test both EDMs were connected together into the P0 port. The time lag 
results from a difference in the response time of the two instruments. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of soil column. 
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CHAPTER V 

A Field Study of the Scale Dependence of Soil 
Permeability to Air 

SYNOPSIS 

Soil permeability to air was measured in situ in a natural granitic soil over 
a range of length scales (0.50 - 3.5 m) using the new dual-probe, dynamic 
pressure technique. These measurements were compared with regional averages 
of smaller-scale static measurements of permeability, also made in situ, using 
two types of soil probes with different sampling scales, 0.1 and 0.5 m. The results 
indicate a strong scale dependence of soil permeability to air—a factor of 35 
increase in length scale producing more than a factor of 40 increase in 
permeability. Although the soil is moderately anisotropic, vertical and 
horizontal permeabilities displayed a similar scale dependence. These results 
demonstrate that the typical method of assessing regional soil permeabilities (i.e., 
averaging over multiple small-scale measurements) can produce seriously 
misleading results if used for determining contaminant transport potential in 
systems that operate naturally at larger scales. The finding of scale-dependent 
air permeability in the Ben Lomond soil is consistent with prior findings of scale-
dependent hydraulic conductivities in aquifers[l]. At the Ben Lomond site a 
likely source of this structure appears to be root networks due to California Live 
Oaks (Quercus agrifolia) surrounding the study site and grasses growing on the 
site. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter I, it was pointed out that persistent discrepancies exist between 
model predictions and field measurements of radon and soil-gas entry into 
houses [2-5], with measured entry always exceeding that predicted by the 
models. In Chapter II, this discrepancy, which was previously attributed to 
misunderstanding of inherently complex field sites, was reproduced at a full-
scale experimental basement located in natural granitic soil in Ben Lomond, 
California. The facility was designed for the detailed study of radon ^nd soil-gas 
entry into basement structures [6,7]. The cumulative evidence has suggested a 
plausible explanation for the model-measurement discrepancy: the systematic 
underestimation of regional soil permeabilities by traditional assessment 
techniques. Empirical estimates oi regional soil permeabilities are the critical 
empirical inputs for predicting flow rates using soil-gas transport models, just as 
hydraulic conductivity governs flow in aquifers. 

In Chapter HI, I discussed the development and preliminary field tests of a 
new technique for measuring soil permeability to air in situ.. The field tests, 
carried out in the soil surrounding the Ben Lomond radon-transport test 
structures, suggested that soil air-permeability at the site might depend on length 
scale. If this soil (and others to be tested in the future) is in fact scale dependent, 
then traditional estimates of soil permeability, based on averages of multiple 
small-scale measurements (0.1 - 0.5 m), will not reflect soil permeability at the 
scale at which houses might interact with soils (several m or more) because of 
their large size and geometries.1 Evidence for the large field of influence of 
houses is given by field measurements of soil uepressurization during artificial 
basement depressurization. Significant pressure coupling between a house and 
the surrounding soil has been observed out to distances of 5 m [2] and 7 m [2] 
from real houses. 

Individual small-scale measurements may be made in situ or using core 
samples. In situ measurements are made by extracting or supplying a ;onstant 

1 The actual scale(s) at which a given house interacts with the soil will depend on many factors: 
the depth of the locations at which soil gas enters the house, the size and shape of the gaps, 
cracks, or holes in the substructure, the presence or absence of gravel layer, and the details of the 
structure of the soil. 
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flow of air into the subsurface soil via a probe, which typic.uly consists of a cut
off length of galvanized steel pipe that is driven into the soil along the path of an 
undersized guide hole. Air is injected into the probe from the end protruding 
from the soil. Soil permeability is determined from the known flow rate and the 
resulting disturbance pressure difference between the probe tip and the soil 
surface [6, 7]. This type of measurement is referred to here as a single-probe 
static (SPS) measurement. The sampling scale of an SPS measurement is 
determined h y the probe geometry and is taken as the radial distance at wnich 
the static pressure field is diminished to 5% of its value at the probe tip. Because 
of practical limitations on probe size, these measurements currently integrate 
only over length scales of 0.5 m or less. 

The goal of this chapter is to test the hypothesis that the Ben Lomond soil 
has scale-dependent air permeability over the range of scales at which the static 
permeability measurements obtain information (0.1 - 0.5 m) and that at which the 
structure operates (-several m or more). This is carried out via a comprehensive 
set of field measurements made using the dual-probe dynamic measurement 
technique and using single-probe static measurements made using two different 
types of soil probes. 

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

The dual-probe dynamic-pressure (DPD) technique was used to determine 
the effective permeability of soil to air over a range of path lengths in both the 
horizontal and vertical direction (see Chapter III for discussion of technique). 
The technique uses the propagation time for a sinusoidal pressure signal to travel 
trom a source to a detector probe to determine the effective permeability between 
them. The DPD results are compared with the .-esults of single-probe static (SPS) 
measurements made at the same site. SPS measurements were made using two 
different types of probes with different effective sampling radii (r), blunt-end 
probes (r = 0.1 m), and cylindrical probes (r = 0.5 m) [7]. 

Figure 1 is a plan view of the experiment site showing the locations and 
depths of the cylindrical and blunt-end probes and the dynamic measurement 
paths (marked by arrows). The locations of the two basement structures used 
for studying radon entry are also shown. Dynamic measurements were made 
from sources in two locations, south and east of the west structure, using source 
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signals located approximately 5 m from the structure walls. Dynamic 
measurements from the south-side source were also discussed in Chapter HI. 
Static measurements were made at all probes. Figure 2 shows the experimental 
configuration for two typical dynamic measurements. 

Figure 3 plots the effective permeabilities determined by the DPD 
technique for different horizontal integration paths, and the range of values (or 
uncertainty, if n=l) measured at each length scale. The weighted geometric 
mean permeabilities are also shown for successful SPS measurements at 14 blunt-
end probes and 22 cylindrical probes. The geometric mean was used because 
field studies usually report that permeabilities follow a lognormal probability 
distribution ([8], p. 80). 

Table I shows the weighted arithmetic means and standard deviations 
(and the weighted geometric means/ of the static permeability measurements for 
the probes shown in Figure l.2 The results from horizontal-path dynamic 
measurements are also indicated, as are the dynamic estimates of vertical 
permeabilities lor 1.5- and 2-m path lengths. (As discussed in Chapter III, the 
vertical components of permeability are estimated from horizontal and 45-
degree-angle DPD measurements having the same path length and a common 
source probe (see Figure 2) using the concept of a hydraulic conductivity ellipse 
and assuming that anisotropy is oriented along the horizontal and vertical axes 
[9].) 

As indicated by Figure 3, soil permeability at the site has a strong 
dependence on sampling scale, with permeability measured at the 3.5-m scale (30 
x 10 - 1 2 m2) more than 40 times larger than that at the 0.1-m scale (0.7 x 10"12 m2). 
Note also that despite the fact that the soil is anisotropic, with horizontal 
permeability ~2x more permeable than vertical, based on the evidence of the 
vertical permeability estimates at two different length scales, the magnitude of 
scale dependence appears to be about the same in the two directions (Table I). 

2 Note that since we want to compare the results of the dynamic and static measurements in 
similar regions of soil, the average of the static permeability measurements is taken only for 
probes in the first 2 m of natural soil. Data from probes in the backfill zones of the structures and 
from below the structure floors are, therefore, excluded. 



DISCUSSION 

The scale dependence of permeability at the Ben Lomond site might be 
explained by the presence of highly permeable, fast-flow paths forming a 
network through the less permeable soil matrix. Such pathways might be 
formed by plant roots, animal burrows, and water leaching pathways. The idea 
is, for example, that roots of different sizes could form nested scales of 
heterogeneity. Then, as sampling integration length increases, so too would the 
probability of intercepting larger scales of heterogeneity and therefore decreased 
flow resistance. 

Figure 4 shows a conceptual model of a soil with two scales of 
permeability and heterogeneity, one defined by structure at the pore scale (i.e., 
the soil matrix), the other by fast flow paths along larger root networks, animal 
burrows, or soil weathering pathways. This conceptual model is supported by 
visual inspection of the soil proi'ile in a 3-m deep trench cut adjacent to the study 
site [10] and in the excavations for the basement structures. The soil profile 
reveals a relatively uniformly distributed root network to about 2-m depth. In 
addition to fine root structures, larger roots (-3 mm diameter) are distributed 
relatively uniformly at approximately 20 cm intervals. The presence of fast flow 
channels in the soil is also suggested by the similarity of seasonal SPS-type 
permeability measurements made at different elevations in the soil [4]. Those 
data indicate little seasonal change in the moisture content of the bulk soil at 1.5-
to 2-m depth despite seasonal saturation and drying of the soil surface, 
suggesting that groundwater recharge is occurring via transport through fast 
paths occupying a small total volume of the soil. 

In Chapter III the issue was raised that since the dynamic technique is 
really measuring pressure diffusivity (D p = kPa/eu), rather than permeability (k) 
alone, then it is possible that the effect that we are seeing is really due to scale 
dependence or frequency dependence (or some combination) of the effective flow 
porosity (e) rather than due to scale dependence of permeability. The data set 
presented in Figure 3 provides two strong arguments that this is not the case at 
the Ben Lomond site. First, the static and dynamic measurements made at the 
0.5-m scale agree within measurement uncertainty. Since the static technique 
only measures k (there are no other undetermined variables), then we know that 
our choice of e as the bulk porosity is correct, at least at that scale. In other 
words, the static measurement provides a sort of calibration of the dynamic 
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technique at that point. The second argument indicates that changing porosity is 
also not a factor at other points. That argument is that the slope of the 
permeability vs. scale curve indicated by the two sets of static measurements at 
0.1 and 0.5 m agrees with the slope of the dynamic measurements at 0.5 m and 
above. In other words, the static measurements, which are only sensitive to 
changes in k, show scale dependence that is consistent with the dynamic 
measurements. 

Additional support for the interpretation of scale-dependent permeability 
comes from the model-measurement comparisons of the soil-gas entry rate vs. 
depressurization at the Ben Lomond experimental structure (Chapter II). Those 
measurements also suggest that the soil air-permeability at the scale at which the 
structure interacts with the soil (> 2 m) is considerably larger than the 
permeability measured by probes at a scale of 0.5 m. Further support of the 
dynamic measurements of permeability at the several m scale come from 
observations of soil-radon concentrations that are presented in Chapter VI. 

Scale dependence of permeability is not an unknown phenomenon in fluid 
flow through porous media, although only one previous study has indicated that 
this might be the case for soil permeability to air. Schery and Siegel [11] 
observed a somewhat smaller scale dependence (about half the magnitude of that 
observed in Ben Lomond) in measurements of vertical permeability of soil to air 
in natural soil in Socorro, New Mexico. Those tests were conducted at three 
different length scales of 0.05, 0.56, and 1.0 meters. Measurements at two of 
those scales were of the static type, and one used propagation of the barometric 
pressure signal as an indicator. Scale dependence of hydraulic conductivity is a 
recognized phenomenon at large regional scales. Hydraulic conductivity data 
compiled by Bradbury and Muldoon [1] of unlithified glacial and fluvial material 
showed scale dependence of a similar functional form to Fig. 3, however, the 
largest scale-dependence reported by them was only one tenth the magnitude 
observed over the same range of scales in Ben Lomond. Scale-dependent 
permeability is also known in fractured rock systems [12]. 

This smaller scaling effect in the sandy aquifer than in the Ben Lomond 
soil might be expected given the nature of the medium and the forces acting 
upon it. Unsaturated surface soils experience a larger array of physical forces 
likely to produce high flow networks: shrinkage and expansion from changes in 
soil moisture, percolation of water, invasion by root structures of different 
dimensions, and animal burrowing. At the opposite extreme, minimal scaling 
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would be expected in pure uniform dry sand in nature, and none would be 
expected in a box of equal-sized glass beads. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The current finding of scale-dependent permeability is consistent with the 
well known phenomenon scale-dependent permeability in aquifers and fractured 
rock systems [1, 12]. Few studies exist, however, that demonstrate scale 
dependence of air-permeability in soils. This study is unique in that scale 
dependence is demonstrated with high resolution, with a single technique, for 
gas-phase flow in unsaturated soil. Contrary to the conclusions of Bradbury 
and Muldoon [1], who compiled hydraulic conductivity data on unlithified 
glacial and fluvial deposits, I suggest that scaling is not an anomaly of the 
sampling technique, but rather that the different techniques accurately reflect the 
potential for flow at the different scales. The data presented here support this 
because a single technique was used to demonstrate a significant change in 
permeability with scale and was found to be consistent, given the observed 
scaling, with measurements made using other techniques that integrate over 
smaller scales. 

The extent to which the finding of scale-dependent permeability resolves 
the observed model-measurement discrepancy of radon and soil-gas entry into 
the Ben Lomond structure is discussed in Chapter VI. The finding holds the 
promise of substantially resolving the model-measurement discrepancy observed 
in real houses. In addition, the results are also directly applicable to 
understanding the transport of other gas-phase contaminants that occurs in the 
first several meters of soil. These applications include transport of: volatile 
organic contaminants from landfills, solvent vapors from subsurface spills, 
volatiles from contaminated groundwater. Other applications include study of 
the exchange biogeochemical trace gases between the soil and atmosphere, water 
leaching through soil, and pesticide transport to groundwater from surface 
applications. 

The finding of scale-dependence of soil permeability to air has significant 
implications for both site assessment of pollutant transport potential and for 
modeling of contaminant transport, suggesting that current methods can yield 
seriously misleading results (see Chapter VII). These facts and the large 
magnitude of the scale dependence of permeability observed in the current 
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study argue that it is important to study the prevalence and magnitude of this 
effect in other soils. 
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Table I. Permeabilities made over integration distances between 0.1 and 3.5 m 
using various measurement techniques. 

Integration 
length (m) 

Individual 
measurements 
k ( x l 0 - 1 2 m 2 ) 

Like-scale 
averages 
k ( x H H 2 m 2 ) 

Time 
of measurements. 

0.1« 0.4+0.2[0.37]> May and September 
0.5a 3.2+2.4[2.7]< September 

Horizontal permeabilities'3 

0.5 5.2±1.0 5.2 September 
1.5 21+1.5 September 
1.S 19+1.4 September 
1.5 14+1.2 18 September 

2.0 25+1.6 May 
2.0 23±1.5 May 
2.0 22±1.5 23 May 

2.6 29+1.8 29 May 
3.5 26+1.6 September 
3.5 29±1.8 September 
3.5 36+2.1 30 September 

Table continued on next page. 

' For these static measurements, the integration length is the radial distance at which the static 
pressure field has diminished to 5% of its value at the probe. 
b Weighted average and standard deviation of 15 static measurements made using blunt-end 
probes. Weighted geometric mean (GM) indicated in square brackets. Weights for calculating 
the GM are taken as ln(kj + o-k |)-ln(k;). Where the k, and o k j are the permeabilities and 

uncertainties of the individual measurements. 
'Weighted average and standard deviation of 12 static measurements made using cylindrical 
probes. Weighted geometric mean indicated in square brackets, with weights calculated as in 
note 2. 
d Horizontal permeability measurements from dynamic technique (Chapter HI). 
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Table I. continued 

Vertical Permeabilities0 

1.5 11 September 
2.0 13 May 

0 Vertical permeabilities are estimated from horizontal measurements and those made at 45° 
angle using the concept of a hydraulic conductivity ellipse. 
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Figure 1. Plan view of Ben Lomond site showing locations of static and dynamic permeability 
measurements. Alpha characters indicate probe locations (underlined = blunt-end probe; non-
underlined = cylindrical probe). Arrows indicate dynamic measurement paths. Probe depths in 
meters: D(2.0), M(0.8), SW.18), d(1.5), m(0.59), and s(0.44). 
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Figure 2. Probe configuration for representative dual-probe dynamic pressure 
measurements of soil permeability. Probe locations as shown may be used for 
determining anisotropy of permeability. 
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Hypothetical soil block with fast paths 

Figure 4. Conceptual model of soil, yielding scale dependent permeability. 
Network of lines indicates hypothetical fast flow paths that might be caused by 
the presence of roots, water transport channels, cracks in the soil, or animal 
burrows. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Resolving the Model-Measurement Discrepancy of Radon and 
Soil-Gas Entry into the Experimental Structure 

SYNOPSIS 

This chapter determines the extent to which soil permeability and 
anisotropy explain the large model-measurement discrepancies in soil-gas entry 
rate and structure-soil pressure coupling observed at the Ben Lomond 
experimental basement and reported in Chapter II. In addition, detailed 
comparisons are made between the modeled and measured radon entry rate and 
the soil-gas radon concentrations. The three-dimensional radon transport model 
used in Chapter II was run using both the old and new estimates of soil 
permeability as inputs, and were compared with the measured soil-gas entry 
rates. Using the new estimates of soil permeability based on the dual-probe 
dynamic measurements (taken at the scale at which the structure operates, -3 m), 
the model-measurement discrepancy in the soil-gas entry rate is reduced from a 
factor of ~9 to a factor of 2.5. 

The model-measurement comparisons of radon depletion in soil gas 
substantiate the determination of soil permeability at the several-m scale, as 
measured by the dynamic measurement technique. Consequently, it appears 
that our estimates of radon transport through the bulk soil and entry into the 
structure are probably accurate, as based on the characterization of the soil using 
the dynamic technique. We hypothesize, therefore, that the remaining 
discrepancy is due to enhanced soil-gas flow occurring at the soil-structure 
interface. A fast flow path along the wall would increase coupling at the wall-
soil interface, thereby increasing pressure coupling in the adjacent soil. This 
hypothesis appears to be supported by the remaining discrepancy in the soil 
pressure field in which much larger pressure coupling is observed adjacent to the 
wall than is predicted by our model—even when the new description of the soil 
that includes anisotropy and a low permeability backfill zone is included. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The primary goal of this chapter is to determine the extent to which scale-
dependent permeability of soil to air and anisotropy of permeability (Chapter V) 
explains the model-measurement discrepancies in soil-gas entry rate ar.;" soil 
pressure field observed at the radon transport test facility in Ben Lomond, 
California (Chapter II). Of particular interest is the extent to which these effects 
resolve the order-of-magnitude underprediction in the soil gas entry rate. The 
extent to which the observed anisotropy in permeability explains the larger-than-
predicted extension of the pressure field surrounding the structure is also of 
interest. 
As in Chapter II, we use the 3-dimensional finite-difference model of radon 
transport written by Loureiro et til. [1,2] and modified by Revzan et al. [3,4j. In 
this case, the model was also modified to include the possibility of anisotropy of 
soil permeability. Strictly speaking, the finding of scale-dependent permeability 
implies that models that assume regionally homogeneous soils are inappropriate 
tools for studying transport in such soils, since homogeneity precludes the 
possibility of scale-dependent permeability.1 A homogeneous model will 
suffice, however, for the purpose of determining the approximate extent to which 
this effect caused the underprediction of the soil-gas entry rate at the Ben 
Lomond site. This assertion is justified because the experimental structure, due 
to its geometry, operates over a relatively limited range of length scales (> ~2 m), 
a range in which the scale-dependence itself appears to approach a constant 
value asymptotically (Figure 3, Chapter V). We know that the structure must 
operate at scales greater than -2 m because this is the approximate length of the 
shortest route from the atmosphere by which air can pass through the soil and 

1 This argument assumes that we arc using the term homogeneous in the usual sense that if the soil 
were divided into a very fine grid, each grid element would have the same permeability. On the 
other ..and, a statistically homogeneous medium might inrfccu yir-ld scale dependence. Consider 
for example the nested scales of branched high-flow pathways hypothesized as the cause scale 
dependence observed in Chapter V. The details of the fine and coarse scaled branching 
networks might be randomly generated such that each location in the soil has equal probability of 
having a larger or smaller branch passing through it. On the fine scale, this medium must be 
considered heterogeneous, but each scale of heterogeneity is itself statistically homogeneous. 
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enter the structure—starting at the soil surface, moving down along the outer 
wall, going around the footer, and finally entering the gravel layer and then the 
slots. 

A number of points of comparison between the model predictions and 
measurements are used to evaluate the effect of the new estimations of soil 
permeability characteristics, and the extent to which they explain earlier model-
measurement discrepancies for the Ben Lomond site. These include comparisons 
between measured and predicted pressure-coupling, soil-gas and radon entry 
rates, and depletion of radon in the soil gas with structure depressurization. 

METHODS 

Experimental 
As was the case in Chapter II, we use steady-state measurements for 

comparison with the model simulations. The structure (described in Chapter II) 
is depressurized by some constant fixed amount relative to atmosphere by 
regulating exhaust air flow from the structure with a proportional-integral-
differential control loop operating in software. Because the half life of 2 2 2 Rn is 
3.82 days, static pressure experiments are run for a week or more so that soil-gas 
radon concentrations can stabilize. 

During these experiments, 2 2 2 Rn is sampled semi-continuously from the 
slots through which soil-gas enters the structure and from the air in the structure. 
Structure air is maintained well mixed by use of an oscillating fan. Slot air is 
drawn from all six slots simultaneously, delivering a single, mixed sample to the 
detector. The structure and slots each have a dedicated continuous radon 
monitor (CRM) to measure concentrations. In addition, radon in soil gas is 
sampled four times per day from each of 12 soil probes. These samples are 
multiplexed to one CRM using solenoid valves controlled by the data acquisition 
software (Genesis, Iconics, Foxborough, Mass.). 

The radon data are corrected for the cell background activity due to the 
slow buildup of 2 1 0 P b activity (see Figure 1, Chapter 1, for a schematic of the 
238u decay series, which produces 2 2 2 Rn in soil). This is determined by periodic 
testing in which the cells are flushed with outdoor air having much lower 
activity than the cell background. The short-lived daughters are allowed to 
decay away for more than 3 hrs. The remaining activity, primarily from 2 1 0 Pb, 
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changes only slowly with time, in accordance with its relatively long half life of 
22.3 yr. The backgrounds are then subtracted from the CRM signals. 

The CRM data are then analyzed using the method of Busigin et al. [5] to 
account for the contribution of oc-decays from the short-lived radon decay 
products ( 2 1 8 Po and 2 1 4 Po) left in the scintillation cell from previous samples. 
This correction is required because most radon progeny generated in the cell 
remain there, adhering to the cell walls. The progeny then contribute a activity 
according to their concentrations and half lives. The correction is particularly 
important for the multiplexed probe samples in which the CRM cell sees large 
and abrupt concentrations changes. 

The rate at which radon enters the structure by advection during a given 
steady depressurization experiment is determined by applying a steady-state 
mass balance on radon in the structure: 

(1) E = R i n (Q 0 X + XV)-S d 

where E is the rate of radon entry by advection (Bq/s), Rjn is the average radon 
concentration in the structure (Bq/m3) at time » 3.82 days after the onset of the 
experiment, Q e x is the flow rate of exhaust air from the structure (m 3/s), X is the 
radioactive decay rate of radon (2.1 x lO^s - 1), V is the volume of the structure 
(13.4 m 3), and Sd is the total rate at which radon enters the structure by diffusion. 
The uncertainty in the estimate of the entry rate is calculated by standard 
analysis of propagation of error based on the uncertainties in Rin, Q e x , V, and Sd. 
The decay constant is assumed to be known exactly. 

There are three possible sources of diffusive entry of radon into the 
structure: radon from the decay of radium in the concrete of the walls and floors, 
radon originating in the soil that diffuses through the walls and floor, and radon 
diffusing through the slots in the floor. The contributions from each of these 
sources are calculated in the appendix to this chapter. Their sum determines Sd. 

Numerical Modeling 
The three-dimensional finite-difference model used in Chapter II was also 

used here to simulate the steady depressurization experiments at the Ben 
Lomond experimental basement. Briefly, recall that the model simulates radon 
transport through soil by advection and diffusion. The model assumes that the 
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structure can be simulated by specifying the geometry of only one-quarter of the 
structure and the soil block (from the mid-lines of the structure outward in the 
horizontal directions). The full solution for the radon and soil-gas entry rates is 
obtained by multiplying the fluxes calculated for the block by a factor of four. 

The model was modified for the current study to account for horizontal-
vertical anisotropy of soil permeability to air. This was achieved in the usual 
fashion by specifying permeability as a 3 x 3 tensor (see, for example, [6]). We 
consider only the possibility of anisotropy aligned with the horizontal and 
vertical axes, so that the off-diagonal elements in the permeability tensor are 
taken to be zero. 

To determine the approximate extent to which the anisotropy and scaling 
of soil permeability observed in Chapter V explains the model-measurement 
discrepancy found in Chapter II, we run the model, given the geometry of the 
structure and gravel, but varying the soil permeability configurations. Other soil 
parameters are held constant at the values given in Table I and taken from 
Chapter II and Refs. [7, 8]. Table I also defines the depths of 4 soil layers 
possessing different characteristics and indicates the location of the backfill zone 
that was excavated for installation of the structure and was mechanically 
repacked later. In addition to those variable soil parameters listed in Table I, the 
radium concentration in the soil was set at 33 ± 6 Bq/kg throughout the soil, as 
determined from measurements by Flexser et al. [7]. Literature values of the 
effective radon-diffusion coefficient in soil are compiled in [9]. A value of 1.0 
xlO"6 m 2 / s was used for the modeling. 

To determine the effect of the soil permeability field on predictions of the 
soil-gas and radon entry rates, the radon concentration field, and the pressure-
field in the soil, we consider 4 possible permeability configurations, designated 
Cases 1-4. These are summarized in Table II. 

Case 1 is similar to the modeling in Chapter II, with the soil divided into 
homogeneous and isotropic regions as shown in Figure 1. The permeability of 
each region is estimated from the arithmetic means of the cylindrical-probe 
permeability measurements made in each region. The soil characterization 
differs from that in Chapter II in the details of the determination of the 
permeability for the bulk soil (layers 2 -4). In Chapter II probes for which 
permeability data were not available were neglected from the average (see 
Chapter 2, Table II, notes 'a' and 'b' of the table). Subsequent inspection of long-
term data (seasonal variations) acquired at those probes indicated that the lack of 
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'availability' of data was a result of permeabilities at those probes falling below 
the detection limit, rather than due to a measurement error. Therefore, the 
estimate of average permeability of the bulk soil'in Chapter II was somewhat 
high. In the current analysis, those probes are assigned a permeability at the 
detection limit. This reduces the new upper estimate of average soil 
permeability. 

Case 2 is a simplification of Case 1 in which the entire soil (other than the 
gravel) is assigned a homogeneous isotropic permeability determined by the 
arithmetic mean of all cylindrical-probe permeability measurements. 

Case 3 assumes homogeneous, anisotropic soil with values determined 
from the dual-probe dynamic permeability measurements in Chapter V. 
Permeability is selected for a length scale of 3+ m. 

Case 4 is identical to Case 3 except that the backfill region is treated 
separately. In this case it is assumed that, since the soil in that region had been 
excavated, extensively handled, and repacked by compression- at the tir.ie that 
the structures were built, the soil there might not have developed the structure 
that causes scale dependence. (Recall that we hypothesize in Chapter V that scale 
dependence is due to the presence of roots and possible animal burrows, and 
water leaching channels.) In that case the backfill permeability might be more 
accurately determined by the smaller-scale cylindrical measurements, and 
consequently be lower than that of the surrounding soil. 

We are forced to take the approach of modeling both Cases 3 and 4 rather 
than simply measuring scale dependence in the backfill zone because of current 
limitations of the mathematical model used to analyze the field data. That 
model accounts for two boundary conditions only: that specifying the dynamic 
pressure at the probe, and that specifying the constant zero disturbance pressure 
at the soil surface (see Chapter III). Because of the proximity of the structure wall 
for measurements made in the backfill zone, an additional boundary condition 
would be required—a no-flow condition at the wall.2 We plan to modify the 
model to account for that condition in the future. 

Note that the arithmetic mean permeability is used in Cases 1 and 2 rather 
than the geometric mean. This is for consistency with the work in Chapter II. 

2An added complication would occur if flow were enhanced at the soil-wall interface due to the 
presence of a localized high permeability region where the two materials meet. It would 
probably be impossible to model that case analytically. 
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The effect of selecting the geometric, rather than the arithme ic mean is discussed 
in the next section. 

The model assumes that the 2 2 6 Ra source concentration is homogeneously 
distributed throughout the soil. To determine the soil-gas radon concentration 
field that results from transport of radon by advection (from pressure-driven 
flow), the pressure field resulting from structure depressurization, and the 
resulting soil-gas velocity field is first calculated. In practice, the predicted soil-
gas radon concentration field is then normalized with respect to the measured 
deep-soil radon concentration in order to compare the measured and modeled 
values. This is discussed further in the next section. Transport by diffusion is 
also included in the model. 

RESULTS 

The effect of the soil-permeability characteristics on the soil-gas entry rate 
is explored by comparing the predictions of the four model cases with the entry 
rate measured during a steady 21 Pa depressurization experiment. The results 
are shown in Table III, below. The new assumptions about soil permeability 
increase the predicted soil-gas entry rate by about a factor of four, considerably 
reducing, but not eliminating, the discrepancy reported in Chapter II. 

If the weighted geometric mean (GM) permeability is used instead of the 
arithmetic mean in Case 2, the bulk permeability is estimated at 2.7 x 1(H2 m 2 . 
Therefore, the soil-gas entry prediction using the GM would be even lower than 
for the arithmetic mean (AM) (~ 2 x 10 - 5 m 3 /s) , increasing the model-
measurement discrepancy in the soil-gas entry rate. Thus, it is not our choice of 
probability distribution for the permeability field that is causing the model-
measurement discrepancy in the soil-gas entry rate. Since, if we had used the 
GM instead of the AM for the static-measurement estimate of regional soil 
permeability, the original value of the model-measurement discrepancy would 
have been even higher. That is, the correction would go in the wrong direction! 

Figure 2 shows the modeled and measured radon entry rates for the Ben 
Lomond west structure. The model predictions are for the old and new 
homogeneous soil estimates of soil permeability (Cases 2 and 3). Also shown are 
'measured' radon-entry rates inferred from radon mass balance using Eq. 1. As 
expected from the remaining model-measurement discrepancy in the soil-gas 
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entry rates, the new estimates of soil-permeability characteristics considerably 
reduce but do not eliminate model underprediction of the radon entry rate at the 
Ben Lomond west structure. At 65 Pa depressurization, the measured entry rate 
is -1.5 times higher than the model-predicted rate based on the dual-probe 
dynamic measurements of soil permeability. A considerable improvement has 
been realized relative to the factor of 7 overprediction based on the single-probe 
static estimates of soil-permeability. 

Unlike the soil-gas entry vs. depressumation curve (Figure 5, 
Chapter II), the advective radon-entry vs. depressurization curve (Figure 2) is not 
linear. Instead, the slope decreases at higher pressures. This result is explained 
as follows: As structure depressurization increases, the flow of dilution air from 
the soil surface, through the soil, and into the structure also increases. If flow 
rates are high enough so that the transit time for a packet of air moving from the 
surface to a given point in the soil is significantly less than the half life of 2 2 2 Rn, 
then the radon concentration in the soil at that point will be lower than during 
non-advective conditions. We refer to this phenomenon as soil-gas radon 
depletion. It is quantified as the ratio of the concentration at a given point when 
both advection and diffusion are active to the concentration when advection is 
absent. 

The amount of depletion at a given point in the soil, for a given structure 
pressure, depends only on the effective soil permeability of the path that the air 
follows from the surface through the soil. Therefore, the measured soil-gas 
radon depletion can be used as an independent check of soil permeability, either 
verifying or refuting the permeability estimates of the dual-probe dynamic 
pressure technique. This phenomenon has been modeled for a simple geometry 
by Nazaroff [10]. Unfortunately, that model cannot be used to simulate radon 
entry into the Ben Lomond west structure because of the presence of the sub-slab 
gravel layer. 

The difference in depletion estimates resulting from different assumptions 
about soil permeability are not immediately obvious from a comparison of soil-
gas radon concentrations given only one value of structure depressurization. 
Figures 3a and 3b show a comparison of measured radon concentrations vs. 
model predictions for Cases 2 and 3. The measured radon concentrations are 
normalized with respect to the concentration measured in the 2.4-m long probe 
that penetrates the structure floor. That point was selected to have a 
concentration of 0.89 times the concentration at infinite depth in soil at a 
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depressurization of 21 Pa, bracketing the predictions of the model for Cases 2 
and 3 of 0.88 and 0.90, respectively. The need to calibrate the model to the data 
in this fashion is an obvious drawback of this kind of comparison. From the 
multi-point comparisons it is not clearly obvious that one model or the other best 
fits the experimental evidence. 

On the other hand, if we compare measured and modeled concentrations 
over a range of depressurizations, we find a very clear basis upon which to judge 
the selection of model inputs. The model is run given the old and new estimates 
of soil permeability and anisotropy (Cases 2 and 3) over a range of structure 
depressurizations from 0 - 6 0 Pa. To determine the effect that a lower 
permeability back-fill zone might have on soil-gas radon concentrations, we also 
model soil-gas radon depletion for Case 4. The predicted soil-gas radon 
concentrations curves are then compared with measurements of soil-gas radon 
concentrations made over the same range of conditions for a number of locations 
in the soil. 

For the purpose of the soil-gas radon depletion comparison, radon 
concentrations are normalized with respect to their initial concentrations under 
neutral pressure conditions. This procedure eliminates any confounding error 
due to uncertainty in the diffusion coefficient for radon in soil and allows us to 
assess the effect of advection alone. Figures 4a - d show the model-measurement 
comparisons for four probe locations in the mid- and low-wall levels of the soil: 
at a short, medium, or long probe on each side of the structure. These probes 
were chosen for several reasons: (1) the variety of their locations, (2) the fact that 
they are in locations where significant depletion might be expected to occur, and 
(3) because their depth below surface ensures that we are observing an effect due 
to transport over a reasonably long path length. Incidentally, reason (3) also 
ensures a signal which is relatively undisturbed by seasonal changes in soil 
conditions. The concentration data in Figure 4a - d are from 10 experiments run 
over a 1.3-year period at the steady pressures indicated in Table IV. Figures 4a -
d show clearly that the description of soil permeability based on the larger-scale 
dynamic measurements gives a considerably better fit to the data than that based 
on the smaller-scale cylindrical probe measurements.3 

3Note, in all four cases depletion occurs somewhat faster than predicted by the model at 
depressurization below ~20Pa, and it occurs somewhat slower than expected at larger 
depressurization. The source of this disagreement is not clear, its existence makes it difficult to 
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Despite the somewhat different shapes of the modeled and measured 
depletion curves, the data clearly favor the higher permeability description of the 
soil. Based on Figures 4a and 4b, for probes in the natural soil, there is little 
distinction between Cases 3 and 4, indicating that the nature of the backfill zone 
has relatively little effect on probes in the natural soil. On the other hand, for 
probes in the backfill zone a clear distinction can be made between Cases 3 and 4, 
as illustrated in Figures 4c and 4d. That is, the soil-gas radon concentrations in 
the backfill zone itself depend strongly on the permeability of the backfill zone. 
In Figure 4c, Case 4 clearly gives a better fit to the data, suggesting that the 
permeability of the mechanically packed soil is indeed lower than that of the 
natural soil, resulting in reduced advective flow and therefore reduced dilution 
of radon in soil-gas in that region. 

Figure 4d is somewhat ambiguous in that regard, giving a reasonable fit 
with Case 3 at low pressures and Case 4 at higher pressures. Despite this 
ambiguity, it is clear that the measured depletion in the backfill zone, even in 
Figure 4d, is smaller, relative to Case 3 (the high permeability homogeneous 
model) than is the case for probes in the natural soil. In other words, although 
the radon depletion data do not provide an unambiguous best fit to the data, we 
can say that the permeability in the backfill zone appears to be lower than in the 
natural soil. This finding is consistent with our hypothesis that scale 
dependence of permeability results from natural processes such as root growth, 
animal burrowing, and the creation of water leaching channels, which enhance 
the otherwise lower permeability of the soil matrix. 

The final model-measurement comparison that we will consider is that of 
pressure coupling between the structure and points in the surrounding soil (see 
Chapter II for definition of pressure coupling). Figure 5 shows a comparison for 
pressure coupling predicted by Cases 2 and 3 of the model and pressure coupling 
measured during the 21 Pa depressurization experiments reported in Chapter II 
(experiment BLW079, Table IV). 

determine with certainty what the "correct" soil permeability should be to give a best fit to the 
data (i.e., whether we should be fitting to the low pressure data or the higher pressure data). 
There does not appear to be a correlation between deviation from Hie modeled depletion curve 
and time of year, so it is unlikely that changes in soil conditions are responsible for the shape of 
the measured depiction curve. 
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Key observations result from this comparison. First, there is very little 
difference between the model predictions of Cases 2 and 3. Second, the 
measured coupling significantly exceeds the model predictions, especially in 
relative magnitude in the mid- and low-wall level probes. Because of the 
relatively large uncertainties in measurements in the near-surface probes we do 
not place much importance on the magnitude of the discrepancy in that region. 
A comparison of Cases 2 and 3 indicates that although the anisotropy of Case 3 
does indeed increase the magnitude of pressure coupling predictions in the far-
field (long probes) soil relative to near-field (short probes), the effect is only 
slight, and does not explain the factor of 2 to 3 larger values observed in the mid-
and low-wall level probes. 

Case 4 was also run to determine the pressure coupling in the soil because 
it was thought that a low-permeability backfill zone might contribute to an 
increase in coupling in the far-field soil. However, even the inclusion of a low-
permeability backfill zone does little to increase the far field pressure coupling. 
In Case 4 the pressure coupling in the long low-wall probe on the north side of 
the structure is predicted to be 4.8% instead of 4.6% for Case 3, and the pressure 
coupling in the short low-wall probe is 9.19o instead of 7.79b. These are the 
largest fractional changes in estimated coupling for the two cases, and are not 
significant relative to the model-measurement discrepancy. 

DISCUSSION 

The model-measurement comparisons of radon entry rate and of radon 
depletion in soil gas give us greater insight into the nature of radon transport 
through the soil and into the possible causes of the remaining model-
measurement discrepancy in the radon entry rate. The model-measurement 
comparisons of the soil-gas radon depletion curves confirm the findings of 
Chapter V, that the small-scale measurements of soil-permeability systematically 
and significantly underestimate the effective permeability of the soil at larger 
scales. The radon depletion data indicate that effective soil permeability, on the 
scale sampled by the Ben Lomond experimental basement, is at least as large as 
that determined by the dual-probe dynamic permeability measurements at the 
3+ m scale. These findings justify confidence that our estimates of radon 
transport through the bulk soil, and resulting entry into the structure are fairly 
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accurate. Yet, the model-measurement comparisons of the radon and soil-gas 
entry rates indicate that there is more radon entering the structure than can be 
accounted for by bulk flow through the soil alone. 

Taken together, these facts support our hypothesis that the source of the 
missing soil-gas and radon entering the structure is enhanced flow occurring 
along the soil-structure interface—a possibility not accommodated in the current 
configuration of the model. The remaining discrepancy in the soil pressure field 
also appears to support this hypothesis. The new description of the soil-
permeability field was not sufficient to explain the large pressure coupling 
observed in the soil adjacent to the structure. If, however, a fast path does exist 
next to the wall, then the pressure gradient in that region would be more nearly 
linear than expected if the soil-structure interface were a perfect discontinuity. 
This path would increase coupling along the wall and in the adjacent soil. (See 
Ref. [4] for a discussion of the effect of a high-flow path at a structure-soil 
interface.) 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results presented in this chapter further support the conclusion of 
Chapter V, that misinterpretation of the effective permeability of the bulk soil 
due to the presence of scale-dependent soil permeability, accounts ior a majority 
of the model-measurement discrepancy in radon entry rate measured and 
predicted for the Ben Lomond test structure (Chapter 2). Comparison of 
measured and modeled soil-gas radon depletion with structure depressurization 
provides an independent check of the dual-probe dynamic estim; tes of soil 
permeability at the 3+ m scale. In particular, the radon depletion confirmation 
indicates that, despite the fact that the dynamic technique provides only an 
indirect measurement o£ permeability through a direct measurement of pressure 
diffusivity (Dp = kPil /en), the interpretation of the results in terms of 
permeabilities are correct. That is, the results are not confounded by potential 
scale or frequency dependence of the porosity parameter (u). 

Despite great improvement in the model predictions of the radon and soil 
gas entry rates, a significant discrepancy remains. The new description soil 
permeability reduced the model-measurement discrepancy in the radon entry 
rate from a factor of ~7 to a factor of about -1.5, Because the description of 
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radon transport in the bulk soil appears to be approximately correct, we 
hypothesize that the remaining discrepancy is due to a fast flow path at the 
structure-soil interface. This hypothesis is supported by observations of the soil 
pressure field that indicate significantly (factor or 2 - 3) higher pressure coupling 
in probes adjacent to the structure walls than is predicted by the model—even 
using the new description of the soil permeability field that includes anisotropy 
and a low permeability backfill zone. Experiments are planned for the future 
that will sample soil gas from the interface to determine if flow is enhanced (and 
radon concentrations therefore reduced) in this region. 

Measurements of radon concentration in soil gas in the region of soil that 
was excavated and repacked after structure depressurization indicate that this 
region has lower soil permeability than the surrounding soil. This finding 
provides further support for our hypothesis that the scale dependence of soil 
permeability results from natural processes such as the growth of roots, animal 
burrowing, and the movement of water through soil. In the backfill region, 
these structures have not had time to become fully developed because of the 
relatively recent disturbance of the soil. 

In summary, this work reinforces our earlier conclusions that assessment 
of soil transport characteristics, typically based on multiple small-scale 
measurements, can produce serious underestimates of actual transport in 
systems that function at larger scales. The magnitude of this error argues that it 
is important to study this effect in other soils to determine its prevalence and 
causes. 
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Table I. Soil characteristics assigned to different regions in the soil. 

soil 
depths' [m] 

soil 
\ay«s b 

backfill 
iegicmsb 

emanation 
fraction1 

air-filled 
porosity* 

bulk densitye 

llO^lcg/mi) 
0.00-0.52 layer 1 upper 

backfill 
0.31 ±0.02 0.45 ±0.05 1.4 ±0.1 

P.52-1,40 layer 2 
upper 
backfill 0.31 ±0.02 0.45 ±0.05 1.4±0.1 

1.40-2.25 layer 3 lower backfill* 0.45 ±0.04 0.45 ±0.05 1.4±0.1 
2.25-13.0 layer 4 0.31 ± 0.02 0.25 ±0.15 1.9±0.5 

a The ranges indicate the top and bottom depths of the different regions of soil indicated in the 
C fourth and fifth columns of the table. (Note exception in note i to this table.) 

b-The location of the different soil regions are shown in Figure 1. 
'•Fraction of 2 2 2 Rn generated in the soil that is left in the pore space after it is created by decay 
from 226Ra. Data from Flexser et al. [7]. 
d-Data on non-solid porosity from [8] combined with soil-moisture data from Chapter 2 to 
determine air-filled porosity. 
eData from [8]. 
f-Backfill region actually terminates at about the level of the bottom of the slab (-1.9 m), but it 
is assigned the soil characteristics of the layer 3 soil. 



Table II. Soil permeability configurations for different model runs. 

Region of soil Permeabilities'1 (10" 1 2 ni 2 ) 

Case l a 

upper backfill 2.6 
lower backfill 5.2 
layer 1 soil (non-backfill) 7.7 
layer 2 -4so i l (non-backfill) 6.3 

Case 2 b 

all soil except gravel 5.4 
Case 3 

vertical (all soil) 18. 
horizontal (all soil) 30. 

Case 4 C 

vertical (all soil) 18. 
horizontal (all soil) 30. 
backfill 3.5 

^Locations of soil regions are shown in Figure 1. 
b-This case uses an average permeability that includes natural soil and the 
backfill region. The calculated value is the arithmetic mean of all cylindrical-
probe permeability measurements made in the soil around the west structure 
(using the detection limit value for those probes with permeabilities below the 
detection limit). This value differs from the mean permeability of cylindrical 
probes measurements listed in Table I, Chapter V. Different probes were used 
for that case because we wanted to compare dynamic permeability 
measurements with probes in the immediate vicinity, and only in the natural soil. 
Therefore, in that case, the backfill and subslab probes were excluded. 
C-Backfill region here includes upper and lower backfill as indicated in Figure 1. 
d-Arithmetic mean of cylindrical probe measurements of soil permeabilities for 
different regions of the soil. 
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Table III. Soil-gas entry rates measured and modeled given different 
assumptions about soil permeability characteristics. 

Measurement or Model Soil-gas entry rate Ratio of measured to 
Run [10-5 mVs] modeled entry rates 

measurement (-20 Pa) 35. ± 10 
Casel 4.0 8.8 
Case 2 3.5 10. 
Case 3 14. 2.5 
Case 4 14. 2.5 
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Table IV. Static depressurization experiments used to determine the soil-radon 
concentrations indicated in Figures 4n - d. 

Experiment ID Starting date of Structure 
experiment depressurization [Pa] 

BLW085 11/22/91 0 
BLW044 9/1/90 0 
BLW099 4/17/92 9 
BLW068 5/15/91 18 
BLW072 6/14/91 18 
BLW079 9/19/91 21 
BLW029 8/1/90 24 
BLW033 8/15/90 46 
BLWC30 8/8/90 65 
BLW087 12/11/91 65 
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Figure 1. Soil regions used for modeling soil-gas and radon entry into the structure. 
The figure shows a vertical cross section of the soil from the middle of the struc tare 
outward into the soil. Symmetry is assumed about the mid-line. 



60 
In 

i i i i < i i i I i i 

o Measured 
Case 2 model 
Case 3 model 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Structure depressurization [Pa] 

Figure 2. Radon entry rates vs. structure depressurization: model-
measurement comparison. The soil permeability configurations used in the 
model runs are described in Table II. Case 2 uses as input a homogeneous 
soil permeability determined from the arithmetic mean of the cylindrical-
probe static permeability measurements. Case 3 uses a homogeneous and 
anisotropic permeability field determined from the dual-probe dynamic 
permeability measurements at a scale of 3+ m. 
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North 

scale: 1 m low(N-s) 

Normalized 
radon concentrations 
-- measured 
-- modeled, Case 3 
- (modeled, Case 2) 

077 
0.88 
(0.86 

o 0,99 
0.90 
(0.88) 

Probe locations 
• structure midplane 
o foreground 
a background 

E22 backfilled soil 
ES2 gravel 

Figure 3a. North/south cross section of the site showing measured and predicted radon concentrations, 
normalized with respect to the concentration measured in the deepest soil probe. Measured concentrations are 
the average of values obtained in three experiments run at -18, -21, and -23 Pa. The model was run at 21-Pa 
depressurization given the two different assessments of soil permeability represented by Cases 3 and 2, Table II. 
Individual probes are identified that were used for model-measurement comparisons of soil-radon depletion in 
Figures 4b and 4d. 



West 

* scale: 1 m low(E-s) low(W-m) 

Normalized 
radon concentrations 
- measured 
-- modeled, Case 3 
- (modeled, Case 2) 

Probe locations 
• structure midplane 

E 3 backfilled soil 
E 3 gravel 

Figure 3b. East/west cross section of the site showing measured and predicted radon 
concentrations, normalized with respect to the concentration measured in the deepest 
probe. Individual probes are identified that were used for model-measurement 
comparisons of soil-radon depletion in Figures 4a and 4c. 



0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Structure under-pressure [Pa] 

Figures 4a (top) and 4b (bottom). Model-measurement comparison of soil-gas 
radon depletion with structure depressurization. Model case descriptions are 
found in Table II. Measurements are for probe locations low(W-m), a medium 
length probe located at low-wall level on the west side of the structure, and 
mid(S-l), a long probe located at mid-wall level on the south side. 
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Structure under-pressure [Pa] 

Figures 4c (top) and 4d (bottom). Model-measurement comparison of soil-gas 
radon depletion with structure depressurization. Model case descriptions are 
found in Table II. Measurements are for probe locations low(E-s) and low(N-s), 
short probes located in low-wall-level soil on the east and north sides of the 
structure, respectively. 
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North 
Atmospheric pressure * 0 Pa 

Pressure coupling l 

- measured 9/25/91 
- modeled, Case 3 
- (modeled, Case 2) 

22 
18 

m. 

a _ 
0.4 
KM 11 
2.3 

15* 
4.6 Ml 

Probe locations 
• structure midplane 
a foreground 
a background 

E 3 backfilled soil 
E M gravel 

Figure 5. North/south cross section of the site showing measured and predicted pressure coupling at the 
indicated probe locations. Measured values are from an experiment carried out on September 25,1991 at 21-Pa 
structure depressurization. The one measurement marked with an asterisk is from an experiment run at -18 Pa 
carried out on May 15,1991. The model was run at 21-Pa depressurization given the two different assessments of 
soil permeability represented by Cases 3 and 2, Table II. The measured values have an uncertainty of ± 4%. 
Model predictions for the south side are identical to model predictions for the north side. 



APPENDIX 

Diffusion as a Source of 2 2 2 R n in the Ben Lomond West 
Structure 

INTRODUCTION 

2 2 2 R n may enter the structure by diffusion from several different 
sources and pathways. Radon originating from decay of 2 2 6 Ra in the concrete 
walls and floor may diffuse from the concrete into the structure. Radon 
originating in the soil may diffuse through the walls and floor or through the 
open slots during an advection experiment. This appendix describes 
measurements used to determine the contributions to 2 2 2 Rn concentration in 
the structure from these different sources. These estimations are applied in 
the radon mass balance estimates of the soil gas and radon entry rates to 
distinguish the contributions of advection from those of diffusion. 

RADON EMANATION FROM CONCRETE 

We begin by examining the concrete as a source of radon in the 
structure. 

Theory 
Because the walls (and floor) have far greater areal extent than 

thickness, we can consider diffusion from the concrete as a one dimensional 
problem (see Figure A-l). We use a coordinate system with its origin in the 
middle of the concrete. The concrete thickness is 2w and the concentration is 
assumed to be zero at x = w and -w. 

The flux of radon through a cross sectional area of concrete is 
governed by Fick's law 
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where F c (Bq nv 2 s _ 1), D c , e is the effective diffusion coefficient of radon in 
concrete that relates the gradient of the interstitial radon concentration to the 
flux across the pore area, E is the air-filled porosity of the soil (air-filled 
volume/total volume), and C is the activity concentration of radon in the 
pore space (Bq nr 3). 

x = o 
X = -W X = +W 

- I - + - I -
"X-/" 

radon diffusion 

C(-w) = 0 

Wall 

^ 

C(+w) = 0 

Figure A-l. Geometry of radon diffusion from wall. 

In steady-state, the 2 2 2 R n activity entering a volume element of 
concrete in time At by diffusion and by decay of 2 2 6 Ra will equal that leaving 
by diffusion and by decay of 2 2 2 Rn. The volume element of concrete is given 
by ACAX, the cross-section area of the volume element perpendir ,lar to the 
flux time the length of the volume element. If f is the emanation fraction 
(the fraction of generated radon that ends it recoil in the pore space and is 
therefore free to diffuse), fG is the rate at which radon is generated per unit of 
pore volume (Bq m~3 s_ 1), and X is the decay constant of 2 2 2 Rn (Bq/s), then the 
steady-state activity balance can be written: 

(2) F c (j()A c At + fG[eA cAx]At = F c (x + Ax)A cAt + \C[eA c Ax]At . 

Substituting Eq. 1 for F c and rearranging terms gives the governing 
equation for the concentration of radon in the concrete: 
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(3) d 2 C IC f fG 
dx 2 D c . c

 + D c. c 

Using the concept of a decay length for radon in concrete 

(4) L = 

Eq. 3 can be rewritten 

d 2C C fG (5) 
dx2 L2 Dc.t, 

This non-homogeneous ordinary differential equation is readily solvable 
using the method of undetermined coefficients [1], yielding 

(6) C(x) fCL2 cosh -(f)] 
coshj f)j 

From Eq. 1, the flux at the wall is given by 

(7) F J ~ - ^ - £ L 
Substituting Eq. 6 into Eq. 7, the flux of 2 2 2 R n at the surface of the wall due to 
the content of 2 2 6 R a in the concrete is: 

(8) Fc=efGLfcmh(y-] 

Results 
Gamma spectroscopy measurements were made to determine the 2 3 8 U 

content of four concrete samples, two from the east structure and two from 
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the west structure." These samples were slices of cores taken from the north 
walls of each structure. (The holes remaining after the cores were removed 
were used as points of entry for conduits that contain sampling lines that pass 
between the structures and the trailer holding the detectors and other 
instrumentation.) Gamma spectroscopy was also used to determine the 
emanation fractions of the samples. The analysis assumes secular 
equilibrium between 238TJ and its progeny under the measurement 
conditions. That is, it is assumed that the parent and progeny all have equal 
activity concentrations ([2], Ch. 15). The results are given in Table A-I. 

Table A-I. Uranium content and emanation fraction of concrete core 
samples. 

Core ID Structure ^Utottepm) f 
Core 2 west 2.15+0.05 0.11 
Core 3 west 2.37+0.04 0.10 
Corel east 2.13±0.05 0.094 
Core 4 east 2.24±0.05 0.10 

Average 2.24±0.02a 0.1 
a. Weighted arithmetic mean ± standard error of the mean. 

The small range of values for the uranium contents and emanation 
fractions of all of the samples indicates that the concrete can be considered 
homogeneous for our purposes. We therefore use the average value of 2 3 8TJ 
content of 2.2 ppm (by weight) and an emanation fraction of 0.1. 
From these data, the radon source term for the concrete (G) can be 
determined. 2 2 2 Rn atoms are being generated at the same rate at which 2 2 6 Ra 
atoms are decaying. If NR,, is the number ol 2 2 6 Ra atoms per gram oi concrete, 
then NRaXRl, is the number of 2 2 2 Rn atoms generated per gram of concrete per 
second. The activity density of 2 3 8 U, N LXU (Bq/g-concrete), can be calculated 
from the data in Table A-I given the half life of 2 3 f l U (XL0 of 4.47xl09 yr, and 
the relationship that 

* All gamma spectrometry measurements were performed by Al Smith at Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory, Earth Sciences Division. 
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(9) X = JHi 

where T J / 2 is the radioactive half life. The 2 3 S U activity density is 

2.2g z 3 8U Y6-°22xlOBatoms a 8uY '"2 

(10) 10 g - concrete 

= 2.74xHT2-

| 6 . 0 2 2 x l 0 s a t o m s 2 3 6 U Y ln2 V yr ~) 
){ 2 3 8 g 2 J S U ^4.47x10* y r JU .15x !0 7 s J 

Bq 
g - concrete 

But, secular equilibrium between 238y a n c i 226Ra m m e concrete requires that 

(11) NuXu = N^XK. , , 

which is also equal to the rate at which 222Rn atoms are being generated per 
gram of concrete. The 2 2 2 R n radon activity density is, therefore: 

(12) XR,N l i,XH„=5.75xl(rs ^ 
s g - concrete 

Multiplying by the measured density of concrete (2.4x10° g n v 3 ) gives the 
radon source per unit volume of concrete (G c); and dividing by the porosity 
gives the radon source per unit pore volume (G): 

(13) £G = G, = 0.13K-^L . 
snv 

Substituting Eq. 13 into Eq. 8, gives 

(14) 
Fc = fGcLtanh 

u; 
The last parameter that is required to estimate the emanation of radon from 
the wall is L, the diffusion length of radon in concrete. Nero and Nazaroff [3] 
site values between 0.1 and 0.3 m. Stranden [4) cites values between 0.06 - 0.2 
m. Using the full range of these values and Eq. 8 to determine a range of 
possible diffusive fluxes, we get 
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( 1 5 ) .J2-07^ S°'L-006 (*§.) 
[ l.OlxKT3 for L = 0.3 lm 2 s j 

Using the average of the upper and lower limits on the activity flux 
densities (Eq. 15), and given a concrete area in the structure of 26 m 2 , the total 
diffusive emission from the concrete is estimated to be 

(16) Sc=l.6xi<r2-5a = 57 5a 
s hr 

222RN FLUX THROUGH THE WALLS AND FLOOR 

Charcoal canister measurements were made of the diffusive flux of 
222Rn from the interior of the east structure. These measurements yield the 
net flux of radon diffusing through the concrete from the soil and from the 
concrete itself. The east structure was used for these measurements instead of 
the west structure, on which the other experiments described in this 
dissertation were conducted, because we did not want to disturb experiments 
underway in the west structure. This should not result in large errors since 
the structures were designed to be identical except for the presence or absence 
of a subslab gravel layer, and because the undisturbed radon concentrations 
around the two structures are similar. Furthermore, the presence or absence 
of the gravel layer should not have a significant effect on the results of these 
measurements since they were conducted under nonadvective conditions. 

Six sampling pans,1 containing two charcoal sampling canisters each, 
were sealed to the walls and floor of the structure in the following locations: 
two on the east wall, one near the top and one near the floor; two similarly 
placed on the west wall; and two on the floor, one near the north wall and 
one near the south wall. The samplers are designated ET, EB, WT, WB, FN, 
and FS, respectively. They were left in place for approximately 76 hours, with 
the structure hatch left open to maintain a nt ral pressure. Because of radon 
sorption to the charcoal, the radon concentration in the air space of the pans 
remains nearly zero, thus maintaining a fixed concentration gradient across 
the wall. 

1 We used 8"(.20 m) diameter by 2"(().()5 m) high, circular cake tins made of aluminum. 
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The canisters were analyzed for their radon concentrations using 
gamma spectrometry. Given the sample collection time, the time between 
sampling and measurement, and the decay rate of radon sorbed on the 
charcoal, the diffusive fluxes at each of the locations were calculated. The 
results are given in Table A-II. Note that these measurements will reflect 
both diffusion from and through the wall. 

To calculate the total diffusive flux through intact concrete and into the 
chamber, the average flux density in each of the regions was multiplied by the 
regional area and summed. The contribution from the floor was handled in 
the same way. The total diffusive flux through the concrete (S w ) is estimated 
to be 

(17) = 330 - 3 - = 0 . 0 9 2 ^ 
hr s 

This value represents an estimate of the maximum contribution of 
radon diffusion from the walls and floor that can occur during a steady-state 
experiment since, during the canister measurements, the structure radon 
concentration is effectively zero and soil-gas radon concentrations are not 
depleted as they would be during a depressurization experiment. 

Table A-II. Diffusive radon fluxes from the interior walls 
of the east structure. 

Sampler 222Rn flux (Bq m"* s-1) 
~ET 2.74 (± 0.01) x10" 3 

WT 1.88 (±0.02) X10" 3 

EB 4.01 (± 0.05) X10"3 
WB 4.00 (± 0.05) x10-3 
FN 4.17 (±0.05) x10-3 
FS 4.44 (±0.04) X1Q-3 

DIFFUSION THROUGH THE SLOTS 

Another source of diffusive entry of radon dur ing advection 
experiments is through the slots themselves. Again, the flux F is estimated 
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from Fick's law. Given the area, A, of the slots, the source [in Bq/s] is given 
by. 

(18) s B = - A D a ^ , 

where AC is the concentration difference across the slots, h is the height of the 
slots (which is the same the thickness of the concrete slab), and D a is the 
diffusivity of 2 2 2 Rn in air. The concentration difference across the slots, AC, 
is estimated from the concentration of 2 2 2 R n in the structure, minus the 
concentration measured in the slots. This is only an approximation because 
the needles sampling slot air do not extend to the bottom of the slot (resulting 
in a possible underestimation of the flux). On the other hand, because we are 
estimating diffusive flux occurring during pressure-driven entry 
experiments, the average concentration gradient through the slots is not 
going to be as large as if entry were occurring by diffusion alone. 

The values of the parameters in Eq. A-16 are as follows: 

D a = 1.2 x 10"5 m 2 s _ 1 (diffusion constant ol 2 2 2 Rn in air) [5] 
A = 1.92 x l0" 5 m 2 (area of slots) 
h = 0.15 m (thickness of the slab) . 

Table A-III shows estimates of the diffusive source from the slots for 
different experiments, arranged in order of increasing structure 
depressurization. For comparison with estimates of diffusion from the 
concrete and through the walls, S s is expressed in Bq/hr. The estimates of 
diffusion through the slots are uniformly small, approximately a factor of 100 
smaller than diffusive entry through the walls, with all values less than 4 
Bq/hr. 
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Table A-IIL Estimation of 2 2 2 Rn Diffusion Through the Slot. 

Experiment Structure Structure Rn Slot Rn Ss 
ID pressure 

[Pa] 
[Bq/m 3 ] [Bq/m 3 ] Diffusion across slots 

fBq /hr l 
BLW099 -9 .4 38.3 x 10 3 80.6 x 10 3 3.9 
BLW068 -18 .0 37.3 x 10 3 53.5 x 10 3 1.5 
BLW072 -18 .0 35.0 X 10 3 63.3 X 10 3 2.6 
BLW079 -21 .1 45.6 x 103 61.2 x 10 3 1.4 
BLW030 -70 .3 35.3 x 10 3 49.7 X 10 3 1.3 
BLW087 -65 .1 38.5 X 10 3 57.2 X 10 3 1.7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Table A-IV compares the magnitudes of the different diffusive sources 
of radon entry and the radon entry rate by advection. Among the 
contributions of diffusion, diffusion through and from the wall is the largest 
source. Diffusion from the soil through the wall appears to the largest 
contribution, yielding an estimated 80% of radon emanating from the walls. 
Diffusion of radon through the cracks is negligible by comparison. 

When compared to the advective contribution of radon during a 
typical 20 Pa structure depressurization experiment, all sources of diffusion 
are negligible. Under those conditions, radon entry by advection is at least 
200 times larger than entry by diffusion via any pathway. 

Table A-IV. Comparison of radon entry into the structure by advection 
and diffusion. 
Source of Radon Approximate Source Rate 
advection3 1. Bqs-iPa-i 
diffusion through and from wall 0.09 Bq s-1 

diffusion from concrete 0.02 Bq s-1 

diffusion through slot 0.0009 Bq s-1 
Estimated from Figure 2, Chapter 6, for depressurization < -20 Pa. 
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CHAPTER VII 

Conclusions 

The often quoted statement that soil is the complex product 
of the interaction of parent materials, climate, hydrology, 
relief and biological activity acting over time, glosses over 
the point that each of these soil factors may act over a 
different spatial scale, and that within each soil-forming 
factor there can be many spatial scales of interaction. 

P.A. Burrough [1] 

OVERVIEW 

This chapter discusses the significance of the results of the work described 
in this dissertation. The work makes a contribution in two distinct areas. First, 
geotechnical assessment of soils is advanced by the capabilities of the new dual-
probe dynamic pressure technique. Second, our understanding of radon entry 
into houses is advanced by the results of the studies carried out at the radon-
transport test facility in Ben Lomond, California. 

The material in this chapter is organized in the following manner: 

• The first section summarizes the capabilities and significance of the new 
dual-probe dynamic pressure technique for measuring soil air-
permeability. 
• The second section discusses the resolution of the model-measurement 
discrepancies in radon and soil-gas entry at the Ben Lomond radon-
transport test facility. 
• The third section explores the implications of the finding of scale-
dependent permeability of soil to air with regard to site assessment and 
modeling of the transport of gas-phase contaminants through soil. 
• The last section discusses possible directions for future research. 
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THE DUAL-PROBE DYNAMIC PRESSURE TECHNIQUE 

Chapters III and IV of this dissertation describe the development and 
testing of a new technique for measuring soil permeability to air, the dual-probe 
dynamic pressure (DPD) technique. The most important advance of this 
technique is its ability to make measurements over a significant range of length 
scales. An addition?!! contribution ol the current technique is that it allows 
unambiguous detection of anisotropy of permeability, because the source and 
detector probes can be placed in arbitrary locations. 

The development of the DPD technique permitted the first comprehensive 
study and demonstration of the scale dependence of soil permeability to air in 
soils. The veracity of earlier findings of scale-dependent hydraulic conductivity 
in aquifers had been questioned because measurements at different length scales 
were made using different techniques (see conclusions of Bradbury and Muldoon 
[2]). A single earlier study which found scale dependence of vertical air-
permeability from measurements performed at 3 different length scales in 
natural soil had the same limitation [3]. 

Using the DPD technique, I was able to make measurements over a range 
of length scales (0.5 - 3.5 m) with a single technique, thereby demonstrating 
unambiguously strong scale dependence of soil permeability to air over a 
relatively small range of scales (Chapter V). Furthermore, DPD measurements 
were found to be consistent with smaller-scale static measurements of 
permeability, given the observed scale dependence. 

Although the scale dependence of permeability is now an accepted 
phenomenon in hydrogeology, it has not been a recognized issue in gas-phase 
transport through soils. The finding is important because it requires that we 
rethink our methods of site assessment, data interpretation, and modeling of the 
gas-phase transport of contaminants though soils. 

RESOLVING THE MODEL-MEASUREMENT DISCREPANCY OF RADON 
ENTRY INTO HOUSES 

The introduction to this dissertation pointed out that mathematical models 
consistently and significantly underpredict measured rates of soil-gas and radon 
entry into real houses. In the past, these discrepancies had been consistently 
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attributed to a poor understanding of complex field sites. Experiments, 
described in Chapter II, confirmed the existence of the model-measurement 
discrepancy and generated a hypothesis about its source. Verification of the 
model-measurement discrepancy at the intensively monitored and carefully 
controlled experimental basement in Ben Lomond, California, indicated that the 
problem was deeper than a poor understanding of complex field sites. It 
indicated a problem with our conceptual model of soil that has resulted in 
misinterpretation of field assessments of contaminant transport potential and 
inaccurate representation in mathematical models. 

The hypothesis derived from these experiments was that field assessments 
of soil permeability that are based on multiple small-scale (0.1 - 0.5 m) probe 
measurements underestimate effective permeability for flows that occur at the 
experimental basement (and are likely to occur at real houses) at a scale of 
-several meters or more. Such empirical assessments of regional soil 
permeabilities are critical inputs to numerical transport models; a low input of 
soil permeability will result in a low prediction of radon entry rate. Reworded, 
the hypothesis claims that soil permeability to air depends on length scale. 

A detailed investigation of the nature of soil air-permeability at the Ben 
Lomond field site found that soil permeability is strongly dependent on length 
scale (Chapter V). An independent confirmation of this finding was provided by 
model-measurement comparisons of soil-gas radon depletion with structure 
depressurization (Chapter VI). 

In Chapter VI, the argument was made that, because of its geometry, the 
experimental structure must operate at a scak- greater than ~2 m. A length scaie 
of 3 m was selected, somewhat arbitrarily, as being representative ot the 
structure's interaction with the soil. To obtain an approximate measure of the 
extent to which the finding of scale-dependent permeability resolves the model-
measurement discrepancy in radon entry, the model was rerun given the 3-m-
scale permeability as input. The results were compared with the original model 
simulations that used as input regional permeabilities based on averages of ihe 
smaller-scale (0.5 m) probe measurements. The new assessment of soil 
permeability reduced the model-measurement discrepancy in the soil-gas entry 
rate from a factor of -9 to a factor of 2.5. It reduced the discrepancy in the radon 
entry rate from a factor or 7 to a factor of 1.5. The fiict that measured pressure 
coupling in the soil adjacent to the structure continues to be considerably larger 
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than the predicted value suggests that the remaining soil-gas-entry discrepancy 
may be due to enhanced flow occurring at the structure-soil interface. 

The finding of scale-dependent permeability significantly resolves the 
model-measurement discrepancy of radon entry into the Ben Lomond test 
structure. It also holds the promise of significantly resolving the large 
discrepancies observed at real houses. That possibility will depend on a future 
finding that soils in general tend to have scale-dependent permeability between 
scales of about 10 cm to a few meters. 

An additional complication in the resolution of the model-measurement 
discrepancy in real houses arises from the multiple factor that determine the 
scale at which a house interacts with the soil. Scale-dependent permeability will 
only resolve previous model-measurement discrepancies observed at real houses 
if the houses themselves do indeed interact with soils at scales larger than that at 
which the field permeabilities were determined (i.e., the probe sampling scale). 
For field studies prior to the current work, that would tend to be at length scales 
~ 0.1 m.1 Factors that contribute to determining the length scale at which a 
house interacts with the sc:i include: the distance between the soil surface and 
the penetrations through which entry occurs, the geometry of the penetration(s), 
and the structure oi the soil. 

The actual operating scale of the system is not necessarily obvious. It is 
possible, for example, to have a large distance between the soil surface and the 
entry point into the building and still have a small effective scale for soil 
permeability. Consider the effective length scale if the penetration itself is small 
and the soil is homogeneous and in good contact with the building. In that case, 
the penetration itself would behave similarly to a small soil probe, with flow 
lines converging approximately radially to the enlry point. That is, the effective 
sampling region, and hence the effective length scale, would be small. For 
identical soils, the larger the penetration, the larger the relevant length scale. In 
the case of the Ben Lomond west structure, the reason that the effective length 
scale was a large as it was is because of the presence of the gravel layer beneath 
the entry slots. This effectively enlarges the sampling region to the size of the 
structure floor. 

'The cylindrical probe, having a integration length scale of -0.5 m, was specially developed to 
have such a large effective sampling area for the studies conducted at the Ben Lomond Structures 
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This line of argument suggests that houses that possess a subsurface 
gravel layer will have increased radon entry rates not only because the gravel 
layer makes a larger effective source that drives entry [6], but because the size of 
that source makes the soil itself appear more permeable. The results presented 
in Chapter V proves that the latter effect can be large. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR SITE ASSESSMENT AND MODELING 

The finding of scale-dependent soil permeability to air suggests that both 
site assessment and modeling oi radon transport will be more complicated and 
have greater uncertainty than was previously believed. For site assessment of 
contaminant transport potential to produce meaningful results, either the scale at 
which the system operates must be known a priori (which is unlikely in most 
circumstances) so that the system can be sampled at a single scale, or the site 
assessment must include an analysis of the scale dependence of permeability. 
Unfortunately, even if it is known how permeability changes with length scale, 
the problem is not solved. A model is still required to predict the transport of 
radon or other contaminants, given information about the soil structure, the 
geometry of the system, and the boundary conditions for flow and pressure. The 
best choice of an appropriate model is not immediately clear. 

It is useful at this point to digress to a discussion of conceptual models of 
soils: how these models influence our interpretation of field data; and the 
implications of the finding of scale-dependent permeability for selecting among 
different types of models those that best reflect the nature of gas-phase transport 
through soils. 

The dominant conceptual model of a heterogeneous soil represents the 
permeability field by a grid of randomly distributed representative elementary 
volumes (REVs), each with a well-defined homogeneous permeability. The 
implication of such a model is that an effective regional permeability can be 
inferred from a random sampling of spatially distributed measurements by 
taking some kind of average of the measurements, given some assumption (or 
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measure) of the probability distribution.2 Implicit in the data interpretation is 
the assumption that the sampling scale (i.e., the effective integration area of the 
probe) is the same size as the REV. In other words, it is assumed that, at scales 
smaller than the sampling scale, the medium can be considered homogeneous; 
and that the behavior of fluid flow at larger scales can be inferred from ilie 
statistical properties of the data. 

Yet, it is now clear that if the permeability of the medium is in fact scale 
dependent then any mean (arithmetic, geometric, harmonic) of the samples can 
reflect permeability only at the sampling scale. There is no possibility that 
information at larger (or smaller) scales is captured. In other words, the 
sampling scale uniquely determines the estimated permeability. 

If permeability is in fact continuously scaling, then this suggests that the 
REV-grid concept of the soil itself fails since there is no scale at which the 
medium can be considered purely homogeneous.' This was also the conclusion 
of Neuman [8] in his theoretical investigation of the scaling of dispersivity and 
hydraulic conductivity in geologic media: "Since homogeneity is at best a local 
phenomenon limited to random and relatively narrow intervals of scale, one 
must question the utility of associating medium properties with representative 
elementary volumes (REVs) as has been the custom in subsurface hydrology for 
decades." 

A newer class of models has emerged that treats porous media as a 
multiscale continua. These fractal models have been used to explore many 
aspects of fluid flow through porous media [9-14] and to describe observed 
spatial variability [1, 15, 16]. Wheatcraft and Tyler [17] and Neuman [8] have 
found that fractal models can successfully simulate dispersivity of contaminant 
flow through porous media. Menduni [18] has shown a fractal model 
successfully simulates scale dependence of permeability of fractured rock 
systems. 

Although the scale-dependent permeability data from the Ben Lomond 
site (Figure 3, Chapter V) could be interpreted, by either a stochastic REV-type 

2A typical assumption is that the REV permeabilities are distributed lognormally and therefore 
that the geometric mean of the measurements gives a measure of the effective regional 
permeability-
3For a discussion of the treatment of heterogeneous porous media using the REV-grid concept, 
seeDaganJ7J. 
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model or fractal model, the fractal models are conceptually appealing because 
their very nature incorporates scale dependence. The REV-type models must 
invoke spatially correlated statistical properties to produce scale dependence. In 
these models, scale dependence ceases beyond the correlation length scale, and is 
absent below the scale of the REV. In contrast, scale dependence is inherent in 
the structure of fractals, which are comprised of a continuum ol scales ot 
heterogeneity. 

If root structures, animal burrows, and leaching channels are responsible 
for the observed scale dependence of heterogeneity, then fractal models appear 
to be a particularly desirable choice, since these structures are likely to have 
fractal-like form. Consider the root structures observed in the Ben Lomond soil 
down to several meters depth. Root systems appear to consist of a nested 
hierarchy of networks formed at different length scales. Roots having finer 
structures tend to branch at shorter distances than roots having heavier 
structures. 

On the other hand, a real soil is probably not a perfect fractal structure. 
Logic dictates that the increasing scales of possibly fractal-like heterogeneity will 
discontinue at some upper limit of length scale (in the Ben Lomond soil that 
might be determined by the scale of the larger Oak tree roots). (In a perfect 
fractal system, the continuum persists up to infinite scale.) In addition, the 
nested scales of heterogeneity probably do not form a perfect continuum. One 
could imagine a system in which fast paths in the soil were dominated by grass 
and Oak trees roots each operating over a finite range of scales, and reaching 
down to different distances in the soil. The relevant question is: Which models 
capture the salient features of gas-flow through soils in a simpler fashion. The 
answer to this will require further study. 

Based on this discussion, an obvious advantage of the dual-probe dynamic 
pressure technique for exploring the nature of the permeability field is that it 
does not lock the experimenter into an REV-grid interpretation of the data. The 
medium can be explored at arbitrary scale lengths (and orientations) to 
determine if there is some suitable volume which can be considered as a 
hor'.j^eneous representative volume element. 
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FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

The work presented here suggests several profitable directions for future 
research. With regard to the dual-probe dynamic pressure measurements of soil 
permeability, it would be useful to develop a model for quantitative 
interpretation of field measurements in strongly anisotropic soils. There is 
currently no technique available that gives reliable quantitative assessments of 
anisotropy from in situ measurements. If such a model can be developed for the 
dual-probe measurements it will represent a significant advance in geotechnical 
assessment of soils. It will also offer the additional advantage that anisotropy 
could then be determined as a function of scale. 

A second area of research is the investigation of the nature of soil structure 
that causes scale-dependent heterogeneity. It was suggested in Chapter V that 
scale-dependent permeability might result from the natural evolution of the soil 
structure due to the growth of plant roots, animal burrows, and the creation of 
cracks and channels by water movement and by the shrinkage and swelling of 
soils. This conjecture was supported by model-measurement comparisons of 
soil-gas radon concentrations in Chapter VI, which found a better fit of the model 
to measurements when the soil in the backfill-zone adjacent to the walls ol the 
structure was assumed to have lower permeability than the surrounding natural 
soil. The backfill zone—having been seriously disturbed by soil removal and 
repacking during structure installation—may not have had the time for these 
scale-dependence-causing features to become fully developed. 

Experiments to deter-iine the nature of soil heterogeneity include 
correlating the magnitude and existence of scale-dependent permeability with 
observable surface features such as vegetation density and cover and soil 
cracking, and with data on soil-type, clay content, and rainfall. It would be 
particularly useful to conduct measurements of scale-dependent permeability in 
adjacent plots containing different vegetation and watering treatment. 

To determine if soil-gas flow occurs preferentially along networks of 
preferred-flow channels in the soil, a gas injection experiment could be carried 
out with a strongly adsorbing tracer. Subsequent dissection and examination of 
the soil/root matrix could determine the regions of maximum exposure (i.e., the 
dominant flow paths). Finally, if plant roots are determined to be an important 
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factor in the generation of scale-dependent permeability, their morphology 
should be examined, for example, for fractal structure. 

The most obvious need, with regard to future research in this area, is to 
determine the prevalence and magnitude of scale-dependent permeability in 
other soils. This task could be accomplished by using the dual-probe dynamic 
pressure technique to investigate other soils. Regarding the radon entry 
problem, it would be most profitable to study the soil around existing houses, 
and over the range of scales that houses are likely to interact with soils. It would 
be sensible to do so in areas where soils are sufficiently permeable that radon 
concentrations indoors are high enough to be of concern. If scale-dependent 
permeability is found to be prevalent in other soils at the magnitude at which it 
was observed at the Ben Lomond site, it will require that we reevaluate our 
designs both for site assessment and modeling gas-phase transport of 
contaminants in soils. 
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